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SAC, JTcW York (100-37230)
Attention: Maieoa Section

Director, l?BI <02«<1CQ50)

. ptunm&sr. o? boohs
(7 EOOil HLVILVS

Mr
Mr

i'N. P,
/ B. M.

Callahan
Suttler

2/1*1/00

Mr. A. W. Gray
Mr, R. S. Garner
Miss I I

You arc authorised to obtain discreetly one copy
each of the following Jboofco for the nee of the Etircau. t&rk
books to the attention of the ncsearch-Eatellite Section,
Domestic Intelligence Division

.

1.

GbwusQr* 10 ftaioa Square Y7«, Ifcw York,
Hot York 10003, paperback, 01.40

a*o Horc Victnana: £hc Uor and the
turc of American tf&rciga Policy"

edited by EicJ^djl,Wfe£|cr.
Harper anSnibw, ifew Yo%» , ./

Hew York 10010, 05.00 ^

h6
b7C

V

V)

DeLoach

^ Mohr

1 - Nationalities Intelligence (Route through for review) ,

1 - Mr. H. F» Row (6221 I #B # )

I AMBrrel ' V
/ do) ,V

NOTE: "

Books requested for review by SA H. D. Clough, Jr.,
NIS, Domestic Intelligence Division* Books will be filed
in Bureau Library where not now available. In the interest
of economy, the paperback edition of #1 is requested. / /" //

-607

jisiied; 41

!
FED 1<; 1969

PQMIVT-Fgg,

FEB 1 8 1969

Rosen

Tave!

TrotterSSI B2 81969 #

MAIL ROOMDU TELETYPE UNITU3
Tele. Room
Holmes .

Gandy

IS*
Aw



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.8

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR^ FBI (62-^6855) date:

(ATT: RESEARCH SATELLITE SECTION)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-87235)

2/25/69

}

^subject: -.PURCHASE OF BOOKS.
CYBOOK REVIEW

ReBulets, dated 11/22/68, 1/23/69, 2A/69, 2/11/69W-»
2/1V69 and 2/1V69. V

Enclosed are the eight books requested in relets.

"1. "Sammy Younge, Jr." by JAMES FORMAN

•^2. "Martin Luther King" - WILLIAM R. MILLER

"The Armies of the Night" - NORMAN MAILER

"No More Vietnams?" - RICHARD M. PFEFFER

5. "Civil Rights and the American Negro" edited by
ALBERT P. BLATJSTEIN and ROBERT ZANGANDO

i-6. "Trip to Hanoi" - SUSAN SANTO

G

*-7. "Malcolm X- The Man and his Ideas"- GEORGE BREITMAN
it"

/

i

<2>

8. "Eyewitness: The Negro in American History" -

£>» WILLIAM LOREN KATZ

J
tX Bureau (62-1*6855) (Ends. f^yun/t • jJ£*f^ic
1 - New York (100-87235) %? 1) /* >

JJC:m^h Jl~c2C'6?' U
O) ^^TT-U/O-

Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



#

gat, London (105-3004)

Director, FBI (105-107509)

1 - to. U. P. Callahan
1 - Mr. B. M. Suttler
1 - Mr. A. W. Gray

2/26/60
1 - Mr. K. S. Garnnr
1 - Miss

be
b7C

Reur FR-4, 2/4/09,

tern are authorised to obtain discreetly one copy
of book "The ikvt Xlovolutionarif s" edited by 'Itiriq Ali Khan
{price 38s, >• Mark the book to the attentions of the
Research-Satellite Section, Domestic Intelligence Division.

1 - Foreign Liaison Unit (Route throucfc for review)
1 - Nationalities Intelligence (Route through for review)
1 - Mr. 51. F. Row> (G221 IB)
G> G2-4G355 (Boofcjlcview File)

AJJBifsh
N zM '

r
(12)

Book requested by SA r, H. Mossburfi, Nationalities
Intelligence Section, Domestic Intelligence Division, for
reference purposes. Twelve revolutionaries, ranging iron
Cuba's Fidel Castro to ruropean students, have contributed
to the book which contains a diagram with a simple, concise
method of making a "JJolotov cocktail." The price of the
book is approximately $4.60. Book will be routed to other
interested Sections then filed in Bureau Library where it
is not now available. Ali Khan, 24~year~old Pakistani
revolutionary, is presently residing in London where he
is actively associated with new left and radical student
movements

•

v

5@ BAR 6 m
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Mr, W. C, Sullivan Tftfotmx? 25,

0» C. Moore :

BOOK RBVXISf
WXO KILL A BLACK MAH**

BY LOUIS E. LCMAX
RACIAL MATTERS

This memorandum presents a review »f captioned
'

book published in 1968 by the Holleway Houaa Publishing
Co., which i« being placed in th« #ur^ati library.

SYNOPSIS :

Urn author of this book i» a wall-known miter,
raportar and ; TV host-ctommentetor .

' Ha previously conducted
a eontrovarsial television program. Buraau files reflect
that Lomax is an unscrupulous dharlaten who has been
extremely critical of the FBI and tha Diractor. This book
is a biography and cosparison ©f the lives of Martin Luthar
King and Malcolm X. He tracas tha careers and philosophies
of these two prominent Negro extremists, discusses ; thai?' ^

,

accomplishments and shortcomings and how they were
assassinated. '.. Lomax states that'' tha American Government,
particularly the CIA, was involved in Malcolm X» a death.

;

This book contains a few references to the FBI, none of
which are pertinent.

.

For infovsnatloTia ;

62-46855 <Sbjjk_Efl2ifiv_^il*)
- 62-102926

I * Wfc«. G. D» DiLeaeh - :b7c

i . Mr, w* c. Sullivan !

(

, .n ,^ nmms wmt

1 * Mr. & W* Girey " " fo

i - Mr, ,l# "#. 'Deegan

USMUtOl



M«moran«KiHa t« Mr. W. C. Sullivan
Rel BOCK RSVISW .

:

.

»m KILL A BLACK MAN"
BY LOUIS £• LCMAX

DmSLgf

R>vlw of Bumu m»*S

Louis InaMl Lomax, a Negro who was born in

Georgia, August, . 1922, i* a free lance -writer and raporter

who at of May 2, 1968, was writing articles for the North
American Newspaper Alliance. Hi previously conducted a

television (TV) program which originated in Los Angela*,

California.
'

An investigation of Lomax was conducted in 1963

when he traveled to Cuba from Mexico. Lomax has repeatedly

proven his antagonism toward the FBI. On one of his TV

program* he was very critical of the FBI 1 a rolo in the
civil rights movement and state*, there would be no solution

to tte» civil, rights prob lem ** long as Itr. J . Edgar Hoover
remains as the head of the FBI.

r in J"

"To Kill a Bisofc Hon" is about Malcolm X and

Martin Luther King* both of whom Lomax claimed he knew
personally during their Uvea. The book is primarily a

biography ©f each of these black extremists (King end
ftalcoLm X) in which the author their philosophies

and beliefs* Although the book treats both subjects

favorably, the author does point out aotne shorteetnings of
eaeh of them, particularly Malcolm X. Lomax traces King's

riso as a civil rights leader during the Montgomery,
Alabama, bus boycott in 1955-56 up to his death by asaassina

tion la %ril, 1966. Ho portrays King si a Christian

CONTINUED - OV£R



ei? obtftlnimr

-fa* Negro's rightful plane in Mh^,' In c^!#*»* :M
describes Malcolm X as a product of the ghetto who rote to

• $«*mm ef leadership i» fk* #mi *i$m tt^mm^
the preaching of violence and the principals of tha Nation

of 'mte. &m, Uscax indicate* that Male*** X,..

breaking wit& ^ I8» f W**§ ia fwt *f. hi* life

of r«prisal» from th« NOI. Lo»ax claios that MaKiolra X
was aseasainated fcfr hired killera t#i©- were affiliate
Elijah Muhasmsad, HOI chiaftain, and that the American

®&*mmm&if»MMMty tSm mm Amply is*©***! in

Malcolm X«s death, a* King mm m*****imt*& m
individual wh© carriad out thurtU tf as «*fc**»*iy mill
financad and rigidly organised group «f toth««»

. ©aapite their «**Uiir itffarenees and divergent ,

phlleeophiea, Lomax claims both men developed and changed

during their Uvea until they were very doae to confute
agreement ©a civil rightfl iaeues near the ends of their

On page 198 of t?W.« €fe*pi»* ffi, Lemaae

states that he aacuaed one Jolm; .AUv an HOI member who was

an enemy of Malcolm X, a* being mMl Agent la I^ws**
book entitled "When the isir4 ia Uvm,» In t*» aw
chapter on page 199 Lewax states that hia allegation thatM ai iii «imiitiA »im ti» ret »i t»«*i ©a ww*m
and information end ires not meticulously researched.
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"TE3 VOYEUR" BY HENRY SUTTON
(P3N NAME OF DAVID SLAVITT)

DATE: 2-5-69

6c*

ho.-or. -

Gan-y

As you will recall, the New York Office last October obtained,

on a confidential basis, the uncorrected galley proofs of captioned novel- This

material was reviewed by my memorandum to you of 10-8-68, (a copy of

which is attached) and the novel was found to be salacious and to contain

what amounted to a vicious attack against the Director and the integrity of

the FBI.

Our New York Office recently obtained attached copy of this

novel, published by Bernard Geis Associates, New York City, which reportedly

has a publication date of 2-10-69, A review of the published work disclosed

it to be substantially the same as set forth in the uncorrected galley proofs

which we previously reviewed. While there are a very few minor revisions,

-ionc „ jvoiaiit to the portrayal of the Director or FBI could be detected. As
incliwi^od in our previous review, Slavitt 7s depiction of the Director of the

called ,TM. R- Tyler 1 T - -is largely contained in Chapter 5 pp 128 146:FB
167-171. In Chapter.?, pp. 232-235, Director "Tyler" agrees to aid the

Attorney General in a vengeful quest to jail the publisher of a girlie -typo

magazine. Later in the Chapter, the FBI is shown involved in the electronic

surveillance of the publisher's residence. In Chapter 8, pp* 280-289, Bureau

Agents "arrest" one of the publisher's employees on a narcotics charge and

take him to a meeting with the Attorney General where the subject is coerced

into agreeing to testify against the publisher.

RECOMMENDATION

:

That this book be referred to the Legal Research Unit for

review and determination as to whether it constitutes a basis for any

legal action. -

Enclosures (2)

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1.- Mr. Bishop

1 - Mr. MohrMw (7)

:> i- FER 26 1369

1 - Mr* Casper
1 - Miss Gandy

c-v-wrrrrss ere:

17 FS3

m 6 - 1969
S&BOS BSSEAECH

I
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V.oar I'-vii. February 14, 1969 r'::-??;

f Tslc. Hot

-
=

r
J-,;ji "YOYSUR, ?! BY HENRY SUTTON
(PEN NAME OF DAVID SLAVITT) &

v
* v

Attached memorandum of 2/5/69, Mr. Jones to MrT Bishop,

requested the Legal Research Unit to review certain specified references to the

Director and the Bureau as they appear in this book, and to determine whether

they provide a basis for legal action.

f
Our conclusion generally is that nothing said in the book is

* actionable by the Director or anyone else in this Bureau.
i

The logical action would be one for libel. The obstacles to

successful action are several. There are many different versions of libel law,

one for each state. Assuming that a copy of the book is sold in each state, the

tactic of shopping around might yield a state whose lav/ on libel has been violated.

In general, however, the book has been written - or edited - to fit just inside the

,
outer limits of what is permissible For example, it calls the Director vile names

"(page 142, line 1; page 171, lines 6, 7} but the general rule of libel is that names
alone, such as "bitch," "sonofabitch, " "bastard," "rat," "crook" and "liar" are

not actionable. 15 ALR2d 108o The book contains snide, petty, latrine-gossip

""remarks and innuendo about the Director^ executive methods but these are not

^actionable. Since New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 274 (1964), it has oeen

\
a matter of constitutional law tiiat a public official cannot maintain an action for \^
hibel unless (1) the charge made against him was defamatory (not merely critical),^
i (2) it was false, and (3) it was published with actual.malice - which is either the

(

|
knowledge that it was false or a reckless disregard of whether it was true or t\

< false. Where actual malice cannot be proven, the critic has a qualified privilege d\

| for honest misstatements of fact.
^

The suggestion made in a place or two (pages 232-235, 280-2S9) x
is that the investigative and arrest power of the FBI is used for personal purposes, t

crcch as scaring criminal subjects into cooperating with the Attorney General in %
a perioral vendetta against someone else. But the author carefully hedges by ^
I:avir- the Agents enter with a search warrant and then make a lawful search and ~*

arrect. ~ &

1 - Mi\ DeLoach, sf^f- - - ^SS FE,^£6l$S9
' ; .,^v' £

1 ~^^*M?C 1QCQ CO^TIHUE^dVER ...tfl^' <
- -^D:E^Qi ||j\H o ~ lacy ————*

b 2



#

Memorandum J- J, Casper to Mr. Mohr
Re: The "Voyeuy," by Henry Sutton

(Pen Name of - David Slavitt)

In conclusion, we believe the book was carefully edited by expert
' libel lawyers and that they have kept the language within the outer range of what

* is generally permissible. Moreover, we would not recommend an attempt to

make a case in some favorable jurisdiction if one can be found. We do not believe
j this book will influence the nation. It systematically demeans every person and

A
institution brought into its plot, except those who represent a projection of the

I
author fs own personality. However well or poorly this rot sells, its sales would

* be greatly enhanced were some national figure to dignify it with a public protest

.

\ The sick and the gullible who read this sort of thing would take that protest as
* proof the author had touched a sensitive spot, race out to buy the book, and give

J
it a success that it does not deserve and may not otherwise get.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information. \A

\

V

- 2 -



C, £?an Francisco

director, T&t <62~i6d55>

FUBCBASfc QT BOOK
BOOK REVIEWS

t
Mr. N. p. Callahan
Mr. B. M. Suttler
nr. 4* W. Gray

Mr. B. Carney
Miss

be
b7C

Dlson _
jLoach

>hr

shop _
isper

illahan

nrad

It

le

sen

llivan _

ve]

Jtter

le. Room
Imes

IL

«i *^?Si**
re

t
llu

?
h
?lria£4i<l to obtmia discreetly one cosy

aSmZJii* tS#Iii«*
tl0* ?f !

h
f *"«««sn-sat«littc Section,i&acetic Intelligence livision.

"^Ifent^m Technology una Sovi«t Fconoaic
J&irelopmmt, I«17-l5.a0" fey Antony c.
-^Sitton. Roarer Institution, Stanford

SiTSo*
Stanford, £&Ulfl»U

1 - Hr. H. F. Bow, 6221, IB

AMB:bkb

HOTE:

Book requested fay Section Chief A. W. Cray, Beseareh-S&tellite Section, Doaestle Intelligence Division, to be usedas reference — background aaterial for research projects,
iSSl^ffX "ill be placed in Bureau librarywhere not now available.

liiirtii 1 A

MAILEQ 7j

FEB 2 i- 1969

COMM-FBI

REC-9 IS FEB 24 1969

LSJ TELEMAIL ROOM LzJ TELETYPE UNIT CZ3



*

SAC, New York <100-B7235>
Attention: Liaison Section

Director* FBI (62-46855)

.PURCHASE OF BOOKS
^7 BOOK HCVIEV/S

1 - V ^. P. Callahan
1 - Mr. B. M. Suttler
1 - Mr. A. W* Gray
1 - Mr. R. S. Garner

2/25/69

1 - Miss

You are authorized to obtain discreetly one copy

of each of the following boots for the use of the Bureau.

Mark the books to the attention of the Rosearch-Satcilixe

Section, Domestic intelligence Division.

1. "^vo^Conflict of Generations" by
L«wis-&«HP^Ucr. Basic Books,
Hew York, ;ltebruary 21, 1969, $12.50,

"Eldridgsleicavor" edited by Robort Scheor.

Random HoUseTITew York, February 27, 1969,

$5.95

1 - Racial Intelligence (Route through for review
1 - Mr. M. F. Row (6221 IB)

AMBtfSh
^(10)

b6
hlC

n

NOTE!

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr
Bishop _
Casper _
Callahan

Conrad _
Felt

Gale

Book # 1 requested by Section Chief A» W # Gray,
Research-Satellite Section, for use as reference material
relating to the New Left and for background for research,
speeches, and lectures* Book # 2 requested by
SA A # B # Fulton, Raci&l Intelligence, for reference and
review. Both books will be filagnia the Bureau Library
where they are not now availably

Ljt O ^

MAILED 21

FEB 2 5 1969

C0W1M-FBI

iB FEB 251969

Rosen

Tele^jRoom

Holmes*

Ga.idy

u

MAIL ROOMQj TELETYPE UNIT I I



MR. W. C. SULLXWH February 19, 1969

MR. G. C. MOORE

BOOK 5JSVIEW
JHCaCK POLITICAL FOttER IK AMERICA"

•"'fiY CHUCK STONE
RACLVL MATTERS

This memorandum presents a review of captioned
book published in 1968 by The Bobbs-Merrill Company, which
is being placed in the Bureau Library*

SYNOPSIS:

©-
For information,

o
62-46855 (Book Review Fib)

MWtelsxi (8)

1 - Kr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore
1 - Mr. A. W. Gray (Mis;

1 - Mr. Deccan
1 - Mr. Fulton

S'CE DETAILS P;;CE TUO

)

3?0T T-SCOSDEBi

0

The author of this book is well-known in newspaper v>

and political circles and he has been described as a militant v

civil rights advocate who is against violence* His booh
examines the history o£ the Hegro in Mericai politics from §
the Civil War to the present time. He analyzes how other Q
minority groups gained political power through ethnic bloc
voting and described how blacks can exert the same force. / ^
Ho traces the careers and philosophies of Negroes prominent f

in politics, discusses how and where Negroes are currently [yi £j

making political progress, and outlines the potential for ~ g
the future.

ACTION:



*
Memorandum to Mr* W. C* Sullivan
RE: , BOOK REVIEW , "BLACK POLITICAL FOHER IN ^MERIC-V 1

DETAILS

:

Review of Bureau Files

Chuck Stone, the author, has worked for several
influential Negro newspapers and also served as the
executive assistant to the House Committee of Education and
Labor at the time Congressman Adam Clayton Powell (Democrat-
New York) was its chairman* During 1968 he served as the
Vice Chairman of the Third National Conference on Black Power
held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, which was attended by
both moderates and extremists, and he has also been active in
the Black United Front, a group of moderate and extremist
individuals and organizations in Washington, D» C. In 1963
he was the subject of an applicant-type investigation
requested by the United States Information Agency He has
been described as a militant civil rights advocate who is
against violence and he was introduced to the Director in
1963*

Book Review

This book reviews the history of the political
development of the Negro from the period of the Civil War
including his entry on the political scene during the
Reconstruction period, his subsequent decline, and then his
re-entry in the 1960s with the black power movement

Stone points out that from 1870-1901, 20 Negroes
served in the House of Representatives and two in the Senate,
all from the South. By 1901 the Negro became the forgotten
man of politics and had no representative in Congress until
1929 • From 1929-1943 two Negroes were in Congress, both
from Illinois* From 1943 to 1966 six more Negroes were
elected to Congress. Stone reviewed the careers and

** 2 —

DETAILS CONTINUED P^GE THREE



Memorandum to Mr, If* C* Sullivan
RE: BOOK REVIEW, "BLACK POLITICAL POWER W AMERICA"

philosophies of the Negroes who had gained political
prominence*

Stone describes how minority groups such as the
Irish, Italian, Jew, and Pole gained political power by
ethnic bloc voting. He differentiates between these
minorities and the Negro in that the former were seeking
respectability while the latter is seeking equality*
Stone *s premise is that other minority groups were
discriminated against because they were a Jew, an Italian,
etc* , while racial prejudice against the $egro built up in
the United States because the Negro wanted to be something
other than a Negro* according to Stone, the Negro was
fine and acceptable in his place*

Stone defends black power and supports black
bloc voting* He claims that the black power movement is
resented not only because of its terrifying overtones of
violence, but because black power has broken the unwritten
law of /American democratic ethics* It has not disguised
its ends in polite political rhetoric* Other minority
groups built, almost surreptitiously, an ethnic power base
in politics and business without creating the impression of
a power grab* The black power advocates have spoiled this
myth and are consequently condemned by the whites and not
welcomed by the MUnele Toms.**

Stone points out that black people are currently
making political progress in the cities and to some extent
on the national level, but they are still extremely weak
on the state level* Black political power is just now
coming of age and its prospects for maturing into the
perogative of power possessed by other minority groups
will depend on the extent to x?hich bitterness or sympathlc
understanding predominates the black*whito relationship*
According to Stone, the future of American democracy depends
on how this Nation solves the problem*

Mention of the FBI

The FBI is not mentioned in this book*
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SUBJECT
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1942 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 *
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. W. C. Sulliv

1 - Mr. C. D. DeLoach
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. A . W. Gray

(Miss
be

date: February 27, 1969

Mr. G. C. Moore
Mr. A. B. Fulton
Mr. R. A. Bermingham

*C all ahan

Conrad ,

Felt -b7C
Gale

Rosen —
Sullivan

Tavel _
Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

G. C. Moor^

ma® '
fPEAR J^O^lfraE WALLS !

»

A HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL RIGHTS
MOVEMENT BY DOROTHY STERLING
RACIAL MATTERS

This memorandum presents a review of captioned book
published in 1968 by Doubleday & Company, Incorporated, which
is being placed in the Bureau Library.

This book is a chronological history of the militant
civil rights movement in the United States and stresses "non-
violent" protest demonstrations which started with the bus
boycott in Montgomery, Alabama, in 1955. It credits nonviolent
militant Negro civil rights organizations with pioneering
this movement. Little attention is given to the Black Muslims,
the Black Panthers, or other groups which espouse violence,
hatred, and separatism. However, such tactics are neither
praised nor condemned. Although mention is made of white
contributions to the civil rights struggle, .such contributions
are not highlighted. The author concludes the solution to
the present racial crisis involves improvements in the fields
of education, housing, and employment.

be
b7C

A review of Bureau indices reflects that
was a member of the Communist Party in New York City

in 1936 and that she and her husband were members of the
Communist Political Association in New York City in 1944.
The FBI is not mentioned in the bjfe&k. / ^ * s s t *~ ~*m^

lc 0 nit 5 5 ~~

ACTION:

For information.

RAB:dls><#i

(7)

i



OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

TO

FROM

subject:

UNITED STATES GlPfERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855)
(ATT: RESEARCH SATELLITE SECTION)

[/SAC } NEW YORK (100-87235)

#

date: 2/27/69

O PURCHASE OP BOOKS
BOOK REVIEW

The enclosed books were purchased by the NYO
per your request in Bulets, 12/26/68 and 2/25/69.

Enclosed are:

1. Gue*t£tLla Warfare and Marxism - WILLIAM J. POERQY
2. The Conflict of Generations - LEWIS S. PEUER
3. Eldridge Cleaver - ROBERT SCHEER

m MAR 4

V Bureau (Ends. 'ft'
(1 - Research Satellite Section)

- New York

JJC:al
(4J

1MAR 1 0 1968

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1082 EDITION
„ GSA F.PMR (41 CFR) 101-11.9

GQ\

Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

to : Director s FBI (62-46355) date: February 28, 1969
Attn: Research-Satellite Section

Domestic Intelligence Division
from : UJTjlAC, Boston (62-4751) (HUC)

/I

subject: JpimCHASE OF BOOK
Obook REVIEWS

Re: Bureau letter, February 11, 1969

Enclosed is book _enti^ed'

:

/WHIT
by ARNOLD/^CHUCHTER.

/WHITE POWERS/BLACK FREEDOM" ^ ^ ^

i /g) - Bureau (Enc. 1) { &uq,L ddUl!
llA n. - Boston A , A
/ FDC : CAK 0\<- U

O)

3 MAR 5 1969

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

he
hlC
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TO

FROM

OPTIONAL FOftM N§. 10 5010-106
MAY *962f0lllON *

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GM^RNMENT

Memorandum
:Mr. W. C. Sulliv

VVroison y£
/ *J DeLoach „DeLoach

asper—
Callahan

Conrad

Felt

Gale

date: February 27, 1969

G. C. Moor<

&
SUBJECT: BO^JRESJIEW? (!.

^PROTESTJOT„PREJUDICE^

Sullivan

Tavel _
3P Trotter _

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

BYJJARY.^E^ARX
RACIAL MATTERS 7/Vr-

This memorandum presents a review of captioned
book published in 1967 by Harper and Row which is being
placed in the Bureau Library.

SYNOPSIS :

Captioned book is a study, through a poll, of

Negro atti tucks. Interviews were conducted in 1964 and a

study completed in the Fall of 1966. The study was
sponsored by B'nai B'rith. It showed less anti-Semitism
among Negroes than generally felt throughout the country;

more militancy among Negroes who are educated and privileged
than among the deprived; and the sanctioning of violence
and separatism only by a very small minority of Negroes.

ACTION ;

For information.

1 - 62-46855(Book Review File)

1 ~ Mr. C. D. DeLoach
1 ~ Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore
1 ~ Mr. A. W. Gray (Miss

1 - Mr. A. B. Fulton
1 - Mr. C. E. Glass

b6
b7C

SEE DETAILS PAGE TWO

CEG:mms
(8)
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• t
Memorandum to Mr* W. C. Sullivan
Re: BOOK REVIEW

"PROTEST AND PREJUDICE"
BY GARY T. MARX

DETAILS:

Review of Bureau Files:

Bureau files contain no derogatory information
identifiable with Marx, the author of this book. Bureau
files show that he has been Associate Professor of Social
Relations at Harvard University since July 1, 1967. In
September, 1967, the White House requested a name check
concerning Marx, reason unknown.

Book Review :

Captioned book is the third in a series of
studies conducted by the Survey Research Center of the
University of California, Berkeley, California, sponsored
by the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith concerning
anti-Semitism. Originally there was no plan for a separate
study of Negro attitudes. However, the riots of 1964, with
their anti-Semitic overtones, were responsible for this
additional and separate study being undertaken. The study
which this book presents utilizes samplings of opinion
taken in 1964 by the National Opinion Research Center of
the University of Chicago and purports to be:a documented
report on Negro attitudes. Interviews were conducted in
New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Birmingham and selected
metropolitan areas in the North. The book presents the
privileged, more educated Negro rather than the deprived
Negro as the more militant. As a person who has experienced
the "sweeter life 11 and one who is freer to challenge the old
prejudice, the privileged Negro is pictured as one who
experiences frustration rather than fulfillment. The
deprived Negro is pictured as one who has neither the
incentive nor energy to challenge conditions. The book
depicts religion as a suppressant of militancy and, Christianity,
in particular, is accused of lulling many colored people into
a sense of resigned insecurity. The Black Power separatist
is presented as a frustrated nonviolent integrationist who

CONTINUED - OVER
~2-



• t
Memorandum to Mr. W, C. Sullivan
Re: BOOK REVIEW

"PROTEST AND PREJUDICE"
BY GARY T. MARX

finally said, "Okay, if you don f t want me, I don't want you
either," The study also concluded that there is less
anti-Semitism in the Negro community than in the country as
a whole; only a small minority of Negroes sanctions violence;
and even fewer favor separation of races.

The study set forth in this book was made in 1964,
The evaluation was completed in the Fall of 1966. Therefore,
the validity of the study is a matter of conjecture now, not
only because of the events which occurred bet1ween the interviews
in 1964 and the evaluation in 1966, but also because of
certain polarizations of opinion in regard to racial matters
which have occurred since 1966,

Mention of FBI ;

No mention of the Bureau was made in this book.

~3~



Mr. W. C. Sullivan February 27, 1969

6. C. Hoore

book wmw
"PROTEST AND PREJUDICS"
BIT GARY ?. MARX

MATTERS

This memorandum presents a review of captioned
book published in 1967 by Harper and Sow which is being
placed in the Bureau Library,

scepsis;
i:

Captioned book is a study* through a poll* of
Negro attitudes. Interviews were conducted in 1964 and a
study completed in the Fall of 1966. The study was
sponsored by B*nai B'rith. It showed less anti-Semitism
among Negroes than generally felt throughout the country

j

core militancy among Negroes who are educated and privileged
than among the deprived; and the sanctioning of violence
and separatism only by a very small minority of Negroes.

ACTION;

For information.

1-46855<Book^geview File)

)

Sm DETAILS FAGS TWO

1 - Mr. C. D, DeLoach
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. G. C. Hoore
1 - Mr. A. W. Gray (Miss
1 - Mr. A. B. Fulton
1 - Mr. C. S, Glass

CSGs tarns

<8)



• #
Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan
He: BOCK REVIEW

"PROTEST AND PRSJUDIC3"
BY GARY 7. MARX

DETAILS:

Review of Bureau Files:

Bureau files contain no derogatory information
identifiable with Marx, the author of this book. Bureau
files show that he has been Associate Professor of Social
Relations at Harvard University since July 1, 1967. In
September, 1967, the White House requested a name check
concerning Marx, reason unknown.

Book Review:

Captioned book is the third in a series of
studies conducted by the Survey Research Center of the
University of California, Berkeley, California, sponsored
by the Anti-Defamation League of B»nai B»rith concerning
anti-Semitism. Originally there was no plan for a separate
study of Negro attitudes. However, the riots of 1964, with
their anti-Semitic overtones, were responsible for this
additional and separate study being undertaken. The study
which this book presents utilizes samplings of opinion
taken in 1964 by the National Opinion Research Center of
the University of Chicago and purports 1© be a documented
report on Negro attitudes. Interviews were conducted in
New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Birmingham and selected
metropolitan areas in the North. The book presents the
privileged, more educated Negro rather than the deprived
Negro as the more militant. As a person who has experienced
the "sweeter life" and one who is freer to challenge the old
prejudice, the privileged Negro is pictured as one who
experiences frustration rather than fulfillment. The

.

deprived Negro Is pictured as one who has neither the
incentive nor energy to challenge conditions. The book
depicts religion as a suppressant of militancy and Christianity,
In particular, is accused of lulling many colored people into
a sense of resigned insecurity. The Black Power separatist
is presented as a frustrated nonviolent integrationlst who

CONTINUED - OVER



*
Memorandum to Mr* V?. C. Sullivan
Re: book mmm

•'PKOX^ST AMD jpRSJUDICSH
BY GAK5T T. EARX

finally said, "Okay, if you don f t want me, I don't rant you
either Hie study also concluded that there is less
anti * Semitism in the IJegro coiocrunity than in the country as
a whole; only a small minority of Negroes sanctions violence;
and even fewer favor separation of races.

The study set forth in this book was made in 1964*
The evaluation was completed in the Fall of 1966. Therefore,
the validity of the study is a matter of conjecture now, not
only because of the events which occurred batmen the interviews
in 1964 and the evaluation in 1966, but also because of
certain polarisations of opinion in regard to racial matters
which have occurred since 1966.

Mention of FBI:

Bo mention of the Bureau was made in this book.



Mr. W. C. Sullivan

G. C. Moore

BOOK REVIEW
"EIJ)RIDGE C3-2AVKR"
BY ROBERT SCHEER
RACIAL MATTERS

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

Mr. DeLoach
Mr. W. C. Sullivan
Mr. C. C. Moore

2/25/69
Me—i^JI—Cray (Miss

1 - Mr. Faulkner (Rra 1517)
1 - Mr. Pulton
1 - Mr. R. M. Horner

\3/

b7C

This memorandum presents a review of captioned took
which la scheduled for public release on 2/27/69 by Random
House. The book is being placed In the Bureau library.

ggqpsis
Eldridge Cleaver is Minister of Information of the

Black Panther Party (BPP) • He became a Bureau fugitive after
his failure to report to California authorities following
revocation of his parole* He had been employed by •'Ramparts* 1

magazine as Senior Editor* The book is a compilation of writ*
ings and speeches by the subject* most of which have appeared in
••Ramparts 11 magazine. Robert Scheer has been Editor In Chief of
'Ramparts" magazine and is listed in the Security Index* Accord-
ing to Scheer. the book was put together since Cleaver became a
fugitive and Cleaver did not make the selections which appeared
in the book. The selections include articles showing why the
subject joined the BPP # give the subject* s explanation of his
troubles with the California parole authorities and the reasons
he did not intend to return to prison. It covers a variety of
other subjects such as why the Nation of Islam influence declined
in prisons, an explanation of the colonialism concept of black
nationalists and verbal attacks on California Governor Ronald
Reagan. There Is nothing new in the book and it appears to have
been put together hastily* prbbably in order to cash in on the
popularity of Cleaver* s best selling book, "Soul on Ice."

ACTION
For information. NOT ;V.JC^»w*>££>

M& 1

100-44725f-£;

6)y ^2-46855 (Book Review File)

:lkk (10)

SEE TSBSm*fMftVg&

he
hlC



t
HamoraaduiA to Mr # \J. c. Sullivan

BOOIC E5VI3i7
100-44725

DSTAILSt

R2VI£tf OF BUREAU FIL2S

Robgyrf- Schcer is the subject of a
the San Francisco Office and is listed as a

5n
mo uoEsaunist .Party.

ICoy Activist. His name is included in
the basis of his close connections with

1

Ho wrote a 33*paCe introduction to the book the principillioint
ox Tmch is an attcaapt to establish that Cleaver is a fugitive
because of his ideas rather than because of his criminal acts.

BCOIC REVIEW

b7E

The book includes articles which give Cleaver's
explanation as to how and why he joined the BPP and how his
involvement in political activities led to the revocation of
his parole, iluch of three chapters is devoted to attacks on
Calixornia Governor Ronald Rcopan and the last chapter entitled

i /'/S i
A
f
dr0GsH insists of a speech he Cavc in San Francisco

11/2/ Go during vbl<& ho cited the reasons he did not intend to
Co back to jail on 11/27/60 mien his appeal expired. The
revolutionary objectives of the black extremists is explained
in a chapter entitled "Black Bible." This reviews the ideas of
grants Fanon who was involved in the Algerian revolution and
wno xorimlated the idea that black people are part of the "Third
Jorld Bsadc up of all nonwhite people who have been colonised by
waxto imperialists.

. >t .
author notes that the chapter entitled "The Death

ox Ilartm Luther KLoqi RequioB For nonviolence" was in the
process of being dictated by the subject on 4/6/68 when he was
interrupted by a telephone call after vfekhe want irmcdiately
to Oakland, California and became involved in a shootout with
police.^ This resulted in his wounding and return to jail. The
point ox the chapter is that nonviolence is dead; that 1968
would uoan "the coainc of the our."; and that "action is all that
counts now*"

C03STIEU2D - 0V13E
** 2 **



x x 1
Kemorandum to ¥*v* XU C. Sullivan
Rfi: BOOK REVI2S7
100-44725

r-filTfTIGLT OF BBS FBI

On pa^e 71, mention is xaado o£ Robert Hillings, tha
fugitive frora Korth Carolina, xfao tool: refuge in Cuba and then
in Hod China* Cleaver compares TTilliaiiis and Malcolm 2£ and
states that "..•in the cloak and dagger trorld of tha CIA and
the FBI, Uilllams has Bade just as nuch impact an IJalcolm X... n

On page 131, Cleaver discusses la^rs, such aa the gun
laus, uhich have actually boon passed for the purpose -of
reducing the threat fron militant blacks although public
figures have always given sone other reason for such legislation.
In this connection ho states, "Gestapo Ghiof % J* Edgar Hoover,
states it is the SDS and the Panthers/ 1

On page 146 Cleaver complains of having to pay
to:;eG and states that he will not do go but -trill instead give
the tionoy to the Huey P. itavton Defense Fund. Helton is
Minister of Defense for the BPP. Cleaver states uXh* going
to \nrito that checlc* Vm going to sign if myself, and later
for J. 2dgar Hoover, and later for his xaamray. . f

n This is- an
expression Cleaver regularly uses to indicate that he X7ill

resolvo sono problem with the authorities at a later date.

- 3 -
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1fl62 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-H.6

UNITED STATES GOWRNMENT

Memorandum
to : *t\\A DIRECTOR j FBI (62-46855) date: 3/20/6Q

(ATTN: RESEARCH SATELLITE SECTION, %Jj
VP DOMESTIC -INTELLIGENCE DIVISION) -j b

from :
I

M SAC, NEW YORK (100-87235)

subject} ^-PURCHASE OP BOOKS

r . ^^BOOK REVIEWS

ReBulet to NY, 2/4/69- jSkl^--
Ene.losed.J.s one copy of 'TffifrLme andJ^sJEj^&^tu

in Canada" by W.T>& GRATH".
'

17 MAR 23. 19(&

O - Bureau (Ends. l)RN"(XOSTJR@]

1 - New York /^^/<£^w$V
MMM: lh 4j^&J
(3) c/fO-^^fj

'

3-1/ -elf

C/.vf. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

yb6
/b7C



r
«

SAC, New York (100-87235)
Attention: Liaison Section

Director, FBI (62-46855)

1 - Mr. N. P. Callahan
1 - Mr. B. M. Sutiler
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan

3/25/69

1 - Mr. A. W. Gray
1 - Mr. R- S. Gainer
1 - MissQ

he
hie

PURCHASE OF BOOKS
UlBGQK REVIEW

You are authorised to obtain discreetly for the use
of the Bureau one copy each of the following books. Mark the
boobs to the attention of the Research-Satellite Section,
Domestic Intelligence Division

>

Tolson

Tele. Ro
Holmes
Gandy

12.

3.

&e Higger Die: A Political Autobiography*'
'bfc H. Rap Brown. Dial Press, New York, $3.95,
tp be published May, 1969.

r|My Life with Martin Luther King, Jr. n by
?retta Scott King. Holt, Binehart & T/inston,
>w fork, $6.95, to be published June, 1969.

1fThe Ugony M the American Left" by
Chri^opher)fe,asch. Knopf, Hew York, $4.95,
to beXpublis^ed May, 1969,

Racial Intelligence (Route through for review)
1 - Mr. M. F. Row, 6221, IB

AMB:cas mjJS

NOTE :

Books #1 and #2 requested by SA A. B. Fulton, Racial
Intelligence Section, Domestic Intelligence Division, for
review relating to racial matters; Book #3 requested by Assistant
Director W. C. Sullivan, Domestic Intelligence Division, for
perusal and reference purposes. Books will be filed in Bureau
Library where not now available.

t9 NNRft* ^



OPTIONAL FORM NO. !0

MAY 1862 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) !0I-tt.«

UNITED STATES G^ERNMENT

Memorandum
to : DIRECTORj FBI (62-46855) date: 3/28/69

(ATTN: RESEARCH SATELLITE SECTION)

from $A*'»
l
Jt' SAC, NEW YORK (100-87235)

subject: PURCHASE OF BOOKS
f-^BOOK REVIEWS

ReBulets to m9 4/10/68 and I/6/69.

Enclosed here are two books purchased 3/28/69.

7 1. iyySwp&tian Communist Dialogue

(J
2-^^^^itiq.ue of Pure Tolerance

10 APR [ 3 1963

( 3 v Bureau x
'

^-^ (1-Research Satellite Section)
1 - New York

B#j/ £7.i\ Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



t

-SAC, San Diego

Mr. A P. Callahan.

^

Mr. 9 LL Suttler
Mr. W. C. Sullivan
Mr. A', tf, or*y
tor. it. a. Garner
Miss

3-31-69

b6
b7C

Director, FBI (62-46855)

^ -PURCHASE OS* BOOKS
'-BOOK REVIEWS

You are authorized to obtain discreetly, and as
soon as possible, one copy of the following book for the use
of the Bureau. Mark the book to the attention of the
Research-Satellite Section, Domestic Intelligence Division.

"The Intelligent Student's Guide to
, , x ,/-^

Survival" by Phillip Abbott Luce and /<J0-v31/
0

'
X

Douglas Hyde. Viet/point Books,
P. O. Box 9622, San Diego, California
92109, $1.00

1 - Internal Security Section (Route through for review)

j 1 - Mr. M. F. Row, 6221, IB

.^AMBtbkb
(11)

NOTE:
"I

Book requested by SA Internal Security*
Domestic Intelligence Division, for review -~ subject relates
to communism and the New Left, Book will be placed in Bureau
library where not now available

NOT RECORDED
APR „8.

S;
°0

!

3

Tolson

DeLoach
Mohr

MAILED 22

APR 1 - 1969

COMM-FBI

3^ gRPfc \ roomLxJ teletype unit CZ3
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4
DIRECTOR FBI ( 52-4SS55)

* V2/o9
(ATTiF: P^S^CACH SrtKXLIifE SHJ2I0;j)

SAC, IJDV YCRk (lCO-87235)

, puECimsE op £co;s

ReBulet to m, 11/22/68.

Enclosed one (1) book purchased by Iff for Bureau.

3/5 of A Man, - FLOYD 133 KISSXCi:

(§)- Duraau (Eticlo* 1)
(1-Koscarch Satellite Section) ^ ^ ., ... ^

1 " L*- ' Y°rk *

^03 APR "7 , 9

JJC/lii
(ir)

APR 101968



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1902 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR)

UNITED STATES GcBjElNMENT

Memorandum
t

TO

FROM

subject;

r, *

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date
(ATTN: RESEARCH SATELLITE SECTION)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-87235)

4/2/69

PURCHASE OF BOOKS
<^BOOK REVIEWS 6'
ReBulets 3/25/69 and 3/17/69.

This is to advise that the following books will
not be published until date listed: /

1. ^Beyond Racisml_b^WHITNEr.M._ffpUNG^JR.
Iclffiw'Hiil, NY, released date May 30, 1969

.e Nigger]Diei-A.,i>olitical-Autobiogr,aph"
~H. ~RAB$RpWN Dial Press, NY^May 1, 1969

3. fh\%r Lifejwith_MRT^C^UTHER_KIN^^JRl
"By^ORETTA SCOTTOING Holt, Rinehart
ITnd Winston, NY/| September, 1969.

(3>- Bureau (RM§ / g-^fftk^U^)
(1-Research Satellite Section) A^^ft

1 - New York

JJC:lh J

PR 1 5 19o«*^ ^av*n&s Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



* 4

~i-ectoL% SSI (62-46855)
1 *

1 -

4/3/69

**** ttt n if
~'

G2 B03S **** liUA^MM33

Yoil are authorised to' obtaia discreetly on©'

"An' E-osay oa - IjiberatioaM by Herbert' Marcus©.-
Beacon Press., Boston, $5.95 . t t

/'-* -

r.tcraal Security Sbstiozt CEosiM^i^as^ £«5f smsv&sc)
>- F* EOT (££21 IB)

x

i

Eco& jroqecsted fey libber On© Kasa C. \1* Tboispsoa^
T"tomal Security. Sssctioa, EtoaasjafctCf Satollisenea Mvislon,

review ass catcarittl relates to *'2?et& Z®ZtJ* A2tcsr review
Losti 12*21 be filets Essreaia Mteary stesr© not bow available.

.oLoach

"ospcr

Coll (man-—
^omud
rVll

Gilo

.-lo.>o],

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT

\&0



SAC, New York (100-87235)

Director, mi <62-46855)

1

1

1
%

4
t2r, 17* I?* Calla&m
Or. B* U« Suttlcr
ISr* A. 3* Cray

4/3/69 b6
b7

JDRCHASE OF BOOK
OOK REVIEWS

if

You are authorized to obtain discreetly one
copy of the following book for the use of the Bureau.
MarIt book to attention of the Besearch-Satellite Section,
Domestic Intelligence Division.

//•'The^^sassinatioWof Malcolm. Xw jbg Herman
;K3fter and GeorgeYBreitmaa. Merit Publishers,
Hew" York, paperback, 500 /\ /

1 - Caeial InteUiGeaee Cestica (Boote throng Soar sewlc

1 - Sir. U» a?. fiear <0£21 2D>

<10>

CcoU 3re*m«?tc<3 l>y sr. A* 0. Stoltoa, Social Xatelliccneo

i with rctcial matters.
idfcjtxsy not sos available

4<

Toiaon _
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop _
Casper _
Callahan

Conrad

relt

Gale

Rosen
Sullivan -

Tavel

Trotted

Tei^B
HolJg?
GandK.

19 APR » 1969

fyy^ffi, ' i- 01/
TELETYPE UNIT CH



SAC, Baltimore

Director, FBI (62-46855)

PURCHASE OF BOOK
CYBOOK REVIEWS

4/8/69
1 - Mr. N. P. Callahan
1 - Mr. B. M. Suttler
1 - Mr. A. W. Gray
1 - Mr. R. S. Garner
1 - Miss~

You are authorised to obtain discreetly one copy
of a 16-page annotated reading list of books by and about
the black American; entitled "The Blacklist." This reading
list has been published recently and it may be obtained
for 15 cents prepaid from the Publications Assistant,
Enoch Pratt Free library, 400 Cathedral Street, Baltimore,
Maryland 21201. This publication should be marked to the
attention of the Research-Satellite Section, Domestic
Intelligence Division. , /

1 - Racial Intelligence Section (Route through for review)

1 - Mr. M, F. Row (6221 IB)

AMBsfsh
(10)

NOTE ;

List requested by SA A. B. Fulton, Racial

Intelligence Section, Domestic Intelligence Division.

List will be retained in RIS, for ready reference

purposes relating to racial matters,

.MAILED, 5

APR 8 - 1969

COMM-FBI



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

Memorandum
UNITED STATES G< RNMENT

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr
Bishop _
Casper _
Callahan

Conrad

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

Mr, Bisho DATE: 4/1/69

o
a. 'J ^

: M. kifctl&lff

"YOUR RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
AS~AN AMERICAN-CITIZEN ^_

A CIVICS CASEBOOK BYCHARLES n;J3UJGLEY

* * SulUvdf
Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

Captioned book was recently brought to our attention by a
former neighbor of a Washington Field Office Agent, This individual, the

I

father of a fifth grade student, claims the book is approved for use in the

1 Fairfax County, Virginia, School System and that it is slanted against 1j

^enforcement,
j^,

J Bufiles contain no information identifiable with captioned look,
theXivic Education Committee, University of California, Los.Angeles, which
is listed as the book's sponsor, or its author Charles N. Quigley.

A review of the book (av.copy of which has been borrowed from
the Library of Congress), indicates that it is designed to stimulate student
thought on Constitutional rights of the individual. It attempts to do this by
dramatizing Constitutional issues with selections drawn from literature,

history, andcourt records. These selections, according to the author, "are
simplified versions of real situations that have been significant in the development
of our present Constitutional Rights. " A

Only two of the selections in this 129 page book refer to the

FBI and these are attached. They, like most all the material in this book,

have fceen distorted in a manner leaving little question that the author is heavily
biased against law enforcement. In the thrust of his selections, as well as
the leading questions he poses, the author strongly conveys this prejudice to

students.

Author Quigley prepares his own Mbuilt-inff defense of the text

when in the preface he openly admits changing or deleting facts from case
examples in order to simplify and clarify their understanding to young readers.

In view of this and since the book was published some two years ago, it is

believed that any protest we might lodge would be futile and quite possibly

be exploited by the author and his supporters for their own^erson^gairi. ^^J^
RECOMMENDATION:

,^ ^ M
—

For inform^on. 8 APR 10 1969

Enclosures (2)

1 - Mr. DeLoach 1 - Mr. Bishop

JHC:paaf(5)
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PART II

Should the police be gsven the power to arrest you

Without having any evidence against you?

a Palmer Raids (1920)

On the evening of January 2, 1920, the F.BJ., under the direction of a
man named Palmer, conducted a raid. At that time there was a law that

any Communist living in the United States who was not a citizen could be
forced to go back to his own country. The F.BJ. was looking for such

people. At a special hour, almost 500 F.BJ. agents and police in 20 New
England towns raided people's homes, public meeting halls, and offices.

They arrested between 800 and 1,200 people. Many of these people were

citizens of the United States. In one town in Massachusetts 39 people

were holding a meeting to talk about forming a co-operative bakery. About

*half of these people were citizens. 'The police arrested all of them and

kept them in the police station overnight. The next morning 38 of them

were set free.

Men and women were arrested without warrants. Women were separated

from their children. Houses, desks, and files were searched from top to

I

bottom without search warrants, and the books and letters found were kept

by the police. :

Most of the people arrested were t^uiet working people. They were

handcuffed in pairs, chained together, and marched to railroad stations,

being photographed along the way. About 400 of these people were taken

and held in jail for several days. During this time they were not allowed

to contact any friends or relatives.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

1. Should the police have the power to arrest large groups of people

without any evidence against them in order to find out if some of

them have broken a law? Why?

\ ; 2. Should the police Jtave the right to hold you in jail without allowing

you to see or talk with any friends or relatives? Why?
3. Is this case anything like thg Ku Klux Klan case on page 59? How?
How is it different?

63



Unite#tes v. Pearce (1960)

An F.B.L agent asked for and received a warrant of arrest from a judge*

t
The agent told the judge that he had good reason to ask for the waitant,

because he had secret Information from someone who had always been

reliable in the past. Investigation showed that the person he had received

the information from was his boss in the F.B.L His boss had received the

information from another agent in the F.B.L The other agent received the

information from an informer whom no one knew*

I WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Should the police have to tell the judge who gave them the information

they are using to justify their request for a warrant to arrest you? Why?

68
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

F/%sl; SAC » WFO (62-0)

date: 3/11/69
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o
MISC-INFO

Captioned individual is a former neighbor of SA
JAMES W. GARTEN of WFO. He advised that recently he learned
from questions that his son asked of him, that his son's class
is presently reading a book entitled "Your Rights and Respon-
sibilities as an American Citizen", by CHARLES QUIGLEY, printed
by Civic Education Committee UCLA, California.

He stated that from the question asked by his son,
he felt that the book was Anti-Law Enforcement and he had his
son bring the book home. He stated that he read the book and
he feels that the book is definitely slanted and Anti-Law •

Enforcement and not a proper book for ten year old fifth grade
students to read.

He stated that he contacted Mr .
|

~| . the
of Marshall Road School in Vienna, Virginia which is part of the
Fairfax County School System and was told that the book is
approved for use by the Fairfax County School Board. He stated
that he is contacting this board to point out his objection
to the book.

Virginia, teiepnone

b7C

lives at Vienna,
was not offered any advice or

to handle this matter, nor was it indicatedinstructions as to now
to him that the FBI had any interest in this matter.

The above is beii^^urnished to the Bureau for info I

only and ^copies to RH in jite event that Bureau may wish to obtain}
a copy of the book for review.

2 - Richmond ,
• v

1 - WFO l
-

'

A
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"THffi 0'£1111*1 LXJKS"
BY STAUGKTOI! LYiTD AND T/IOJJAiJ DAYDHK

62--4GB55 (Book Review file)

which is
This

bein r
>;

ineruorandun presents a review of captioned book,
retained in the Connunist -Infiltrated and New Loft

Groups Unit, Internal Security Section,
Division

*

Domestic Intelli gence

SYNOPSIS: Lynd and Eayden are
brxginaT organiaer of S33S ?nd

active in
"principal

ideological structure

X!

ment," which forced
Professor of History at
described t! n pre:* f is
Lynd, IJ;;ydc:c, and :A.-„ be
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avowed purpose of which was
and determine conditi ons

Vietnam
to talk with leaders of
under v/hich peace might be negotiated* .These three talked with
officials in countries visited and ordinary people in Vietnam and
caiae to unqualified conclusion that it is opinion Americans are
interfering in internal affairs

0

of Vietnamese and that complete
withdrawal of American troops necessary before peace in Vietnam
can be realized. Authors state Sino-Soviet split roost evident in
China* Chinese believe Soviet Union has defined its interests to
be more in harwony with those of U. 3. than those of revolutionary

0

Movement of world,
yet tried in South

Authors conclude
Vietnam is to let

"One of the options we have not
those who live there decide

their future for themselves,"
passports upon return to U,S # ,

between peoples—even of count
relations --is important symbol
State their highest loyalty is
that President oi

millions of others

„

U\o

nonviolent civil d:

form of democratic

They objected to withdrawal of their
maintaining that right to free contact
5 es which do not have diplomatic
of kind of world they hope to create,
not to America but to mankind and

. should not have power to decree deaths of
They maintain deliberate law breaking- through

sorders i;

dialogue*
a valid, and should become a routine,
FBI not mentioned in book.
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Memorandum for Lr, T/, C, Sullivan
BOOK REVI1IW
""THE CSPHiSR SIDE"
BY STAUGHTON LYND AND THOMAS HAYDSN
100-396^16; 100-438281

DETAILS

The Authors

Hayden, 29 years of age, was an original organiser of
for ,a Democratic Society (SDS) in 1962 and one of its
iional Presidents, He was the principal author of the
:on Statement/ 1 which formed the ideological structure of
ligation* Prior to this time he was active in the civil

Students
first Na
"Port Hu.1

the org
rights movement in Georgia and Mississippi. He has traveled
extensively in connection with his rebellion against U. 8,. policy
at home and abroad. In addition to the travels set forth in
captioned book, he was one of 41 Americans who took part in a

week-long conference in Bratislava, Cjs *choslovakia, in September,
1967, with North Vietam and Viet Cons representatives. He was
one of 7 Americans who visited North Vietnam in the Fall of 1967
and returned with 3 American soldier:* who had brsen prisoners of the
Korth Vietnamese, He was in Cuba for the Cultural Congress of
Havana in January, 1938, at which the U. S, was condemned for its
"role of worldwide imperialist .aggressor" and support was pledged
to the Vietnamese people in their struggle against the U, S 8 In
July, 1968, he was in France, where he conferred with North Vietnam
leaders,- He was arrested 'during the -Columbia University riots in
May, I960, and in connection with disruptions of the Democratic
National Convention (DNC) in Chicago in August, 1968, He is presently
under indictment for his DNC activities and is free on bond. In

early January, 1969, he began a series of lectures at the University
of California at Berkeley on "The New American Revolution," prior
to which he had been Associate Editor of "Liberation" magazine in

New York City, He has spent his entire adult life vehemently
denouncing the "sinking and decaying" structure of American society,

Lynd, who is Associate professor of History at Columbia
College, Chicago., Illinois, is 39 years of age and self -described
as "a pacifist and a Marxist," He was a member of the American
Youth for Democracy, a front of the CPUSA, from 1946 to 1949 and

was briefly a member of the Trotskyite Socialist Yforkers Party in

1949 e In 1966, he became a member of the W,S„B. DuBois Clubs of

America (DCA) to show his strong opposition to the Attorney General T s

petition to the Subversive Activities Control Board, which ordered

the registration of the DCA,
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Me-ruofcanclum for Mr. W. C. Sullivan
BOOH REVIEW .

"THE OTHER SIDE"
BY STAUGHTON LY&D AND THOMAS HAYDEN
1004-396916; 100-438281

f

t

]
Lynd*s appeal among the New -Lef t is enormous, and his

views and attitudes can be taken as indicative of the New Left,

He insists that representative democracy is outmoded and that
"participatory democracy 11 must be substituted for it. Lynd contends
that< the uprisings in the cities have been "rebellions" and not

riot's. He cites the American Revolution and similar activity -to

justify the actions of such individuals as Stokely Carmichael and

H. Rap Brown and th.eir call for revolution. In numerous speeches
and (articles Lynd has been extremely critical of U c S c policy at

home and abroad and has encouraged students to become conscientious
objectors. In 1965 in a speech at the University of Toronto in •

Canada he confessed "shame at being an American" aftid said that U, £;.

action in Vietnam "borders on that which justifies revolution."
In London, England, in 1966, Lynd spoke at a peace rally and accused
the British Labor. Government of "betraying its soul" by supporting
U. S. policies in Vietnam. Lynd wn~ arrested curing z c'^onstrr.tior.

in Washington, D* C. in 1SG5 and in Chicago in 1968 during the DKC
disruptions

.

FBI Not Mentioned

Book Review

Captioned book, published in 1968, relates the experiences,
and conclusions drawn therefrom, of Hayden, Lynd, and Herbert
Aptheker, leading theoretician of the CPUSA and a member of its

National Committee. Aptheker had been invited by the North Vietnamese
Peace Committee to come to North Vietnam and bring with him two

non-Communist Americans; and thus, in December, 1965, these three,

defying a State Department ban on travel to North Vietnam, flew to

that country by way of Prague, Moscow, and Peking. Their avowed
purpose was to talk with leaders of "the other side" and determine

conditions under which peace might be negotiated. In Prague, they

met with Professor Nguyen Van Eieu, then the Prague representative
of the National Liberation Front (NLF) and North Vietnam Ambassador

Phan Yen Su; in Moscow with NLF leader Dang Quang Minh, the North

Vietnam ambassador, and the members of the Soviet Peace Committee;

in Peking with representatives of the Chinese Peace Committee; and

in Hanoi with Bo Xuan Oanh, permanent secretary of the North Vietnam

The FBI is not mentioned in this book.

CONTINUED - OVER



Ilcmorandu^ for Mr. 17. C. Sullivan
BOOK REVIEW
"THE OTHER SIDE"
BY STAUGHTON LYND AND THOMAS HAYDHN
100-396916; 100-438231

The authors and Aptheker toured the countryside of North
Vietnam, talked with the common people, and came to the unqualified
conclusion that from. Prague to Hanoi it is the opinion that the

Americans are interfering in the internal affairs of the Vietnamese
and that complete withdrawal of American troops is necessary before
peace in Vietnam can be realized. Minh of the NLF in Moscow was
quoted as stating, "The strategy of the U, S. is to occupy South
Vietnam and turn it into a new kind of colony. The struggle is,

according to the HLF, not to let the U. »S. turn South Victncm into

its military base, its new kind of colony," The authors stated
that China *s future as an effective and growing country is dependent,

in the Chinese view, on ridding the world of imperial aggression
and profit taking on the part of the western powers, and in particula
the United States; therefore, the Chinese reason, they must throw
their weight behind any struggle being waged, from Vietnam to Santo -

Domingo, against the might of the U. S, On the other hand, the

air: here expressed the certainty that the Vietnamese deooly desire

to be independent of China.

Commenting on the possible relationship between .Moscow,

Peking, and Hanoi, the authors stated it was their strong impression
that the Vietnamese experience of revolution is much closer to the

Chinese than the Russian, i. e e when the Russians think of war they

think of 1941-1945, when 20 million Soviet citizens were killed,

and they want it never to happen again; in contrast, for both the

Chinese and Vietnamese everything they have achieved has cone through

international war, which set the capitalist powers at odds and gave

Asian revolutionaries their chance, and through civil war. In the

opinion of the authors, the Sino-Soviet split is most evident in

China, where each airport visited displayed a literature rack with

booklets, in many languages, analyzing the dispute and attacking

the Soviet Union. They set forth as the Chinese thesis the belief

that the Soviet Union has defined its interests to be more in harmony

with those of the United States than with those of the revolutionary

movement of the world, Tong Ming Chao, a member of the Chinese Peace

Committee, was quoted as stating, T,
V;e have warm feelings for vhe

Soviet Union, and we are afraid they are going to be ^uro
;
^.U'ce

it is unrealistic
its domination o-*

3 r^-ni ri ?| rnn f»nt.hnrs e;:n ui.^c f
~ ; -

"

~
i

- mat
the Chinese vie 1

in that Soviet complicity in the maintenance of American I-<
v̂ r

developed pragmatically, not consciously and deliberately, rnu
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HTHE OTHER SIDE"
BY 3TAUGIITON LYND AND THOMAS HAYPEN
100-39691C; 100-438281

that it very well way not continue if American policy moves in \
the direction oi* more Viotnams. A further opinion expressed by
the authors, is that Chinese Communism way depart from the- "laws
of development n suggested by the Russian model, since the Chinene
people wish to prevent in their own society the tendency toward
bureaucracy, parochial nationalism and corruption which they see
in their Russian neighbor.

In summation, the authors conclude, "One of the options
we have not yet tried in South Vietnam is to let those who live
there decide their future for themselves*

"

With regard to the response of the U* 3. Government to
this trip, the authors objected to the withdrawal of their passports
on the grounds that the U, S 6 Government was not punishing them
for the trip to Ilrnoi but was practicing "prior restraint upon
future activities " They maintain that the right to free contact
between peoples—even of countries which do not. have diplomatic
relations—is an important symbol of the kind of world they hope
to create. They state their highest loyalty is not to America
but to mankind and that there are certain things, "such as burning
little children to death with napalm, or sentencing to hard labor
writers who speak out against Government policies, which must
not be tolerated in any society under any circumstances." They
stand vehemently opposed to "any human being having the power to
decree the deaths of millions of others," stating that "If the
rising moon or a wayward flight of geese is interpreted .on the radar
screen of the early warning network as ICBM's, the President has
the apparent power to incinerate us all e

,! They hold as a creed
that deliberate lav-/ breaking through nonviolent civil disobedience
is a valid, and should become a routine, form of democratic dialogue
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The following three letters written by

Carleton Putnam within recent months

are largely self-explanatory.

The first replies to an attack in the

Summer issue of the magazine Perspec-

tives in Biology and Medicine published

by the University of Chicago Press

which contained comments by Wilder

Penfield, Theodore Rasmussen and

Ward C. Halstead disavowing support

of Putnam's position on racial differ-

ences. This letter is reprinted from the

Autumn issue of the same magazine.

The second letter challenges a state-

ment by Margaret Mead, adjunct pro-

cessor of anthropology at Columbia

University, which appeared in the No-

vember 18 issue of U. S. News and

World Report. It contains a concise

summary of the actual evidence on

racial differences.

The third is a more personal message

to a college classmate who was Special

Counsel to Dwight D. Eisenhower when

Eisenhower was President, It presents

several specific cases of persecution of

scientists and suppression of material

in the racial area.

National Putnam Letters Committee
P. O. Box 3518, Grand Central Station

New York, New York 10017 .

Washington, D.C.

September 10, 1963

Dr. Dwight J. Ingle, Editor

Perspectives in Biology and Medicine

951 East 58th Street

Chicago 37, Illinois

Dear Sir:

In response to your invitation to reply to the

letters of Penfield, Rasmussen, Halstead and your-
self in your Summer, 1963, issue [Perspect. Biol.

Med;, 6:539, 1963], I want first to correct

certain errors of fact.

You say that my objective is to force racial

segregation and to deny civil rights to Negroes.
You do this in the face of my repeated statements
that 1 favor segregation only in social—not in

non-social—situations, and that I- have often

pointed out that there is no civil right to school in-

tegration save such as derives from the Supreme
Court's decision in the Brown case. This decision
has now been shown to have been based on a mis-
representation of the scientific evidence by the
chief witness. [See the Opinion and Judgment of
the federal judge m Stell vs. Savannah Board of
Education, 220 F. Supp. 667. (S.D. 'Ga. 1963,)]
I will also venture the assertion that in tWBrown
case ninety-five percent of the available scientific

evidence was never presented to the court at all.

Wherever a Negro has an established civil right,

I favor it be granted. My position is that the so-
called civil right of the Negro to school integra-
tion has not been established.

Here I would like to raise a crucial question.
All of the scientific arguments mentioned in your
letters and the materials on which they are based
were extant at the time of the Stell trial in May.
Why were none of them offered to the court?
The answer, of course, is that the authors and



sponsors of this material prefer not to be subject

to cross-examination. - They prefer to try their

case in the mass media, by articles in journals and

by pamphlets, where evasions can be practiced

far from the discipline of the courtroom and the

remorseless logic of opposing counsel. Counsel

for the White children were willing to meet the

courtroom test. The NAACP wa's not.

In this connection the last paragraph in Dr.

Rasmussen's letter is worth quoting. He says: "1

would certainly agree with the importance of se-

curing accurate scientific and controlled data on

.possible genetic differences in brain structure and

function, particularly with the availability of

modern neurophysiological and neurochemical

tools. I am not aware, however, of any properly

controlled study along these lines to date." If

the matter is so important, and if Dr. Rasmussen

discounts the findings of Bean, Connolly and

Vint, does he have any idea why other studies have-

not been attempted? I believe I can tell him.

They have not be^n attempted because those who
wish, for political reasons,, to disprove Bean, Con-
nolly and Vint know the results will support these

men. They fear the courts on the existing evi-

dence, and they fear any new evidence which

further research may develop.

I come now to another phase of the matter.

You do me an injustice when you state that I

cited Halstead and Penfield in a context which

"implies" that they share my view on racial dif-

ferences. I cited Bean, Connolly and Vint (and

others) on the racial differences. I then immedi-
ately cited Halstead and Penfield on the import-

ance of these differences, the differences themselves

having been proved by the prior citations. This

is clear enough from the context. Halstead and
Penfield have not to my knowledge made any
studies of racial differences and seem to know
little if anything of the studies of those who have.

It is manifestly absurd to write, as Penfield does,

that "there is no evidence of differences in the

brains of white man [and] black man. . .
." For

reasons which he does not give, Penfield may not

like the evidence of Bean, Connolly and Vint,

bj.it it is evidence nonetheless.

Next let me remark that while you are correct

in saying I am a "nonscientist" in the sense that

I am not a professional scientist, I do have a sci-

ence degree and I also have a law degree. I know
something about weighing conflicting claims and
I have weighed the conflicting claims of scientists

on- the issue before us. I have talked to Dr. George
and others about the objections set out in the

third paragraph of your letter and I can assure you
that such deficiencies in controls as you mention
do not, in the light of all the other circumstances
which I have examined elsewhere, 1

affect the

end result, namely, the overwhelming balance of

probability that racial differences exist in the

morphology of the human brain which in turn
account for differences in the capacity to adapt
to Western civilization. As Dr. George has suc-
cinctly put it, because the evidence is not perfect
is no reason for basing a social revolution on the
assumption that the opposite of the evidence is

true. When the balance of probability here is

added to all the evidence from other sciences,

the total brings us as close to certainty as any
reasonable man can ask. It is, in fact, to use a
legal expression, "beyond reasonable doubt."

Finally, I have a word to say to Dr.* Halstead
as to his use of the word "racist" in regard to
Dr. George and myself.. How, one may ask, is

"free inquiry" (which Halstead pretends to cham-
pion) to be achieved when any scientist who offers

evidence tending to show racial differences'" is

dubbed a racist? The ' persecution, of Carleton
Coon for his Origin of Races, a badgering by mail
and telephone which almost led him to leave the.
country, ought to be warning enough to men like

I I examine several of them in an article entitled "A
Reply to Dwight Ingle" in The Mankind Quarterly, IV,
I, July-September, 1963.
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Halstead as to what dogma- needs to be laid to

rest before free inquiry can be had.

I shall not express my personal opinion of sci-

entists- who, while drifting with the popular leftist

tide of the day, will bully and slander an elderfy

man like George or a devoted scholar like Coon
because these men have the courage to speak the

truth. But I shall continue to do my best to inform

the American public of the source of the false

doctrines which have inflamed racial tension

throughout the world and which have set the

Negro wrongfully against the White man with

consequences which grow more serious hourly.

Sincerely,

CARLETON PUTNAM

Washington, D.C.
- December 3, 1963

Dr. Margaret Mead
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N.Y.

Dear Dr. Mead:

In the November 18 tissue of US, News and
World Report you are quoted as follows:. "All the

evidence we have at present suggests that any
widespread defective achievement which is found
[comparatively between races] is the result of faulty

education and social deprivation—not of race."

Since in the case of the Negro the truth is pre-

cisely the opposite, since all the evidence we have
suggests that any defective achievement is due
primarily to race and not to faulty education or

social. deprivation, I am constrained to call this

fact npt only to your attention but, through a copy
of this letter, to the attention of others who are

concerned with the racial issue.

Let me as briefly as possible review the avail-

able data:

1. In 1950 Dr. C. J. Connolly, Professor of

Physical Anthropology at Catholic University,

published certain findings in a book whigh Dr..

James Papez of Cornell called "a rcIiabJeV§tudy

of considerable scope the like of which' has* not
appeared in recent times." The book was 'entitled

The External Morphology of the Primate Brain
and in part involved the study of 60 brains of
Whites and Negroes. The nature of Dr. Connolly's"

. findings may be summarized in his own words,

?

"It can be said that the pattern of the frontal lobes
v

in the white brains of our series is more regular,

more uniform than in the Negro brain. . . . The
white series is perhaps slightly more fissurated

and there is more anastomosing of the sulci.

It is a matter of frequencies."

/



There. has been no evidence brought forward

by anyone to contradict these findings, although

some effort has been made to evade their implica-

tions. Some people have suggested that we do not

know enough about the function of the frontal

lobes to evaluate the significance of the differences.

However, the functional aspect of these lobes has

been considered by Dr. Ward C. Halstead; bio-

psychologist and Professor of Experimental Psy-

chology, Department of Medicine, University of

Chicago, who writes: "The frontal lobes are the -

portion of the brain most essential to biological

intelligence. They are the organs of civilization

—

therbasis of man's hope for the future." Dr. Wilder

Penfield, brain specialist and Professor of Neu-

rology and Neuro-surgery at McGill University,

confirms Dr. Halstead's position in these words:

"The whole anterior frontal area, on one or both

sides, may be removed without loss of conscious-

ness. During the amputation the individual may
continue to talk, unaware of the fact that he is

being deprived of tnat area which most dis-

tinguishes his brain from that of the chimpanzee.

After its removal, there will be a defect, but he

may welfnot appreciate it himself. The defect

will be in his ability to plan and take initiative

. . . ,
although he may still be able to answer

the questions of others as accurately as ever."

[Neither Dr. Halstead nor Dr. Penfield has made
any studies of the relative characteristics of White

and Negro brains and they are quoted solely on

the significance of the frontal lobes regardless of

race;. I do not think it likely that they will con-

duct racial studies as I believe them to be* m-
tegrationists.]

There is no need to remind you of the fact that .*

the degree of sulcification of the frontal lob*§s is in ,
(

general a measure of evolutionary development.

The frontal lobes of the rabbit are smooth. Nor
need 1 point out that those who criticize Connolly

on the ground of inadequate sampling have shown
a surprising Jack of eagerness to provide a better

one.

8

2. In 1934 Dr. F. W. Vint of the Medical

Research Laboratory, Kenya, Africa, published

the results of a comparative study of Negro and

European brains in which he found that the supra-

granular layer of the Negro was more than 14%
thinner than the White's. On the significance of

this finding I will quote Dr. W. C. George, form-

erly head of the Department of Anatomy, Univer-

sity of! North .Carolina Medical School: ."Since

structure is a guide to general- function in all those

activities that have been^adequately analyzed, it

would seem rash to disregard structure in any

consideration of the higher mental functions. In

this connection it seems very significant to me that

the ceils of the infragfanular layer have extensive

primary connections with the lower brain centers

while, the connections of the cells of the supra-

granular layer are largely intracortical. This is

powerful evidence of their primary participation

in the special functions of the cortex—the organ

of civilization."

The thickness of the supfagranular layer of the

cortex, which is found to increase as we move
up the scale from animals to man, may thus be

said to be another measure of evolutionary de-

velopment.
* V

To my knowledge, the only attempt yet made
to discredit Vint's ^findings has consisted in the

suggestion- that differences in health, or preserva-

tive techniques may have caused differejiqes "m
shrinkage which would invalidate his ;me^asuTe-

ments. Dr. George, however, has pointed put

that there is no reason to assume that shrinkage

would have affected the Negro's supragranular

layer without at the same time affecting his lamifia

- zonalis which in every case proved thicker 'in

the Negro than in the White. *

Here again any new studies by those who might
wish to contradict Vint (and they have available

•ample resources to conduct further research) have
been notable by their absence.

9
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3. There is, I suppose,, no dispute about the

fact that, other things being equal (such as sex,

body size, proportion of parts and'sulcification)

the weight of the brain correlates* with intelligence.

This again has been found to be true throughout

the series of vertebrate animals.

Various studies have been made of the com-
parative average weights of White and Negro

brains with results that all fall -within the range

of about an 8-12% lower weight for the Negro
brain. Such studies have been published by Bean,

Pearl, Vint, Tilney, Gordon, Todd and others.

I have never seen any findings which contradicted

thes£, although efforts have been made to confuse

the /issue by injecting sex, body size and similar

variables, which are eliminated in the initial hy-

pothesis. The evidence is simply that, as a racial

average, the Negro brain is lighter than the White
and that this, in turn, indicates a lower average

level of intelligence. In the words of Dr. Carleton

Coon, immediate past president of the American
Association of Physical Anthropologists, "among
living populations, absolute brain size is generally,

although not necessarily individually, related to

achievement." While I dare say there may be
exceptions proving this rule, competent physical

anthropologists tell me that neither the Eskimo
rior Neanderthal man is among them.

4. We are very recently indebted to Dr. Coon
for the book, The Origin of Races. By the evi-

dence of fossil remains in Europe and Africa this

book exhaustively documents the hypothesis that

the White race crossed the evolutionary threshold

from Homo erectus to Homo sapiens some
200,000 years ahead of the Negro. In this- book
Dr. Coon refers to the "great variability of twen-
tieth-century human beings in evolutionarygrades
[emphasis mine] as well as in racial lines."*

'

No serious attempt has been made to refute the

basic hypothesis of The Origin of Races. The
usual smoke-screens of undocumented general

10

denials and prolix evasions of the fundamental

.
issue have appeared in the journals. Dr. Theo-
dosius Dobzhansky, a specialist in. fruit flies, has

challenged the likelihood of parallel evolution,

only to be met in Dr. Cqon's rebuttal by specific

examples of such evolution and by the proba-

bility of peripheral gene flow. On October 25,

the Literary Supplement of foe London Times
in a special number devoted to the leading sci-

entific .books of 1963- referred, to The Origin of

Races as,,"a landmark in, the' development of the

science; [of physical anthropology]".

5. You are undoubtedly aware that methods

have been worked out for measuring the speed of

kinesthetic learning from birth to the first years

of life—learning, that is, which involves the transi-

tion from- uterine to infant patterns of muscular

reflex and control. This speed! seems to be in-

versely correlated with, .the , ultimate complexity,

to be attained by the mind and, in* particular, by
the cerebral cortex. (In all mammalian life full

mental stature develops- early in direct relation to

cerebral simplicity.) .Thus,, neonatal kinesthetic

development is more rapid among gorillas than

among chimpanzees, and many times- faster

among chimpanzees than among human infants.

It is consequently logical to assume that gross

differences in the rate of kinesthetic maturation

between human races would have a bearing.upon
;

the complexity or evolutionary status of, th&°s^ug-'.*

ture of their brains. In 1956 Dr. Marcelle Geber
made studies^ of normal infants in, Kampala,
Uganda, for the World Health Organization. She
discovered that developmental milestones were_
{Peached several times more rapidly by Negro than

-by White infants. To my knowledge no attempt

has been made to disprove her .findings.

6. From the sciences of genetics and blood-

group studies I quote the words of Dr. Garrett

Hardin, Professor of Biology at the University of

11
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California: "As a- result of recent findings in the

fields of physiological genetics;; arid population

genetics, particularly as -'concerns blood groups,

the applicability of bdth< 'the inequality axiom

and the- exclusion- principle* -is rapidly 1 becoming

acceptedi" I als6 quote" Dr; Clyde Kluckhojin,

Professor of Anthropology at Harvard, who
shortly before his death frr 19'59- turned from the

equalitarianism of his youth and wrote "On the

premise that specific Capacities are influenced 1 by

the properties of each gene pool, it seems very

likely indeed that populations differ quantitatively

in their potentialities for particular kinds of

achievement."

I - '

•

7. When we come to the area- of psychological

testing we are, of course, dealing with secondary

evidence. These tests do riot give direct proof of

the genetic nature of racial limitations in intel-

ligence such as is contained in th6 anatomy of the

brain. Moreover it-' will never be possible com-

pletely tcKequate White arid Negro "environment"

without making the fjegro into a White man.

However, in the American Psychologist for May
1962y Dr. Henry E. Garrett, for fifteen years

head of the
v
Department of Psychology at Colum-

bia', discusses vsix cases in Which every effort was

•made to equalize environmental factors between

the two* groups tested. Dr. Garrett reports the

results as follows: "Negro Overlap Of white

norms when groups
1

are matched for various edu-

cational and socio-economic factors does not in-

crease markedly as compared with overlap- in

random'* samples. This is* true for elementary,

high school, and college groups. Instead of tne

evidence for diminished differences between Ne-
groes and whites- of comparable status ^eirig 'over-

whelming' it is-, in fact, non-existent." s
;
v "

As environment is improved the Negro ' does

better, but so does- the White. The gap remains

virtually the same. The" tests corrobrate the di-

rect evidence from other sciences, narhely, that the

Negro's limitations are chiefly innate. Garrett's

Estimate, confirmed by Sir, Cyril Burt and based

-upon the Newman Hblzinger Study of identical

twins- arid the geneticfsts's Concordance Index, is

that environment contributes about 25%, in-

heritance 75% , to human capacity, the ratio vary-

ing somewhat with different characteristics. Ob-

viously a man's or a race's genetic limitations

eventually influence their environment so that the

one compounds the other.

It is necessary also to .riote here Sir Julian

Huxley's recent finding that' a 'difference of one

and one-half percent "inv average I.Q. makes a

difference of fifty percent
1

in the number of those

having an I.Q. of 160 or higher. Since the Negro

I.Q. ranges from fifteen to twenty percent below

that of the White it is easy to understand the

relative dearth of Negro intellects thrpughout

human history,' Arid since a civilization is. totally

dependent for leadership upon a thin top layer

of its population, it is equaly obvious that any

amalgamation of the races would be disastrous

for our culture.

Such, then, is the cumulative and converging

testimony from anatomy, histology, physical an-

thropology, genetics and psychology. While no
single item may constitute proof, each item con-

stitutes evidence, and I believe I am justified in

saying that the total of the evidence must amount

to proof to any unbiased mind. When the suhi

is added to the testimony from history, thelfesSlt

is beyond reasonable doubt. Nothing in the self-

conflicting and undocumentededicts of UNESCO,
an organization with a notorious leftist bias, nor

vin the statements of various scientific cliques and
1 organizations offers anything factual in contradic-

tion.

This is not, however, the immediate question.

Your statement in U.S. News and World Report

reads: "All the evidence we have at present sug-

gests that any widespread defective achievement
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which is found is the result of faulty education and

social deprivation—not of race." In other words,

you not only deny the overwhelming nature of

the evidence against your point of view, you

categorically assert that it does not exist. It seems

to me that this can only be due to ignorance

or oversight on your part.

I therefore invite you publicly to retract your

statement. The American people have been mis-

led long enough by visionary equalitarian propa-

ganda claiming its ultimate support in scientific

circles. It is time all of us realized that the con-

stant parroting of denials of the existence of well-

established evidence does not constitute its refuta-

tion^ that undocumented resolutions couched in

equivocal language by scientific societies have no
probative value, and that the perversion of truth

in the interest of left-wing politics must be stopped.

We are getting entirely too familiar with the Com-
munist technique of the big and constantly re-

peated lie; I am sure you would want to be the

last to be associated with it.

Sincerely,
(

CARLETON PUTNAM

Washington, D. C.

December 9, 1963

David W, Kendall, Esq.

P9 Earl fcourt

Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan 36

Dear Dave:

I have been long in answering your letter of

October 17 but let me assure you that we are

indeed still both members of the Class of *24.

Right now I intend to presume on that fact to

say a few things' I might not, say otherwise.

In your letter you write: "I just could not dis-

agree with you more about the President's position

with regard to the Supreme Court." As is cus-

tomary with those who*take this attitude, you offer

no grounds for it, nor will I waste time examining

all the shop-worn probabilities. I am going to

review a minimum of fundamentals and draw

some conclusions.

On December 6 I mailed you a copy of a letter

dated December 3 which I had written to Mar-

garet Mead, the popular cultural anthropologist.

In it I summarized the scientific evidence against

the environmentalist view of the Negro problem. .

This evidence is extensive. Taken together with .

the material presented to the Court in Stell v.

Savannah Board of Education, a copy of which

I sent you earlier, it contradicts to the last. item,

the testimony on which the Supreme, Court/base^d*

its decision in Brown v. The Board of Education

of Topeka.

But regardless of the evidence, I do not believe

I overstate thp matter when I say that it should

.

ihave been obvious from, the beginning, and con-

tinuously thereafter, that there was something

wrong with the Brown decision. Riots, bayonets

and murder do not indicate public enthusiasm

over a cataclysmic change in government policy

engineered by nine men on a court. At least they

raise some doubts. There has been much talk

14 15
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since Kennedy's assassination about an atmos-

phere of hatred and anger in the United States

and many leftists have tried to lay this at the door

of conservatives. But if we searched the history

of the country since the Civil War for the single

item which has done most to create such an at-

mosphere, we would be obliged to name the

decision in Brown.

When, in addition, the attention of two Presi-

dents is called, not only to the scientific fallacies

involved but to the misrepresentations and de-

ceptions practiced (Clark and Kelly) as well as

to the socialist and communist flavor of the testi-

mony offered (the racial position of the wit-

nqsses and scientific citations in Brown is the

straight Communist line) I would think an alert

and responsible Chief Executive would feel that

the time had come to look into the matter for

himself.

As to Eisenhower, I am advised by an author-

ity I believe to be reliable that had it not been for

the influence exercised upon the Court by Brownell

and Rankin, representing the Executive Branch,

the 1954 decision would never haVe been handed
down. At least it seems clear that if the influence

had been in the opposite direction this tragic

event would not have occurred. This places an

initial responsibility upon Eisenhower. I am not

suggesting that he should have followed Andrew
Jackson's example and said to the Court, "You've
made the decision, now you enforce it." I am
suggesting, that had he studied the situation and
discovered the truth he could have openly an-

nounced himself in disagreement with Brown and,

through the unrivalled pulpit of the Presidency,

have brought public opinion to demand its re-

versal. One does not have to go far back in

history to find a President who openly disagreed

with the Supreme Court. As a matter of fact,

with a Court so closely divided as this one pri-

vately was, a nod from Eisenhower in the early

stages could have changed the whole course of

events.

Similarly as to Kennedy, when I heard him say

6n TV ("Conversation with JFK"—NBC) in

answer to a question about Oxford, Mississippi,

^'What else could we do? We had a unanimous

decision of the Supreme Court with three South-

ern judges—we had to enforce it," I wondered

if it had ever occurred to him that throughout

his administration he had been blindly embracing

that decision and encouraging the public to em-

brace it without making any effort whatever to

examine the- underlying issues. There is plenty

a President can, do in such a situation, plenty

Eisenhower and Kennedy could have done and

that Eisenhower, Johnson and Nixon could still

do, given the desire.

The responsibility grows greater when we stop

to remember the suppression of research and the

persecution of scientists prevalent today and un-

equalled since the time of Galileo. 1 I will cite

you six examples of this situation from my per-

sonal knowledge, having in some cases changed

the name of the sciences and the location of the

universities for the protection of the individuals

involved:

1. A professor of psychology at a Northern

university published a statistical study of the com-

parative mental-test scores of Negroes and Whites

of similar socio-economic status. Since his findings

were that the Negro averages are consistently and

significantly lower, even under conditions.'o£,equal-

ized environment, delegations from two racial

pressure organizations—one Negro and one Jew-

ish—requested his university to fire him; the

doors of other universities were closed in his face,

and a professional society in his field of specializa-

tion refused to admit him to membership on the

grounds that his opinions might be offensive to

its Negro members.

1 In the case of Galileo the persecution was not used
as a tool of social revolution and genocide, and was
therefore infinitely less dangerous.
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2. A professor of sociology at a Southern

university testified before a certain- investigating

committee in a sense adverse to th$ equalitarian

dogma. When he returned to his campus he' w$s
j

told:. "We won't fire you—that would be too

obvious. But as long as you stay here, you will

never get a promotion and "you will never get a
l

'

raise in pay;"

3* I have a letter from an official5 of a certain

scientific society concerning a young member who
j.

voted in favor of an- equalitarian resolution at a
''

meeting of that society. I quote in part: "As for
jX^4~, he said nothing- at all at? the hieeting but i*

just' sat there like many others; he apologized to
j

me in advance for not voting on the [non-equali-
;

tarian] side on the grounds that should, he do so
j

his job would be in danger. He was probably !

right., I don't see what else he could have done I

under the circumstances."

4. I quote from a letter from a professor of

anthropology at a large Western university: "It !

is with regret that I must decline this opportunity

to express again publicly my belief in this matter

/[genetic racial inequality]. Letters, telephone

calls, and threats after my statement in

were not favorable nor encouraging. Further ex-

posure in the press could destroy any value that

might come from my research now in progress s

and that which is planned for the immediate ;

future."

5. A retired professor of psychology whose
text book has been an authority in the field for I

many years and has sold over fifty thousand cop- 1

ies toldv me on the telephone last night that- his

publishers1

, had advised him they were gomg to

discontinue further publication because his recent

stand against the equalitarian view, though un-

connected with his book, had antagonized certain

school administrations.

18
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I * quote from' a> letter received last month

frpjfy k professor of J?iology at an Eastern uni-

versity who; -had* prepared; voluminous material on

g0iifetic:.jacid-iffi6rences: "Within the next tfew

days, [after, -my decision to publish liad been

reached] the president [of the university], X^—

,

suiriihohed, me to his office,, and in the presence

of the Dean of the Faculty, Y , and the-

Dean of; the Faculty of Arts and Science^ Z ,

formally forbade me to publish any of this ma-

terial. This was a formal kiid- official prohibi-

tion* with- ;some mumbling; about academic free-

dom. I could only submit. There have been

other pressures* most of which have been subtle.

There; is no, point in recounting them; For ex-

ample my retirement will occur next——=—-—

,

and fr,om a< more than adequate income, *my

monthly total will be less than^ = r. I

will squeak through*, somehow, but I call atten-

tion to two Federal and one state job which have

died on the vinej and a hint from a -competent

source that I had better be quiet if I expect to get

a book published [on another subject]."

I will not take your time with more examples

although I can provide as many as you want, be-

ginning with the harassment of Carleton Goon.

I have been dwelling for years on, the suppression

of evidence and, the" persecution of scientists.

Some- of the,.abqye cases I have already,;citedi

publicly and brought; them to the attention^ of *

government officials,, including those mentioned

in this iletteri Taken together with
,
all the other

factors, they were more
:

than enough, to^ alert our'

political leaders to- a need for investigation. They -

/easily explainea>J:he* all-tQ-rhothing: votes: (typical

of ballots under;rauthoritarian. regimes) given to

the press by scjentifiq associations undef the con-

troll of leadbrs^of the xadicalleftwith .the. apparent

intent of further forcing upon the public niind

the: socialist racial concept; Brain washing and

intimidation,, are >,not/ -reassuring research tech-

niques.
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So now I come to the crucial question: How
much of an effort did Eisenhower, or Kennedy
after him, make to inform himself on the facts

behind the Brown decision? Here was a case o5

transcendent importance to our domestic and

foreign policy with sirens blowing and red lights

Mashing all over it. Here was an issue bitterly

dividing our people. Did either man once talk

to—or study the opinions of—any scientist other

than those parroting the socialist, Boas line? Did

either man ask to see Garrett or George or Gates

or Coon? Did Nixon do so as a candidate? And
if Jnot, why not?

! Certainly there would have been no impropriety

in inviting these distinguished men to the White

House. Garrett had been head of the Department

of Psychology at Columbia for 15 years, George

had been head of the Department of Anatomy at

the North Carolina Medical School for 10 years,

Gates was probably the world's leading geneticist,

and Coon was a Viking Medal winner in physical

anthropology as well las president of the American
Association of Physical Anthropologists. I am
curious to know whether any of our national

leaders had the intellectual curiosity to talk to

a single one of them.
: '"

It seems to me the least they ought to have
done after a meeting with them and after com-
paring their views with the empty verbiage on
the other side (an emptiness which any intelligent

person can soon discover for himself) was to

have established a public Panel made up of sci-

entists on both sides for the purpose of conducting

tests against which no charge of bias or inadequacy

could be levelled in all the relevant sciences and
in all areas of race differences. All the scientists

I have named would have welcomed such* tests.

They would today be only too happy if the facts

were the opposite of what they know them to be,

and so would I.

The racial issue is fundamental to the future

of Western civilization. Back of it lies the even

20

more fundamental question of the biological

equality of man, and this in turn is basic to any

approach to the Communist ideology and the

\yhole world structure. To shrug off this ques-

tion, or avoid it because of the Negro vote,

would be one of the most disastrous exhibitions

of opportunism on record. It would not even be

shrewdly selfish, because the nation at this very

hour is inflamed North and South by half-formed

realizations, as well as bewilderment, and is wait-

ing for enlightened leadership. Any President

who gave the public well-documented facts on

the race issue, who pointed out the ignorance and

fraud on which the integration movement has

battened, who called for the reversal of Brown

and in its place instituted a campaign to desegre-

gate the Negro in all non-social situations while

maintaining inviolate the principle of social segre-

gation, would gather round him such a tide of

popular support that the Negro vote would be lost

in the torrent.

Yet what are we to conclude from the current

posture of Eisenhower, Nixon and Johnson? My
guess is that they know nothing about the basic

issues and have not even had the initiative to

inquire. All they need do today is to pick up

Nathaniel Weyl's latest book, The Geography of

Intellect, and read one short section on pages

259-263, "The Treason of the Scholars", to be

alerted to what is going on. Yet they* will" not

do so. They will be too busy appeasing minority

groups to undertake educating and leading the

majority.

Such is my reaction to your comment about

"the President's position with regard to the

Supreme Court''. 1 am sickened by the futility of

the whole pattern. From, it only frustration-" ar^
deterioration can result for all segments "of our

society. Race tension is increased in the United

States, White man is set against White man,

family against family, section against section, and

the jungle begins to creep back over Africa.
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Next to moral integrity, nothing is so. important
in public life as intellectual integrity. One can
build neither a healthy nation nor a healthy world
on the evasion or corruption of truth. DavicJ
Lawrence recently wrote an editorial in U.S.
News and World Report on the importance of
Love. I would agree with him. I would put only
one thing ahead of it. I would put Truth ahead
even of Love, for the burden Love must carry
when Truth is betrayed is insupportable.

Sincerely,

}

| CARLETON PUTNAM
cc: Lyndon B. Johnson

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Richard M. Nixon

P.S; Allow me a quotation from page 261 of
Weyl: "The power-seeking [and popularity- and
promotion-seeking—C.

" P.] intellectual in the
non-Soviet world becomes a self-appointed cham-
pion of the rights of the proletariat

for 'the com-
mon people.

1

This enables him to disguise his
ambition in the garments of specious altruism and
humanity. Often he begins by deceiving himself
and only later 'deludes others. The historic rec-
ord is filled with instances in which the idealistic

intellectual, having gained power, does not hesi-
tate to commit any and all crimes in the name of
the proletariat or the people, or even against
them, as a means of consolidating and aggrandiz-
ing that power;

"In America, the intellectual is not dazzled by
Marxism, but by the aura of Marxist concepts,
filtered through the fuzzy and Untrained minds of
non-Communist interpreters. What results is^an
inchoate congeries of socialistic doctrines, Ayhich
are neither coordinated and systematized, nor
even called by their right name. The socialism of
the mentally unkempt in the United States is gen-
erally known as 'liberalism' or 'progressivism'."
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Copies of this pamphlet

"Three New Letters

on Science and Race"

or

Copies of the address

"The Road to Reversal"

,< or- of another/address

"These Are the Guilty"

may be obtained at the following prices;

I to 2 copies -free

3 to 99 copies - 1 8^ each

100 or more copies- 15^ each

Copies of "Opinion and Judgment by
Judge Frank M. Scarlett in Stell v.

Savannah Board of Education"

may be obtained at the following prices:

1 to 9 copies - 30^ each

10 to 99 copies- 25 (< each

100 or more copies -20^ each

Copies of Dr. W. C. George's

"The Biology Of The Race Problem"

are available as follows:

1 to 9 copies - 50(- each

10 to 99 copies -40^ each

100 or more copies - 35<* each

NATIONAL PUTNAM LETTERS COMMITTEE

P. O. Box 3518, Grand Central Station

New York, New York 10017
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1S52 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES ERNMENT

Memorandum
4

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date: 4/14/69

FROM

subject:

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (105-24080)

PURCHASE OP BOOK,
£>BOOK REVIEWS

ft- \

Reurlet dated 2/24/69.

The book, which you requested, was purchased discreetly

and is being forwarded under separate cover to Research -

Satellite Section, Domestic Intelligence Division.

Enclosed herewith is a copy of Invoice No. H 43118,

which is a record of the purchase made by SA JOSEPH M. WUSLICH.

<^>Bureau (Enc^L) CRM)

(1 - Package*^ yOtX^ (^^uw^p
1 - San PrancisSb ^ /7-£>q (f
JMW/cmp ^^nJL
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1662 EDITION
GSA GEN. BEG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOV MENT

Memorandum
TO
ATTN

FROM

subject;

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855)
RESEARCH-SATELLITE SECTION,
DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
SAC, SAN DIEGO (62-1953) (C)

—

-PURCHASE OF BOOKS
CYBOOK REVIEWS

ReBulet to San Diego dated 3/31/69.

date:: 4/23/69

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is one copy of

'lJ2iei£li££j^ by PHILLIP ABBOTT
LUCE and D0UGLAS]5m)E , Vijwpjgdnt Books, San Diego, California
which was obtained per instructions set forth in relet.

2 > Bureau
- San Diego

RAB:mel
(3)

(Enc. ^$$E^^TERED)



SAC, New York (100-87235)
Attention: Liaison Section

Director, FBI (62-46855)

4
Mr. N. P. Callahan
Mr, W. C. Sullivan
Mr. A. W. Gray

4/24/69
: /

Mr, R. S. Gamer
Miss

- Mr, B. M. Suttler

b6
b7C

PURCHASE OF BOOKS
CYBOOK REVIEWS

To 1son

DeLoach
Moh
Bishop

Casper

You are authorized to obtain discreetly one copy
each of the following books for the use of the Bureau. Mark
the books to the attention of the Research-Satellite Section,
Domestic Intelligence Division.

• J ji&M- ,

{?
l j ' * lm /^lack. Pride" b^.T^J^Tiobson and

fetTl'W <* iJanet^rris. McGraw-Hill, Eew York.
j

7''/r^j^5^ Paperback, if available. Price not »

known.

2. 2^atQmy_Qf_An±i-.Coiniaunism. " A .Report.
Prepared_for the peace -Education Division,
^American Friends Service Committee by
Hill & Wang, New York, paper, $1.50

1 - Racial Intelligence (Route through for review)
1 - Mr. M. F. Row (6221 - IB)

AMBimjb^^Y

r\ NOTE:

^k1

Book #1 requested by SA T. J. Deakin, Racial Intelligence
Section., , for review in connection with racial matters general;
book #2 requested by Assistant Director W. C. Sullivan for
reference purposes and for possible review. The books will be
placed in the Bureau Library where they are not now available.
Paperbacks requested in interest of economy.

a APR 28 1959

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

50 MAY o \mf
MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT

jC/t
ALL INFORMATION! CONTJS1N0
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lie. Xh C. Cullivan /pril 25, 1969

_ rt „ 1 - Kr. EeLoaeh
C

- tioore
1 - Kr. Sullivan
1 - Mar. Crsy

EU-R r^/iriJ 1 - lie. G. C. JUoore

"MftLCClfci X, HIE K7H /BD HIC IB3/&»* 1 - Kr. A* £. Falton
BY GEOr.CS BEaUHffltT 1 - Mr. Parkis

This ^enorandura presents a review? of captioned booh
published in 1965 by Korit Fublishers which is being placed in
the Bureau Library.

George Ereitesn, a Socialist Uor7<ers Perty national
coKDittceisan, traces the life of Ifolcolm X from childhood to
his violent death in 1965. The author shsxrs how i&ilcolm 7,

iras introduced to the Potion of Islcm headed by Elijah Kuhsxaad
vhilo in prison and hov, after released from prison* he devoted
his tima to speaking in favor of the nation of Islen and helped
transform the Black Ifctnlins to a Troll-known organisation. In
1964, he split trith Kuherasad 1 s organisation because of the
growth of nilitancy and mess action in the ITegro ccisnunity
and forood his own organisation faaoim as Kuslim i'osquo,

Incorporated,

/CM:

For information*

100-399321

1 - 100-182C00n(Gcorce Preltna*)
/Vp 62-46355 WooU Eevlssr File) DEVILS T TO

4 2 - '-/''.' ' ^~

a<g^-
12c iviAY 2 »S6b



ileeorandura 0. C. Koore to tf, C. Sullivan

•WKJL-UJ IBS HOS /JND HID IDEAS"

BY CE0EG3
100-399321

DETAILS?

REVIEW OP BUH^AE FILES

The author is a national committeeman of the Socialist

Workers Party and former editor of ''The Mllitantj* a publication

of that organization. Kc is a subject of a Bureau investigation

and his narae is included on the Security Index,

The author describes tha life of fc&lcolm X from his

childhood to his assassination in February of 1965. After the

death of his parents, he lived at state institutions and boarding

homes until the age of 15 when he went to live with his sister

in Boston, Massachusetts, and drifted into a life of crisis

including gambling, drugs, hustling* and burglary. In 1946 at

the age of 20, he convicted of burglary and sentenced to ten

years in prison.

During his incarceration which continued for six years,

he was introduced to the Nation of Islam headed by Elijah Euhasaned.

During this period he educated himself and learned to speak and
debate. The author described him as the most respected debater

in the country. After parole, he traveled to Chicago, Illinois;

met Elijah KUhainmed} was accepted into the Nation of Islam; and

in a few short years his work, throughHs plain direct speaking

style, helped transform the Black Muslias fraa a virtually unnoticed

to a well-known organization.

yhile in the Black Kuslins, Kalcolm X traveled throughout
the country as Muheomad's troubleshooter and came to know the
ghetto areas nationally. According to the author, Malcolm x

~2<-

comroD - own
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Memorandum O* C. Moore to 17 • C. Sull5,van

n&LQjm 2$ ike im fm his xdfas**

100-339321

became &ttusiod to the needs ^nd grants o£ 0 growing multitude
of black people looting for a nei:? road. In 1964 foe decided
Ms place t/as with the Hegro masses rathar than ^ith Kuha3ximad*s

organisation*

He split tilth KuJisxwad'c orgeniss&tion and undertook
the difficult t#slt of building a net? iaoveinent b^sed on tho
black unity of all Kegrces regardless of their religion and
philosophies as long &s they vera ready to fight for freedom.
His net; organisation was Xcnom as Kuslin Kosquo, Incorporated.
Ho traveled to Africa and the tliddle Etest to mobilise African
support behind a project to put tho TJnitcd £tr»tc3 Covenant
on tri#l in the United Nations for continued oppression of tho
American ifegroesu He favored tfegsoes organising politically,
electing their own candidates, #nd driving 11birch stools* 1 from
office in the Major political parties* Haicolm X xi&ts revolutionary
.and bocana increasingly mora anticapit&list and prosoclaliet*
He read the Socialist Workers P&rty publication, * The Militant,*'
end urged other £Io£roca to do lifeowise»

lio mention is meds of tho F£I in tho book*

-3-



DIRECTOR, FBI (62-H6855) 4/28/69
(Attn: Research-Satellite Section,

Domestic Intelligence Division)
SAC, BOSTON (62-1*751) (RUC)

„ PURCHASE OF BOOK
BOOK REVIEWS

ReBulet to Boston, 4/8/ 69.

Enclosed is book entitled: "An Essay on Liberation"
by HERBERT MARCUSE.

, 2 Bureau (Enc. 1)
-—I - Boston
FDC:lc
(3)

NOT'RSiOOBDEB

1so MAY 2 1969'

MAY 6186S



Kr. W. C, Sullivan April 29, 1969

G, C. iioore

"BLACK. FIRS?*

AN ANTHOLOGY OF AFRO-AMSRICAK WRITING
&DIT£D BY LSROI JCH2S AND LARRY HEAL

This memorandum presents a raview of captioned book,
published in 1968 by William Morrow and Company, Inc., which is
being placed in the Bureau Library*

synopsis:

'A

This book presents the militant black man's vlaw of the
world and of himself in an anthology of assays t poa&a, short
stories and play

a

t many ©f which ara raplata with filth, vulgarity
and obscenity. It obviously was written for tha benefit of and
was directed to tha black msm and was not wrlttan for tha minds
of white orities. The editors # Jonaa and Neal> are contTOporary
black nationalist ^pckasirien. Jonas is Included on both tha
Security Index and tha Agitator Indax whila Haal is iiscludad

on tha Security Ind&x#

acticm:

For information.

1 - Hr. C. U. DaLoech
1 - Hr, ¥. C. Sullivan
1 - Hr, G. C, Heore
1 - Mr, A, tf. Gray (i lbs
1 - hr, X. J. Deakin
1 - Mr, J. V. Walsh

1 - 100-42^307

1 - 100-443802
62-46855 (J&ook Review File)

SIS DETAILS FAGS TWO

MAY 7 19BS

b6 \

b7C



B«i»©rendu»i to Mr. W. C. Sullivan
HeS BOOK

wBLAO£ FIRS"
am amiOLOGr of m^msmam whxtihg
SBHED BY LHWI JCtJSS AHD LARKYM

DSPttLSt

msnm or Bqami files !

2verett Xeroy Jongs , also kncwn m LaBol Sams,
(Bufile 100-425307), warn term] \

In Mmnrit,
Ww Jersey. Ha Is a black nationalist spokesman and is a
mi F.a ii^imwM4 ttit»hor and actor-playwright from hiss residence,

|
Seimrk, H«w Jersey. H» is pro-Man and is

in Priority I of the Security Index and is also included in
the Agitator Index.

lAWrence Paul Noal,
,

«1<b#i Vwrrtwi b<b IjtT»ry Heal

(Bufile 100-443862), w barn l^"*
| in Atlanta,

be
b7C

Georgia, and reared in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. iBt is a

black nationalist who is included in Priority III of the
Security Index. Ha is salf-«Bi>loyad as a trritar from hia

Cas of Gcteber 8, lfoS),
|

Haw Yorkt few York.

SWISM
this book pmseats the militant black mm^s view of

the world and of himself. In assays, poesa, short fttorias and

plays over 70 black writers snow their. anger is interna®, as is .

their listred toward the whita man, as their flawing indictment

of American prejudice rolls out. Shey tall their story with
staple servings of filth, vulgarity and obscenity.

1» method of presentation is **fnr out." !Mo«t of the

vsitnrft are under the age of 35 years and are members, of the

black power generation. In Addition to hatred of the whit©man,
they speak of love of all things bleak*-black peoylo, black
traditions, black voice®, black art and black futures. This

book is directed to and written for the benefit of the black *en,

It was not written for 'the minds of white critics.
;

- 2 - aMTtSlMD •;OV0t

F
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teorandum to Mr. V, C. Sullivan

Re: BOOK RSVISW
'BLACK FIRSF
m AI^THOLCXjy OF AFRC-AMSRXCAN KRX7ZNG
EDIT© BY LSKCI AKD LARRY MML

k typical esaajple is the poem "Grayer to the White

lian's God" (page 191):

"I've been pr&yin' for centuries

To soma God up in tha aky.

Lord, what's tha delay?
Help rae liv« today.
God said, Go 'way, boy
I don't want to hear you cry,

But I knew Jesus heard rm
Cause he spit right in my eye."

Que of the writers states that to© often Kagro art

has Barely provided "exotic entertainment for white America"}

now it must address the needs of black people. "We ssust make

literature move people to a deeper understanding of what this

thing is all about, be a kind of priest, a black magician,

working Juju with the word on the world."

A few of the assembled works tend to have an
energy that succeeds in impressing one with the violence and

passion of the author's emotions but the expression never

achieves the precision and control vhich are tha hallmarks

of successful art.

tmnw of im mi

The FBI (page 103) and J. Sdgar Hoover (page 294)

are both sientioned in a passing nonderogatory manner. Ih® FBI

is mentioned in an essay end J. iidgar Hoover is mentioned in a

poea).

m 3 m
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SAC, Mm 1M
Attention: Liaison Section

Director, mi <62-4G&5S}

Mr. 3f« P. Callahan
Mr. B, K. Sottier
Sr. A. W. Gray

be
b7C

I - Mr,
i - aijMt

.. s • Garner

jmmmm m mm
Tow etttaerixeo to ootai* 4tm»mtlf Qm cepy

even of tfce following book*, tor tow one of t&e Bureau. lark
tfce books to the attootle* of tlw Beeearcfe-Sttcllitc Section,
Peaeetle Intelligence Mvleiem,

1. >t oa Trial: % *UiM £er

tersatlonal Publishers, Sew fork, ^

»ew fort.} price not knows, paper if available

volution in ta* &»volttUott7 .Are»i
£trwj|£e aoa Political Struggle in
tetlft frawrlce* fey Begin ISbray. ''''Ibrawtelatee

Tfoa toe Ireeeb aae" %eni»b by Sobbye Orti*.
le&tbly Sevtew frees, Kew York, Sew York,
paper, 51,50

_ . „ <u^SJ ^^^^iliasye of
retention*l

toe Ceof©* by IMm KkrwwaU.
Publishers, Pew York,

3few fork, IPS?, *7.50

4

1 - itacial Intelligence (Route tarowgn for review)
1 - Mr, X, P. Bow, 6221, IB /

AXSsklw
(10)

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop

Casper

19 APR 29 1969

Books requested by 3A T. J. Deakln, Eacisi Intelligence
Section, Dooeetic Intelligence Division, for review relating to
racial end Block nationalist witters. After review* books vill
lie filed is Bureau Library where tfaey are not sow available. la
the interest of ecoiiooy, paperbacks are requested where available.

cn

CM
OH

ILETYPE UNIT



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1932 EDITION
GSAFPMR (41 CFR) 101 -II.

6

GOVE]

Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

IRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date: 5/2/69
ATTN: RESEARCH-SATELLITE SECTION

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

SAC, BALTIMORE (62- )

subject: PURCHASE OP BOOK
£-;book reviews^

Re Bureau letter to Baltimore, 4/8/69.

Attached isjaffe copy of l,TSe^Black_Lis t " ,

obtained from Enocl^ratt Free Library, Balt'imc^CL

RE0 5A

2j- Bureau (Enc. 1) (REGISTERED MAIL)
I - Baltimore . ,

JJGtjtk
/ /&^^<*€^f$

(3) /k^rt- & o MAYIT6
T
1969

b6
b7C

EBSBARCH-SA^SS

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



SAC, New York <100-87235>
Attention: Liaison Section

Director, FBI (62-46855)

X - JBp, B*. II, Settler
1 £Ir» A* !? Cray

5-2-69

1 •* ft. S.. Curacy
1 *~ llijss

PURCHASE 03? BOOKS

Q BOOK REVIEWS

I .'; You are authorized to obtain discreetly for tne
use/ of the Bureau one paperback copy of each of the following
tw,6 books written by Leltoi Jones and published by Bobbs-Merrill
Company. The books should be marked to the attention of the
Kesearch-Satellite Section, Domestic Intelligence Division.

"Black Magic Poetry, 1961-1967" (Sabotage,
Target Study, Black Art>, $3.95

a / "Four Black Revolutionary Plays" (Experimental^ n° n Death Unit #1, A Black Mass, Great Goodness of

\ Js^r* Heart, Madheart), $2.95

1 ~ Us?* S, 2?, Eos (G221 - Wb

nogs?

Baei&l Intelligence Scetiosu £m* vcvicv aaa tjss xts>

rcfercnec mt^ial e9a$o«ttli& S*la«& rationalist acd
racial mttesi bailed it* Broeatt Stttna*?* *bcxe
not mciEf -^ail^io*

REQ-49

Bishop

Casper

Callahan

Conrad _
Felt

Gale

Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy 1

-}i MAY H 1969

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT
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0

SAC, Chicago

Director, FBI (G2-46855)

1 - Mr. N. P. Callahan
3L - Mr. B* M. Suttler
1 - Mr. A.* W. Gray

S/2/G9

1 - Mr.
1 - Hiss

ft- s.

I I

rner

b6
b7C

HEIC&SSE GF BOOK
£L>B00I£ REVIEWS

You arc authorised to obtain discreetly one
copy of the following fcootz for tlio use o£ tho Eurcau.
Bool: should he narked to the attention ©2 tho Research-
Satellite Section, Bonestic Intelligence Division.

Br "Tho>y^njGtxcriliaw by Hartin xqppcnhcincr

.

Quadrangle Eooha, C&icago^SrSSr-^

3; Racial Intelligence Section (Route through for review)
1 - Mr. H. F. Row (6221 IB)

X:

PEM:rel
(10)

HOTS:

Book requested by Special Agent T. J* Beakin,
Bacial Intelligence Section, for review and use as reference
material concerning black nationalist and racial matters and
will be filed in Bureau Library, where not now available.

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop _
Casper —
Callahan

Conrad _
Felt

Gale

Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel fg^)

Trotter

Tele. J3oom

Holmes
Gandy .

M&ILEQ 23

MAY 2 1969

;comm-fsi.

MAIL R00Brli3y/('TELETYPE UNIT

hot B&coaesB

i© MAY 5 1969



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

»MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

Memorandum
UNITED STATES

TO DIRECTOR, FBI(62-46855) date: 5/13/69

frc&^SAC, SAN FRANCISC0(100-60898)(C)

subject: PURCHASE OF BOOK
<£?B00K REVIEWS

Re Bureau letter to San Francisco, 7/12/68, and
San Francisco letters to Bureau dated 7/22/68, and 1/21/69.

Ex
institution

._ _™_„ Executive Assistant and Research
j Associate, Hoover institution on War, Revolution, and Peace,

\;\ Stanford University, advised on 5/13/69, that the aji.tb&r of
' Jf the book^orld Commu.nism: A Handbook, J,9J8rX965.,'\Dr.

JjlTOI^.ftSS^^SKr, adviTed him Vn that date that Te does
not anticipate that the book will be published before the
end of 1969. SW0RAK0WSKI commented that he is having
difficulties and delays in getting articles from some of the
authors in other countries and this has caused dalay in the
publication of the book.

San Francisco has set up an administrative tickler
to follow this matter.

b6
b7C

Bureau(RM) M^i^uuC ^ /T-6S-

1-San Francisco $^±3-Cf /fccUi.
WHK:st '

(3)



A

Mr. C. Sullivan

G, C. Moore

(17-

0
BOOK REVIEtf-*

ilEYEWTEHESS: THE NEGRO
IN AMERICAN HISTORY"
BY WILLIAM LOREIT^ATZ
RACIAL MATTERS

'

11'

1 - Mr/ CL. M. DeLoach
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

May 6. 1969
Mr. I L

(Miss
Mr. T. J. Deakin
Mr. G, C. Moore
Mr. R. A. Bermingham

This memorandum presents a review of captioned book,

published in 1967 by Pitman Publishing Corporation, which is

being placed in the Bureau Library.

SYNOPSIS :

This book is a documented history of the black

man in America, covering the period from 1492 to March 15,

1965. It highlights the conditions of slavery and progress

made by the black race since emancipation. It describes

contributions by black persons to the development of the

United States and singles out black heroes who were

active in various fields, including the civil rights *

movement. Captioned book has value as a textbook and

could also be used as a source of reference material.

ACTIOH:
SEE DETAILS PAGE TWO

For information.

(l)- 62-46855 (Book Review File)

RABrdls
(8)

Wot RECORcUBT

MAY 271989%
5SWAY 2 2 19&§
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Memorandum 6. C. Iloore to Mr, W, C. Sullivan
RE: BOOK REVIEW

"EYEWITNESS: THE NEGRO
IN AMERICAN HISTORY1 *

BY WILLIAM LOREE[>KATZ

DETAILS :

REVIEW OF BUREAU FILES

Bureau files contain no information identifiable
with the author*

BOOK REVIEW

Captioned book is a \/ell-documented account of the
history of the black man in America, commencing with the
start of the slave trade in 1492 and ending with President
Johnson # s address to a joint cession of Congress on March 15,
1965, It contains extensive reprints of testimony of
witnesses to pertinent events and of contemporary writings
during the periods involved, Photographs and sketches are
also liberally utilised to depict black heroes and black
contributions to the development of the United States.
The author does very little editorializing and does not
predict future developments. He allows the facts as
expressed by the above-mentioned selection of documents
to speak for themselves The selection of the material
utilized depicts the efforts of black Americans as a heroic
and just struggle to obtain equal status as is legally
theirs. The principal value of this book v^ould be as a
textbook. It also could be used as a source of reference
material in view of the many reprints and lengthy indices
contained therein*

MENTION OF THE FBI

Page 506 contains a reprint of a Ku Kim: Klan
publication in which the Klan asserts that the FBI investi-
gation of the three civil rights workers missing in Mississippi
in 1964 (later found to be murdered) was blatant and outlandish
and resulted from political motives of President Johnson v;ho

describes as a communist sympathiser.



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITIONMAT 1V0Z EDITION ^Hi 1

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-U.6 ^^F* ^^fcfc.

UNITED STATES GO^^NMENT £
Memorandum

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date: 5/21/69
/,Attn: RESEARCH-SATELLITE SECTION

W * DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
SAC, CHICAGO (100-45566)

subject: PURCHASE OF BOOK
( BOOK REVIEWS

J

ReBulet 5/2/69. J>±

( Enclosed for the JBureau is one copy of "£he_
>Urban„Guerilla" by ^RTITFbPPENHEniER, Quadrangle Books,
price $5*50,which was not released for public distribution
until May 23, 1969. The purchase was made pursuant to
Bureau instructions in relet.

2 Bureau (Enc. 1)(RM)
i - Chicago

GGP:raeb
(3)

\
he
hlC

">5 1359

/

5010-108-02

MM' -r u
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Blan
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TO

FROM

SUBJECT

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 COITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

M 5010-106

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum i

Mr. W. C. Sullivan

4

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore

DATE: 5/15/69

Trotter

G. C. Moor

o I
BOOK REVHWOF ., . _ _

_

m
MASKS" THE EXPERIENCES OF A BLACK

"BLACK SKIN WHITE

1 - Mr. A.

(Miss

Mr. T.

Mr. J.

W. Gray Tele. Room t>6

^jolmes b7C
Gandy

J.

G.

Deakin
Deegan

ymjm^k WHITE JffOELD (BY frantz^fanon)
RACIAL JITTERS' ~

~ r —
^^CfcjW^I

This memorandum presents a review of captioned hook,

originally published in Paris, France, as Peou Noire, Hfe&ques

Blancs in 1952 by Editions de Seuil, which is being placed in .

the Bureau Library, *^ ^
The late Doctor Fanon, a Negro psychiatrisytyandf

author of "Wretched of the Earth, 11 in captioned book analyz.es

the Negro neurosis and states that he hopes by analysing it to
destroy it. In the book there is set forth the psychological
pressures of the Negro in the white society. Some of the highlights
in the book show that at the time of the writing of the book the
white man considered himself superior to the black man and that
the black man wants to prove to the white man at all costs that
they are of equal intellects.

Fanon goes on to show in some detail the problems of

the Negro women in connection with the white man as well as the

problems of the Negro man with the white woman; the so-called
dependency of the colonized people (Negro) • Fahon points out
that the Negro has a psychological blpck but that once he realizes
this block through self -analysis he will be able to overcome it.

Fanon does state that he (speaking for the Negro) has
neither the right nor the duty to claim reparation for the
domestication of his ancestors. Thlg^jLs^ contrary to the propaganda
being taught by the Negro extremist in this country today. He

"

further states that both the Negro and the whites must turn their *

back on the inhuman voices (conditions of the mind which lead to
prejudice) in order that authentic commijnication between the races
can be brought about. REC 2? ^ y# $\r$^^fS *

Bureau files contain no information concerning Captioned
book and there is no mention of the FBI in the bOiQk.

your information. /

^"m""BLJ

' *MV 23 1969

ACTION:* For



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 COITION
OSA GEN. KEG. NO. 27

TO

FROM

UNITED STATES GCT»RNMENT

Memoranmim
Mr. Bishojtfj$^

Mr.'^c$<Js'

i
DATE: 5-16-69

SUBJECT:
TJIE^EATH Qoj^acxl^
By Jerry M^Rosenberg

BACKGROUND: o
Rcvt

q Captioned book was sent the Director, with compliments of the
author, from Random House, Inc. .

x
-..

BACKGROUND CONCERNING AUTHOR:

According to the book jacket, Rosenberg was formerly a Columbia and
Cornell University assistant professor and is presently President of J. M. Rosenberg
Associates, New York. He has authored several books, as well as many articles (\

i for scholarly and popular journals. Bufiles. reflect no information identifiable with\>
j
Rosenberg. -\^,

SUMMARY OF BOOK: »

The book in essence is a study of how the Government and private ^
industry collects data relative to citizens. The author describes, for example, how\
personal information is collected, stored, and cross-filed in computers. He points c|
out that the citizen does not know how this information is used, whether facts are ^
taken out of context, used indiscreetly, etc. Rosenberg describes the proposed t

Federal data bank, a nationwide computer system which will pool information from "7"

20 Federal departments. He points out that this pooled information poses a grave
threat to our privacy, and sets forth specific rules for handling this data in order
to protect the individual. (Book being placed in Bureau Library.

)

MENTION OF THE FBI:

The FBI is mentioned several times. While there is nothing specifi- J:

cally derogatory, Rosenberg emphasizes that the FBI's collected information could
be used to invade the privacy of the individual. For example, he mentions the
National Crime Information Center: "Although the NCI Center is presently narrow
in scope, future plans call for expanding it to collect much more intelligence data.
What safeguards will control the FBI operation is a question still to be asked.

"

noTrecorded "

rL,\_
That no acknowleikem,ejnt,be1ffl£ia.de of red^pToi

MAY ¥"1369
fljfi/

RECOMMENDATION: -3/2 §6! -

1 - Mx. DeLoach

MAP:clw

(6)

r. Bishop^'

CRIME KESEAKCil

SuUivan
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SAC, New York (100-87235)

Director, FBI (62-46855)

PURCHASE- OF BOOKS
^J300K REVIEWS

13% IT. P. Callclian
nr.. A. W. Gray
5-23-69

. S. Cursor

b6
b7C

Yon are authorized to obtain discreetly one
copy each of the following books for the use of the
Bureau, when available. Mark these books to the attention
of the Research-Satellite Section, Domestic Intelligence
Division.

1^
1. "Sbe Black Messiah" by fieverend Albert Cloage.

Sneed and Ward* $6.50.

2. nth& Black Panthers" by Gene Marine. Signet ?, ,

Original, New American Library, $.95 (6-17-69) .y

Tolson

DeLoach _

Mohr

Bishop —
Casper
Callahan -
Conrad
Felt

Gale
Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter _j
Tele. RooF
Holmes
Gandy

1 « BX3 (Eo-ato tbrousb £or review)
X -r ar. H. s*. sew <C22l io)

X At3s&ad:Llv -' ?-0

res

Bortso requested by OA T. J. Bealiia, Escial Zntelliscace

CccUtm, ©2D, for suffice? ia concectica witb assrtSBac&ta TClrciaz

to racial natters oonexaX. «Tbo boo^s vill be mcd ia Oto

Enreau I&brary.
,

^ f

MAY 2 6 1969

COMM-FBI

1/

1© MM 1969

MAIL ROOMSj, TELETYPE UNIT
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Mr. C. D, DeLoach
Mr, E. Bishop
Mr. W, C. Sullivan
Mr. C. D. Drennan
Mr.

Key 10, %0G0

he
b7C

1 - Mr. F. B. Griffith
1 - Mr. S. S. Caarnocki

,
, — — hfcfl act been the? subject of itn

investigation hy thif* Bureau. 0»r files contain tfcc
following information concerning bin:

Tao * Washington Po&t nnti tiiaeat Hcraltl,*
Jaauary 14, it>co t contained an article rstfctln?? that tie
Xund for tho j:opuhlio bed announced that it hud
nllooatcd ^200,000 for 4,n factual sstuuy of the influence
ox' coKSsmnirai, pa&t ana present, on nil aspects of /racrica
lifv," Clinton r.'ossltcr, irofci ;?or of Govcmtnont.
Cornell University, Sthncn, Hot/ ¥ovkt van wnowtccd a»
head of a grcup of scholars who would ante tho study,
the study wast to cov^r eomvu&iat influence in men fiolds
00 government, education, religion, tho arte, literature,
Kcftaccs fcnd the history of tho Corammtat Iarty.

/.ccordiar; to the article tojwitcr'i.: uoMooiutot*
in this study \?onld include £aniel ,taron, frrofotssor of
UigUri*, Qaitfe College, Northampton, i&osacimsotte*.

lias beta tfeo
x a security Matter invest: .oia fey tftie bureau

to rpccltil ideate of tho Ftdoral Bureau of Investigation
that ho haw" fccca an active nenbor of tho Caamimifit y-ayfry.

frcsj to lf«4S. In January, 10G2,
testified Lcfovo the Souoc Cocajittcc on Unifti&Rbcnn
Activities concerning his eessttiniot .tarty rari&cashiB «nd
identified other l*arty raecifcrrs.

In IfrSG one _ p, faculty tic&hcr at
harvard University, this reported to Imvo suggested that a
petition ho circulated requesting tho extension of a
teaching contract for a l&rvard teacher alleged to ho a

100~436810
62-46855

SSC:iajb/erk

n,, < 1]L>

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

ii 5
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Daniel Aaron

A book* Writers on the Left, ** subtitled Episodes
in American Literary ComuniStt*** ms Witten by Daniel Aaron
and published in 1901 by Harcourt, Brace and World, Incorporated
Jfew York City* this hook was the ninth in a series of
studios on communism in American life tinder the general
editorship of Clinton ftossiter mentioned above*

According to this book, Daniel Aaron mm born in
Chicago, Illinois, graduated from the University of Michigan
in 1933, and received his Pfc»X3u degree from Harvard University.
He is presently Mary Augusta Jordan Professor of English
language and literature at Si&ith College* He has spent
his professional life teaching at colleges and universities
here and abroad and during that time has written and edited
five books on American history and literature* the
January 1962, issue of "She Worker** an east coast communist
newspaper i#hich ceased publication in July, 1968, contained
an article in ts/hich Mike Gold, a comamnist witer who had just
returned front a six^&ontb visit to the Soviet Union, described
Writers on the lief

t

n as follows:

ntt is not slanderpus # |t fs a respectful
and very solid book* It is not a Marxist
book,"

{100-301607-65, 62-46855-163, 100-453147-1)

NOTE ;

See memorandum C« P. Brennan to Mr. W* C. Sullivan,
dated 5/17/69, captioned "Council for a livable World*w
prepared by J&Giinjb.



SAC, Kansas City

Director* FBI (60-46855)

2Zr. Callahan
13j», A.W. Gray

5/23/C9
jjj*. ti.n. Garner
mss l

/

/ J0DECHASE OF BOOK
CJiOOK BEVIIWS

You are authorized to obtain discreetly, for
the Buroau, one copy of tho JjnolOCBaypnets JM the Streets*
JRLO_u:sy pf Troops in .Civil Pistwfcbances, " edited by
Kobiavsigbais. The book is scheduled for pubrieation

, August 8, i960, by tho University of Kansas Press, 114 Flint
t /''j^Eall, Laurence, Kansas, 6$04S and will sell at §6.95. Mark

the boofc: to tho attention of the Sesearch-Satellite Section,.
Domestic Intelligence Division. ^

1 - BZ3 (Eonto thronsh for review) '
" ^,3-"

X - Br. B, F. Eow (C221 IB) '

2?GIBt

Eooli requested by Sa 1. J* Bcafcin, racial Intelligence

section, Domestic Intcllisenco Division* for review in

Z&£SIb*3^^ relate to racial natters*,

general. Eoofc will bo filed in Bureau Library.

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop _
Casper _
Callahan

Conrad _
Felt

Gale

Rosen
Sullivan

Tavei

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes

Gandy

p m\ 23 1969

MAIL ROOM L3U TELETYPE UNIT



BAG* lfew York C100-87235J
Attention: Liaison Section

l&irector, TBI <62~46855>

1 - Mr. N. P. Callahan
1 - Mr. A. W. <Jray
1 - Mr. B. S. Garner

Miss [

PURCHASE OF BOOKS
^BOOfc REVIEWS

You are authorized to obtain discreetly one
copy each of the following books for the use of the
Bureau. Sark the books to the attention of Besearch-
Batellite Section, Domestic Intelligence Division.

/^pBteSLQlut^ionsisUStotepr liy^ulius,J,ester

.

^phard f. Baron, 243a East 49th Street,
York, Hew York, 10017, $5.95, publi-

cation date CU16-69.

% fa"
2. mj^&JBa White Foworn by

Sterling tucker. Wm. S. Eerdiaaias Publishing
CoE.pany"^V0&» publication date Juno* 106a,

1 - BIS (Route through for review)
1 - Mr, M.iP. Bow (6221 IB)

AHBrbad W

NOTE:

Books requested by SA T. J. Deakin, Racial Intelligence
Section, DID, for review in connection with assignments relating
to racial matters general. Books will be filed in the Bureau
Library.

IG-33 6 i' '^-:f^r'B MAY 26 1369

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop _
Casper

A

If

Trotter

Tele. Room
Hoimes
Gandy

nWS/ 1969

MAIL ROOM LSD TELETYPE UNIT I I



SAC „ Chicago
5-23-69

Director, FBI (62-46855)

U3GHASE OF BOOK
^"BCOK HEVIEr/S

1. - 2lisa
[

You are authorised to obtain discreetly onecopy oi the book *2-cial Violence in the United States"
SSS

t;l^r"1-n-,?-
,"#*F-*:iw CAldlao Publishing Company, "»°

o20 Vest Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60606, $12.75scheduled publication date 8*31-69) for the use of theBureau. Mark the book to the attention of the Besearch-Satellxte Sectxon, Domestic Intelligence Division.

I - T:IB CEosrte threads for- vovlev.)
1 — 3£e

,

« 2c 3?„ Star <6221 IB)

— AZZi:M :klx? -fctkuo-

Alt WmI^! «

be
b7C

I

I
o
0

I

&ecc&qa» ^lBg for sorcun? in eonsectios* -©its* assignments relating
to racial Batters general. Book will be- filed is Bureau Library.

NOT rI^ISrI&EB**
*

i4of&.Y Stf i36S

MAIL ROOM LJU TELETYPE UNIT L__l

59 JUN 121969



OPTIONAl FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDtTION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 17 4

TO

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

Toison _
DeLoach
Mohr
Bishop —
Casper

Mr. Bishoi

( from : G. E. Malmfeldl

DATE:

SUBJECT: C^ARLETON PUTN&M, AUTH0RJ)F
"RACE AND REASON' T ANDFRACE AND REALITY

The purpose of this memorandum is to recommend that copies of the
above books received from the National Putnam Letters Committee (NPLC) with com-
pliments of Carleton Putnam and a communication from Putnam not be acknowledged.
The book, "Race and Reason^ was sent to the Director by Senator Harry Flood Byrd
who was thanked by letter of 4-28-61. At that time, the book was reviewed by the
Bureau. Putnam is opposed to integration and states that the races are biologically
not equal. NPLC was formed to publicize this book. On 5-22 the Director received
a communication from Putnam which is a copy of a letter he addressed to Dr-. Arthur R
Jensen of the University of California. Mr. Putnam adds a note to the Director "If

you could possibly get this reprint into the hands of the President and make him read
it, he might start working on the root of our trouble. " Putnam enclosed a booklet writ-
ten by Dr. Jensen entitled "How Much Can We Boost IQ and Scholastic Achieven&ent?

"Race and Reality" contains several references to the FBI. On pag§^6
statistics from the Uniform Crime Reports bulletin for 1963 are allegedly quoted. \The
author states that "the American Negroes. . .produced per capita. . . seven times as
many rapes and ten times as many murders as the White man. " On page 118 he states
the Negroes "relative crime and illegitmacy rates are increasing. The FBI will con-
firm this to you. " On page 161 the author mentions the FBI arrested a Harvard
anthropologist by the name of Zborowski on a charge of perjury growing out of the
Bureau's investigation of a Soviet spy ring. This information is also contained in the
book "Race and Reason. " (Bufile 65-58681 captioned "Mark Zborowski, Espionage - R
Perjury" indicates that Zborowski was indicted 4-18-58 for perjury as a result of Grand
Jury testimony in the Jack Soble espionage investigation. He was tried and found guilty
11-20-58. On 11-10-59, the Court of Appeals ordered a retrial. Zborowski was again
convicted of perjury on 11-29-62 and sentenced to 3 years and 11 months. His sentence
was reduced in 1963 to 2 years and 5 months and he was released from prison 10-9-64.)

RECOMMENDATION:

REC- U7
In view of the extreme racial overtones of these books, it is suggested

that no acknowledgment be sent from the Bureau for either the books or letter.

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop - Enclosure
AWT:dla(4)

.56%Nl71969
^ iun 5 m Jl

| f f\>
} 1

4 t
l



% %
1 - Mr. C. D. DeLoach
1 - Mr. IU C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. G, C. Moore

Mr. ¥, C. Sullivan May 26, 1969

Q
G. C. Mooro

Mr. A . W. Gray
(Mis,

1 - Mr. T. J. Deakin
1 - Mr. J. A. Marion

be
b7C

"CIVIL SIGHTS AND THE AMERICAN NEGRO"
.„\'y A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY BY
/ A1BERT P. BIAUSTEIN AND lx>

ROBERT L. ZANGRANDO ^
Captioned book, printed in 1960 by the Washington Square

Press of New York, is an attempt by the editors to compress 400 years
o£ the "Negroes struggle for freedom and equality" into one volume.

\
This documentary is divided into eight parts which begins v .

with the arrival of the first Negro in Jamestown, Virginia, in 1619,
end ends with a reprint of the U.S. Riot Commission report in 1968. N
It contains very few statements by the editors and approximately 987, \
of its content is comprised of reprints of Federal and local statutc#
as well as statements by many well-known political and historical 3;

figures. In addition, there are approximately 15 complete histories §
of pertinent Supreme Court decisions concerning civil rights. Such
cases as Brown versus the Board of Education of Topeka, the National g
Association for the Advancement of Colored People versus Button, ji=j.

South Carolina versus Katzenbach and the United States versus Price o
are set out in full.

The editors of this documentary have obviously attempted to
remain unbiased and as a result, it is surprisingly free of leftist
thinking and unbridled accusations. It represents an excellent

I synopsis of the "Negro problem" on a chronological basis. Captioned
book does not mention the FBI.

f A review of Bufiles failed to disclose any derogatory
information concerning Albert P. Blaustein, co-editor and Professor
of law at Rutgers University, Camden, New Jersey. Bufiles disclose

i

1 that in 1965 Dr. Robert Zangrando was listed as being a member of
the Philadelphia Committee for the march on Washington, which march

^,
was sponsored by the Students for a Democratic Society.

ACTION ; / r. ./ / OS'-*
7" U /"Yfcc- -*

> \ I None. For information. ~
L

' NOT RECORDED
1 - 62-46855 (Book Review File) 102 MAV 29 1969



1 - Mr. N. Callahan
1 -Mr. B. M. Suttler

6-6-63

1 - Mr. A. W. Gray
1 - Mr. IL S. Garner
1 ~ Miss |

Legat, London

Directcor, FBI (62-48855)

\pORCHASE OF BOOKS
(TbQQE REVIEWS

You are authorized to obtain discreetly one copy each
of the following booklets for the use of the Bureau. Mark these
items to the attention of the Research-Satellite Section,
Domestic Intelligence Division,

l.^nrietnamr my It Matters" by KenNfitacKonzie,

®'<s ^-g£ Juiced ^ 2/6 (306) \ \

1 11

2. V'Biack In A White World" by ElisabethWrney,
. B^ie£~57 priced at 2/6 (30^) I \

3. Ychina: Mao's I»ast I«eapn by Emil4' MaeFarquhar^
Brief 6, priced at 2/6 <30jrf) \

A Xerox of an advertisement from the 5-3-69 issue of
"The Economist" concerning the above booklets isf enclosed for
your information.

Enclosure

1 - Foreign liaison Unit (Boute through for review)
1 - Mr. M. F. Row, (6221 IB) pj?/

/

be
b7C

NOTE:

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop _
Casper _
Callahan

Conrad _
Felt

Gale

Section Chief A. W. Gray, Research-Satellite Section,
Domestic Intelligence Division, feels the three booklets will
be helpful to personnel on substantive desks and useful as
reference material. . -

RE0- 85 _ _
Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room

_ ^MAI^OOM^D TELETYPE ^NITLJ

I© JUN 9 1969



&£ga.t, London

.rectos', J£& (62-4SS35)

OF BOOK

1 - Mr. N. P. Callahan
1 - Mr. B. if. Suttler
1 - Mr. A. W, Gray
1 - Mr. R. S. Garner
1 - Miss

|

~|

b6
b7C

You are attthorissed to obtain discreetly one
copy ot the book "Informtion Xfioseow" written by
Mrs. V. 2. Louis for the use of the Bureau, T&c hoo's
Should be worked to the attention at the Hese*trcb-Satollitc
Section, Boiaestic Intelligence Division.

for yonr information* an LB&t containing
available inforxution regarding the boo!: in enclosed.

Enclosure

1 - Foreign Liaison Unit (Route through for re,

1 - Soviet Section (Route^through for review)
1 - Mr. M. F. Bow, ($221 IB) *
1 - 105-0 ('.'Information Moscow")

AMBtlaa
(12}

NOTE: v

CD
eft 92
a

Book obtained at request of SA L« Whitson, Soviet
Section, Domestic Intelligence Division, for use as reference
material* . Boob will be charged permanently to Soviet Section,
where It will be available as a ready reference,

~

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop _
Casper —
Callahan

Conrad _
Felt

Gale

Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel

ilroomLJU teletype unit

;4
!

J



* <5PTI0fJXL FORM NO. 10
J

^. '^ MAY 1962 EDITION

f4

3VEE

Memorandum

** GSA FPMft (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAG, NEWARK (105-0) ^

"INFORMATION MOSCOW"
MISCELLANEOUS-INFO
CONCERNING

date: 5/16/69

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies of an LHM
dated and captioned as above*

Source mentioned in attached is

PSI advised that
]at her Moscow address, mentioned in attacnea, to purchase

a copy of "Infonaation Moscow* 1

b7D

b6
b7C

The enclosed is submitted for information.

"2^^Bureau (Eac.
- Newark

j
x WK:ss

24V*-

8EC5A

b7D

-/^ 7

e fcJAY 21 1963

^CTION.

B^jy £7. J. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In R^fy, Please Refer u>
N«W 3*TB*Y

May 16, 1969

" INFORMATION MOSCOW "

A source of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI}»
who has furnished reliable information.** the past, advised he.who has furnished reliable inforaationvin vne pasx, movisea j

had recently purchased a book entitled >infor»ation Moscow"

>

m-ltW hv Mrs. VL. iCMiCmis,
|

I I This book is printed by^Leve and

b6
b7C

Malcolmson Ltd*, Bedbill, Surrey, England, and was dated
January, 1969*

This lists the naves of all personnel at the various
foreign Embassies in Moscow including their home addresses
and telephone numbers* License numbers are prefixed by
designated numbers for all Embassies,, such as the designated
prefixed number 04* which is for all vehicles driven by
United States personnel*

Seusce related this is the first of this type of
book he has ever seen published in the USSRv He indicated
that Mrs* V*1 Bv Louis is not an American diplomat, although
he understands she is a United States citizen.



OPTIONAL ro«M NO. 10
1962 COITION

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

TO

FROM

/

A
4

cJPe

Memorandum
UNITED STATES ERNMENT

1°
.occh

pa'j-ej June 4, 1969

Cor.rcrJ £
Felt -J

~ Trotter

7"

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gcmdy

si-aTBcr. THE GRIM REAPERS
BY ED-REJD.
INFORMATION CONCERNING

SYNOPSIS:

At the Director's request, captioned fepok was obtained and
reviewed by the Special Investigative Division. S^ttfejaJby^dlSaid, a
former newspaperman, The/prim Reapers is based primarily on the

McClellan Committee hearings of 1963 r1964, Life magazine^ studies of

organized crime since 1967, and background material uncovered by Reid
during his years as a reporter in New York City and Las Vegas. In 1953,

a year after the publication of Reid's first book, Mafia , the Director noted

that "if not a psychopathic liar, he is a vicious and malicious one and
should be treated accordingly. "

As might be expected in an analysis of La Cosa Nostra written

jby^a nonmember, there are numerous errors of both fact and conclusion.

[There are also numerous references to the Director and the FBI, including

[at least three passages indicating that the Bureau had been held back in its

[fight against organized crime by the Administration, possibly because of

(President Johnson *s fears that extensive microphone coverage might have

[exposed "other Bobby Bakers. " Several pages are also devoted to Albert

Parvin ("the mystery man of Las Vegas"), the Parvin Foundation, and

Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas 1 involvement with that Foundation.^

CI

-I

Three other pages are taken up with a highly sensationalistic, but false,

account of an alleged 1962 meeting at which New Orleans "family" head

Carlos Marcello is said to have plotted the assassination of the late

(President Kennedy. ^

^

As regards the activities of local police in the fight against

organized crime, Reid is most critical of Chief Thomas Cahill of

San Francisco and most laudatory of the late Chief
'^^^j^fjjjjf^

"0 1S89 ,

bo
H

b7C

Los Angeles.

1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.

DeLoach
Bishop
1VL A- Jones

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gale

Staffeld

McHale

RECOMMENDATION CONTINUED^Q^ER

n



Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach
Re: The Grim Reapers

By Ed Reid
Information Concerning

For information.
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach
Re: The Grim Reapers

By Ed Reid
Information Concerning

DETAILS :

The Grim Reapers , written by former newspaperman Ed Reid,

was published by the Henry Regnery Company of Chicago, and retails for

$6. 95 a copy. It was obtained and reviewed by the Special Investigative

Division, at the request of the Director, following a lengthy review which
ran in a recent issue of "The Sunday Star. TT

Bureau files reveal that Reid, who has written two other studies

of organized crime, has been working on his present project since at least

1967. In 1953, a year after the publication of Reid's first book, Mafia, and
immediately following a radio appearance wherein Reid was critical of the

Bureau's handling of rackets investigations, the Director stated tha.t,
,T
if

not a psychopathic liar, he is a vicious and malicious one and should be-

treated accordingly. ,r

Inasmuch as the vast bulk of The Grim Reapers is taken from the

McClellan Committee hearings of 1963-1964, Life magazine's continuing

series of studies on organized crime (which also started in 1967), and back-
ground material uncovered by Reid during his years as a reporter in

New York City and Las Vegas --including wholesale passages quoted almost

verbatim from his earlier books --there is little new or of value to be gained
*

by reading his current offering.

Mistakes Abound

As might be expected in an analysis of La Cosa Nostra written

by a nonmember, there are numerous errors of both fact and conclusion.

The following are some typical examples:

(1) Reid says there were "50-some" attendees at the Apalachin

meeting of 1957. (In actuality, more than 100 hoodlum figures participated

in this gathering, with the New York State Police detaining and interrogating

60.)

- 3 -



Memorandum to Mr* DeLoach
Re: The Grim Reapers

By Ed Reid
Information Concerning

(2) Reid claims that New York City mobster Anthony (Tony
Bender) Strollo was killed in 1962 for aiding the Gallo faction in its revolt
against the leaders of the Profaci "family" and that his death jbrought
about the end of the notorious Gallo -Profaci war* (According to a number
of reliable sources, Strollo's disappearance a.nd presumed murder
stemmed from his disobedience of instructions from his "family" head,
Vito Genovese, with respect to the handling of narcotics while Genovese
was in prison. As regards the Gallo -Profaci war, it did not reach its

climax until the following year and was not finally adjudicated until the

Spring of 1964.

)

(3) Reid indicates that the bickering within the former Profaci
"family" is still simmering and that Joe Colombo "is looking to the top
position. " (As has been well established by numerous sources, .Colombo,
was appointed head of the "family" more than five years ago and he is not
currently "looking" anywhere.

)

(4) Reid asserts that the 60 -odd underworld murders in the

Boston area during the past five years mark "the greatest destruction of

hoodlums over so short a period of time in gangland history. " (K Reid
had checked Chicago rs figures, he would have found 318 mob slayings

during the period 1925-1929, building up to a grand total of 504 for the
*

span 1923-1931, one of the bloodiest periods in criminal history0 )
•

(5) Reid says that Peter Licavoli "has generally been considered
to be the Detroit don (or leader) for many years. " (This mistake probably
resulted from the testimony of the Detroit Police Commissioner before the

McClellan Committee; Joseph Zerilli is the head of La Cosa Nostra operations

in the Detroit area and has been since at least the 1930s.

)

(6) Reid makes the common blunder of outsiders studying the

west coast mob structure by identifying the late La Cosa Nostra "boss"
Jack Dragna as Jewish mobster "Bugsy" Siegel Ts "chief lieutenant. "

-4 -
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach
Re: The Grim Reapers

By Ed Reid
Information Concerning

In addition to the above, numerous other errors with respect
to names and dates were also noted, such as those relating to the deaths of

La Cosa Nostra fbosses" Salvatore Maranzano (in 1931) and Frank Desimone
(in 1967).

References to Director and FBI

Although there are naturally many references to the Director
and to the FBI in a book of this sort, few could be construed as being of

a derogatory nature. The quotes pertaining to the Director are primarily
flippant in nature, such as the joke some people allegedly play by paging
Mr. Hoover in the Las Vegas casinos to watch the reactions of the hoodlums
present. In another passage, Reid describes a racketeer as having "more
aliases than J. Edgar Hoover has enemies. " And, in a third place, he
refers to comedian "Swifty" Morgan as the man who T,once tried to sell a
stolen watch to J. Edgar Hoover. "

As regards the Bureau, Reid's failure to mention the FBI is

often more telling than his citations. For instance, he details the Federal
prosecutive action taken against hoodlums Stefano Magaddino, Raymond

,

Pa.triarca, John Roselli, Vincent Rao, James Fratianno, and Antonio

Corallo without giving the FBI any credit for its investigations leading up
to these prosecutions. He does, however, indicate on three separate

"

occasions that the Bureau might have accomplished more in the organized

crime field if it had not been held back by the Administration, possibly

because of President Johnson's fears that extensive microphone coverage

might have exposed "other Bobby Bakers. "

In this respect, it is interesting to note that, more than two
years ago, the Bureau received information indicating that Reid was
including a sensationalistic passage in his book about an alleged 1962

meeting at which New Orleans "family" head Carlos Marcello is said to

have plotted the assassination of the late President John F. Kennedy.



Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach
Re: The Grim Reapers

By Ed Reid
Information Concerning

Even more pertinent from our standpoint, Reid charged that the FBI had
subsequently been furnished firsthand information regarding the meeting
by one of the actual participants. When Reid was advised of the falsity

of his information by Agents assigned to our Los Angeles office, he
agreed to delete all references to the FBI but otherwise refused to change
his story. A review of The Grim Reapers reveals that all mention of the

Bureau was removed from the incident but that it appeared otherwise
unchanged on pages 157-159.

Parvin and Douglas

Possibly the most current information in Reid's book,

especially in view of recent disclosures about outside sources of income
accruing to Supreme Court justices, was the section of the Nevada
chapter dealing with Albert Parvin, whom Reid refers' to as "the mystery"
man of Las Vegas. " Unaware that Parvin would be such front-page news
by the time The Grim Reapers went on sale, Reid describes the financial .

maneuverings engaged in by the Parvin-Dohrmann Company of Los Angeles
before it was able to acquire ownership of the Fremont Hotel in Las Vegas.

Reid also quotes from a 1966 newspaper clipping reporting that Supreme .

Court Justice William O. Douglas had received $12, 000 a year since 1962

from the ta,x-exempt Albert Parvin Foundation which, in turn, gets its
'

proceeds largely from a share in the mortgage on the Flamingo Hotel in

Las Vegas.

Local Police

Although Reid's personal expertise in the organized 'crime field

is confined primarily to the New York and Nevada territories, he has

apparently formed strong convictions about the effectiveness of the various

police departments on the west coast- He says, for example, that he has

"no wish to question the quality ascribed to California's law-enforcement
agencies --particularly in Los Angeles, where the late Police Chief William

Parker built up a superb department. . . " With respect to San Franciscd,

- 6 -
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach
Re: The Grim Reapers

By Ed Reid
information Concerning

on the other hand, he is somewhat less profuse. In fact, he all but accuses

the present Chief of Police Thomas Cahill and former Governor Edmund G.

(Pat) Brown of deliberately abandoning investigation of the Nick DeJohn
murder under suspicious circumstances and later refusing to discuss the

case with a representative of the press.

General Observations

All in all, Reid Ts book contains little of new or of pressing

interest to anyone familiar with the McClellan Committee hearings and the

Life magazine articles. It does have synopses of the police records of 50

major hoodlums, membership charts of the leading La Cosa Nostra

families, stockholder lists for the various Las Vegas casinos P
and a

section of photographs, including one of the '"gangland cemetery", uncovered

by our Agents at Jackson Township, New Jersey, and one of hoodlum

Carlos Marcello trying to attack an FBI Agent in New Orleans (for which

Marcello was convicted of assaulting a Federal officer). All of this is

public source material, however, and readily available to the interested

reader in a number of other publications

.

.7 -



TO

FROM

SUBJECT

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1862 EDITION
GSA FPMR (4t CFR) 101-11.6 *
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

4

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date: 3/6/69
(ATTN: Research Satellite Section,

Domestic Intelligence Division)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-87235)

URCHASE OF BOOKS
00K REVIEWS

ReBulets to NY 3/25/69, 4/24/69 and 4/29/69.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 1 copy of the following:

1. "The Agony of the American Left" by
CHRISTOPHER IASCH.

J

}

x ?y 2. H. RAP BROWN, Die Nigger Die.

3. "Revolution in the Revolution" by REGIS
DEBRAY.

4. "The Assassination of MALCOEM X" by GEORGE
BREITMAN and HERMAN PORTER.

5. Anatomy of Anti-Communism

6. "Beyond Racism" by WHITNEY M. YOUNG, Jr.

7. Stereo Record entitled "MALCOLM X Talks
to Young People". , ^

fc

B9CL0SDRE ^ /
g>- Bureau OSncls. 7)

Bmm
% " ' ~ m X%^

(Attn: Research Satellite Section, fe JUV

Domestic Intelligence Division)
1 - New York

MMM: lh
(4)

. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

v



DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855)
j

ATTN: RESEARCH-SATELLITE SECTION
DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

SAC, CHICAGO (66-6727) (P)

6/16/69

' PURCHASE OF BOOK
<~BOOK REVIEWS

ReBulet to Chicago dated 5/23/69.

Referenced letter instructed Chicago to obtain a
copy of the book, "Racial Violence in the United States",
edited by ALLEN D. GRIMSHAW.

Contact with Aldine Publishing Company revealed that
this bods a collection of articles concerning racial violence,
is only now in the galley proof stage.

The printed book will not be available until
August, 1969.

Arrangements have been made to obtain a copy of the
book when it becomes available

.

2j~ Bureau (RM)
1 - Chicago
JPM: pas
(3)

NOT REC08DE0
133 JUN 23 1969

55JUN26WS •



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 tOITlON
GSA fPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.4

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (G2^4G&5S->
ATTN:

date: 6/16/69
K3SE-M5S3-SATELLITB SECTION
DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

SAC, CHICAGO (66-6727) (P)FROM

Subject.-^PUBCE&SE OF BOOK
CYBOOK REVIEWS

ReBulet to' Chicago dated 5/23/69*

Referenced letter instructed Chicago to obtain a
copy of the book, "Racial Violence in the United States",
edited by ALLEN D c GRXMSHAW*

Contact with Aldine Publishing Company revealed that
this bod? a collection of articles concerning racial violence,
is only now in the galley proof stage*

The printed book will not be available until
August, 1969.

Arrangements have been made* to obtain a copy of the
book when it becomes available

Bureau, (RM)
1 - Chicago
JPM: r>as

(3)

r¥63^
WOT RECOCIDE©

533 JUN 23 1969 • •
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OPTIONAL fOSM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSK GEN. REG. ViO, 77 ftUNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT

Mr. date: June 10, 1969

A. Rose&;:?
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

THE SHOOTING OF JOHN F. KENNEDY,
ONE ASSASSIN, THREE SHOTS, THREE
nrrs, NO MISSES.
AUTHOR, COLONEL WILLIAM H. HANSON.
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE, RETIRED;

(9B00K REVIEW

JL - XVi.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

DeLoaeh
Rosen
Malley
Shroder
Raupach
Bishop
Conrad
Sullivan'

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gondy

, The captioned book has been reviewed, and the author, based on his
findings, concluded that President Kennedy was fired upon three times and all

* three shots struck the President. This theory opposes the conclusion reached ^by the Warren Commission which was one shot probably missed the President's V
limousine aud its occupants and two bullets caused all the wounds suffered by \i
President Kennedy and Governor Connaily. \

Tue author has not made any derogatory or uncomplimentary remarks
^

concerning the FBI. He did refer to findings of the FBI in onl * few instances
and these were direct quotes and were accurate. The book was well written and

\

scaled the assassination scene. The author claimed that the Warren Commis- ^
-A. , failed to properly support its findings and conclusions pertaining to the *N
el:cotin0- episode and defined the commission as a group of evaluators rather - ^
thr:i investigators. "

\

*; si;

The author's solution is: The first shot was fired at President Kennedy
ai:p of 58 yards and the bullet struck the President a glancing blow on the

of the top of his head, and with only slightly diminishing veloci^ uid
deflection. ricochetted on over the head of Governor Connaily an; *-J*^ OJL

i'zssice Agent Kellerman in the direction of the Triple Underpay Th
*:..r.. jlai-ciiig bullet knocked the President forward and slightly to the left s-

V;c^.ra
J
;ci a visible lace wound of his scalp. The President remained ccr^^ac §

uttsred "God I
vm hit!" or sounds to that effect. Approximately 1. 6 sll^Cs §

i:?£or ths first shot the President was struck by the second bullet at a range of
oxxy -oxiv::ateiy 68 yards. This second bullet passed through the President eonti.-cJ:

cc/vynward course striking Governor Connally in the back, right wrls-:

NOT RECORpiD^

51AUG



Rosen to DeLoach Memorandum
RE: THE SHOOTING OF JOHN F. KENNEDY

The author said that approximately 4. 2 seconds after the second shot and at a
range of about 90 yards, the President was fired upon a third time by the same rifleman*
This third bullet struck the President in the back of the head and, in combination with
the wounding effect of the first- bullet, generated a Mblowout TT type exit wound of massive
proportions at the site of the first wound, which obliterated all evidence of the first
wound. The impact of this bullet caused the President's head to move forward and
instantly thereafter the reactionary propulsive effect of the "blowout" type exit caused
the President's head to move backward and to the left. It was interesting to note the
author substantiated his findings with the use of the Zapruder film, testimony of

Mrs. Kennedy and Governor John J. Connally. It is noted that Governor Connally has
never changed his story as to when the original shots were fired and in this respect
and according to the conclusions reached by the author, he supports Governor Connally T

s

testimony.

The author said that the primary objective of his book was to defend, in fact to

substantiate, the principal conclusion set forth by the President's Commission that one
assassin, acting alone, fired three bullets at the President, thereby killing him. As
a result of Lis findings, the author believes that the President's Commission would be
vindicated (somewhat); the eyewitness accounts rendered by Governor and Mrs. John B.
ConnaKy would be shown to have been true and correct in major detail; the eyewitnesses
accounts rendered by Mrs* John F. Kennedy and Secret Service Agent Roy H. Kellerman
would be shown to hav e provided thefinal vital clues that solved the mystery of the
bullets and the witch hunt for other assassins would be brought to a halt.

The author explained why various witnesses heard what they believed to be fire

cracker reports at the time of the shooting. He contended these reports were the sounds
generated Dy the passing of bullets in the vicinity prior to the time that the actual
sound of the cartridge explosion was heard. He also pointed out that certain witnesses
who said that shots emanated from other than the School Book Depository Building would
eventually come to realize that they were nearly hit by ricochetting bullets. This
theory indicates the author has expended a considerable amount of time and research
of evidence obtained by the commission to arrive at his conclusions.

ACTION:

That the book be refered to the Laboratory Division for information. Thereafter
it should be refered to the Bureau Library for permanent retention.

The author sent this book to the Bureau^on 5/31/69 and a letter was sent to the
author dated 6/9/89 in acknowledgement. Bu/eau files and San Antonio files contain no
information concerning the author. \ A ^
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SAC, New York (100-87235)
Attention: Idaison Section

Director, FBI (62-46355)

1 - MF7 N. P. Callahan
1 - Mr. B. M. Suttler
1 ~ Mr. A. W. Gray
1 - Mr. R. S. Garner

7/3/69

1 - Miss

b6
b7C

PURCHASE OF BOOKS
BOOK REVIEWS

You are authorised to obtain discreetly one

copy each of the following books for the Bureau and to

forward them marked to t he attention of the Research-
Satellite Section, Domestic Intelligence Division.

1. "Trespass" by Fletcher Knebol.
New York, Boubleday, 10/69, $5.95

2. "Malcolm Xs The Muslim Years" by
Benjamin Goodman. New York, Pantheon
Books, 10/69, Vintage paperback $1.95

1 - Racial Intelligence Section (Route through for review,

1 - Mr. M. F. Row (6221 IB)

AMB:lis
(10)

NOTE: ,

Books requested by SA T. J. Deakin, RIS, Domestic

Intelligence Division, for review and as reference material

relating to black nationalism and racial matters, filed in

Bureau Library, where not now available. Paperback ordered

in interest of economy. ,

U 7- iL$SS-ffl
as jul 3 1969

Tolson

DeLoach
Mohr

-A



p fl - 1W
1 - WIIT, P. Callahan

B. I* Suttler
1 - Mr. A, W. Gray
1 - Mr. R. S. Garner
1 - Miss

|

SAC, Chicago 7-3-69

Director, FBI (G2-*46S55)

he
hlC

\

i

-PURCHASE OF BOOK
<-^BOOK EEVIEWS

You should obtain discreetly i'or the Bureau one
hard-cover, copjjjef the book "The,'-'LoySl and the Disloyal"

M olotby MortOTOctGrodzin, printed by thOUniversity ot Chicago at
- — Forward the book to the attention of the Eesearch-Satellite

Section, Bonestic Intelligence Division.

1 - Soviet Section
1 - Mr. M. F. Row,

MBtbjpbip
(10)

0

(Boute through for review)
6221 IB

f

/

NOTE:

Book requested by SA[ 1 Soviet Section,
rfc available inDomestic Intelligence Division. Book, no

Bureau Library, will be charged permanently to the Research-
Satellite Section Library where it will be available as a
ready reference primarily for the use of the Soviet Section
in connection with conferences concerning espionage, sabotage,
and related subjects.

Tolson

DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop _
Casper _
Callahan

Conrad
i Felt

Gale

Rosen^.
Sullivsnt-

Tavetf

I Trotter

I Tele. Room
H Holmes
«3andy

MAILED 23

JUL 31969

C0MM-FB1

ft £ 3 -9*6 f.
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f<> JUL 8 1969
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SAC, New York (3L00-81T235)
Attention: Liaison Section

Director, FBI (62-46855*

Mr. N. P. Callahan
1 - Mr. B. M. Suttler
1 - Mr. A. W. Gray

1 - Mr
1 - Miss

7/3/69
fe. Garner

ssj^

be
b7C

^ PURCHASE 0* BOOKS
£'BQOK RJEVXEWS

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop

Casper _
Callahan

Conrad _
Felt

Gale

You are authorized to obtain discreetly one copy
each of the following books for the Bureau and to maris them
to the attention of the Resea*ch*Satellite Section, Domestic
intelligence Division.

Picking: Up the dun: fhe Story of the Black
Panthers'* by Earl Anthony* Dial Press,
Ke^orfe, 10/69, $4.05

u , a «, ,,^§ea.ich_£ov _a_New Land: History as Subjective
fj ^Zt-^'ld- Experience" by Julius Lester. Bial Press, A
V\Y^ Mf^ Kewtork, 10/60, $3.05 /I A

1 - Racial intelligence Section (Route through for revie^^

1 - Mr. M. F. Row, 6221 IB

Y AMBtekl
i.y do) ^

NOTE:

Bureau Library, where not now available.

1> *J**J

MAILED 20

JUL3 - 1969

COMM-FBI

Rosen

Sulliva

Tavel

Trotter
m

Tele. Hoom
Holmes

Gandy

ptijUL 171969

19 JUL 7 1969

MAIL ROOM (XI TELETELETYPE UNIT



i

Z*C 9 ::cx? loTh (1OO-S7230)
Attention t Liaiaon Section

*
Mr. He P« Callahan
Utrj Bo 15 o Slittier
Mr* Ao< V7o' Gray

July 3« X9CD
Mr, ^ S A Garnor
Miss

b6
b7C

Von t*vtt tmthorlwil to obtain dirsavwatly #ox* %Im
-Jfft* Muslim wrtM copy ohoU 0if

thtf following bool<M«' Majpte thuutf
hvtua to the attention o£ thu ttoBQarofr<Sfrtollito Beation*

1* "Blaote Anti^omlti^m and Jot/iaK Raoinm" .

with oontribut loan by Juliuri X«ootor*
^cuaoa Baldwin* &&bbi Jay X£au£inan* and
others o Richard V/. Baron Publishing
Coswany* How York* October* 1969* $5,05

U ' J 4 ill ~

Loach
Mohr

Bishop _
Casper _
C :Slahan

Cu,.ad -
I . _

rv 0-1 JL2# "Attiorica tho Violent" by Ovid Bo&ariD*

V>^8 £Vr
CowIod Boole Company* How York*^ -r October* 1060* $4OB

41 * Kacial Intelligence Section (Bout© through for reviews *

1 - Mr. SV Bow, 6221, IB (

X> AMBrckl. v

<io) -\>

MOTE i

Books requested by SA VJ J*' Doakin, BIS, Domestic
Intelligence Division, for review and! use as reference
aatorial concerning • black nationalism and racial matters;
will be iiled in Bureau Library, where not now available*

not rbtojidSF
11

<«* S ?§§§

'A

f

a
WAILED 8

JUL -2 1969

COMM-FBI
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i

SAC, San Francisco

Director, mi (62*46805)

i
1 - Mr. N. P. Callahan
1 - Mr. B. M. Suttler
1 - Mr. A. W. Gray

7/9/60

1 - Mr.
1 - Misst

S. Garner

he
b7C

< PURCHASE OF B00K

arfc ituthoriaea. to obtain discreetly, when
opy of hoom*pl&clz Power and Student fcebfcliion:

ITou
available, a copy

U,/^ Conflict p»jfche American Ca»pusw fcy"'-3krae%4§pl!voy & Abraham
^•^Miller^ (Wad^worth Publishing Company* lnc* # Belmont, California,

94G02; $3»0S* iJuly, 1969} and to forward it to Bureau ms^eW
to attention of the Rescarc|i*Satellite Section, jEtoiaeotic

Intelligence Division.

1 - Racial
1 - Mr. If.

AMB:raef/rel
(10)

NOTE:

Intelligence Section
F. Row, (6221 IB)

(Route through for revie
* /

Book, requested by SA T, J. Deakin, RIS, Domestic
Intelligence Division, for review and for reference purposes
relating to black nationalise and racial mattery will be filed
in Bureau Library where it is not now available

n6

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr
Bishop _
Casper _
Callahan

Conrad _
Felt

Gale

Rosen
Sullivan —
Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

MAILED 23

JUL 91969

C0MM-FB1

58JUI 181969
l£3? V V felL ROOMlS tTELETYPE UNIT
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CLONAL. FORM f,Q. 10 *
WAY !M2 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) JOI-It.B i
Memorandum
UNITED STATES" GdBfcRNMENT

TO

FROM

DIRECTORj FBI (62-46855)

SAC j NEW YORK (100-87235)

subject: URCHASE OF BOOKS
00K REVIEWS

fx

0
fx
(V)date: 7/7/69

1

ReBulets to MY dated 4/24/69 and 5/23/69.

Enclosed for the Bureau is one copy each of
the following books :

lT^Black Pride " by JULIUS H0BS0N.
v , 2 .""ffRevolutionary„Ko_tes "_ by JULIUS LESTER

.

'

h
)S
A 3-

(T'The^Black Messiah! by Rev. ALBERT CLEAGE.
4. "Tn^Blalk^anthers" by GENE MARINE.jnp-

>* c ^

n K
^ ->• 0
, 1

'

o o *
o 0 O

u

<§)- Bureau (Encls^4)
1 - New York

MMM:lh

i (3Vs

5010-108

m~ INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED .

-

b6
b7C

. NOT RECO&DED

^ Hi JUL 8 1969

S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



1 ~ Hr.flWWLOftCb
I - We, W.C. Sullivan
1 - M*. A .W. Cray !;:

f:. 0^r * —

*

>

Mr. *. C. Sullivan July m, »g»
1 - Mr. 0#C. Moore

- „ „ 1 - Mr, T.J. Deakla
0« C. Moore

/
")

TOB SPOOR ISO SAT BY THE OX®'
Bf SAM GRRPXLEE
racial warms

— « ^ - ^i* * of captioned book, published la
Sagittal la 1960 by Allison and Busby limited. The book is
being place* la the Bureau library.

Author

-.^^ „ Saa Greenlee ease to oar attestion through the
British Security Service who advised Greenlee arrived in
gaglaad ,*» March, 1969, tor the publication of captioned book.
Beportedly, his book was turned down by Aaerican publishers
as <too hot to handle.* The book jacket notes that Greenlee
is a Mogro, bora Ally 13, 1«0, is Chicago, Illinois.
Allegedly, he served as a lieutenant in the 0.S. Amy prior
to present employment with a civil rights organization.

Book Beyle* y

• Captioned book is a novel about a Negro Central
intelligence Agency (CIA) Agent who resigns to organize a
group of black revolutionaries fro* the Beaters of a negro
youth gang. The forssr CIA Agent is successful, *» the
story, to the extent that at the book's conclusion, urban
guerrilla warfare is widespread in the united states.

This book is not a blueprint for revolution, but does v
contain sons laioraatios on hew to organize a guerrilla group.

Mention of the FBI

The only sention of the fBI or the Director is a
consent in passing that the FBI investigates thefts of
govsrssjcnt property •

ACTIOK: " ' » ^
1«0^45348»

For iafersatioa. m jULl§

/ 7 <3> (Book Review File)
TJ»:bjp/crk (T)



I c /* tec A

Oc

SAC, Now York <3.00-37235>
Attention: Liaison Section

Director, ffBI (62-46855)

PURCHASE 03? BOOK
OB00K REVIEWS

7/14/60

Mr. N.P. Callahan
Mr. B.M. Su.ttier
Mr. A.W. Gray
Mr. R.S. Garner

- Miss

You are authorized to obtain discreetly, when
available, one copy of the following booh for use of the
Bureau. It should be marked to the attention of the
Research-Satellite Section, Domestic Intelligence Division.

•'The^Revolt 'oFTiho Black Athlete"
by Harry^^wards>^Bacroillan
Company, New York, $5.95, scheduled
for publication 9/3/69. q^JI

Racial Intelligence Section (Route through for review)

Mr. M. F. Row (6221 IB)

AMB:lis
(10)

fj} j
NOTE ; /

'

Book requested by SA T. J. Deakin, RIS, Domestic

Intelligence Division, for review and for reference purposes

relating to black nationalism and racial matters. Book will

be filed in Bureau Library

.

be
b7C

0

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop —
Casper —
Callahan

Conrad —
Felt

Gale

Rosen
Sullivan —

^

Tavel _
Trotter . XI
Tele, Room

\ Holmes
Gandy .

MAILED 20

JUL 14 1969

C0MM-FB1
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2

Mr, W* Cm Snlltvm

<5* C* SSoor©

BOOK JBEOEW
DIE MHsGEK ».tl|»m H« S8QHV

1 .* Mr* C. Bstoaeh
i « tSc. C. Sullivan
1 - Ur» W, Gray
1 » ISr* O. C<, Kaoro
1 Mr, ». E« Iferie .

Sfcis saeauKRuldm probata a wio? of captioned
fco©Ss published in 1969 &jr B£&1 Pm&&, Xsw«rpogftted t vhloa
is feeing placed la tixo Bureau - Libras?,

gropfPgotst

^ ftwMw* is cm «ie c&suzlty laScs saa i&© Agitato?
Index. 89 is t»&1er indictment rik! fimltitig trial for- violetloa
of t&«. assisti us of ft ?«der&l offleer m$ o^strtsetioa of
Jttstlco 0*atm»3. Tfcseugkosit i&o fcoolc, tfeo at>.t!m* rofess eit
aatsorcws occ&tiia&s to the director ass! special A?!ro»$8 of tho
IBS* As might hs «xp«3tec1, &o im felfffcly crittsal la a
ntturar typical of Iiis &&tur£, feo seawsslly prefaces fcis ro-»
ftrend* ot&oosa ftdieetiir«&» lis ol^rv-atioag era of a
gesas-al nature it would sor-j-o bo purpoga to ovsa gigriify
feis oppressions with assy tern of protest*

'

fUo sottar t&rottglmt fcfee book gitowa hi© bato for
AawsEriCftt. fealiovos ^hitc Africa is cut to dostro? tire
llfcgro asd iu strong Zaoguage argv.as that tfcia ®wmtt? is
w&gisg geaooiile oa its largest isiaarity gro^> aod also seas
Anarioa as tSte oppressor of Mack people srotmd tbc t&?24.

For information

JLr 10S-160XST <H» Sap Byo^a)
62~4S85S (Book &3*iew rilo)

BHHjdlis/kXo<»>..-

bjsiiis Baas two

29 JUL 16«
51 JUL 28 1969

ft

8



t f
Iforar&n&ua G. C# Ifcoro te Br, W. tJ» SnlXivaa

«2>JE IfXSSJstt ©IBS*.
BY 33, BAP DSQSH

¥ae cut&o* is fossae? Ciaaimsua of tho Mack
extremist organisation, tho Studeat BonvioXsai Coordinating
Ccsntttso <£KCC) His tints© i© Included oa the Agitator
Index and th© Security XiuJcss, Eo «as it^icted oa March 5, 19S3f

by a Fedora! Grand ^tsry at Hew Orleans* fcouisiana, for
violation of tfco assaeXtiag a FedoraX officer and obstruction
of jtHrfciee ©tatutosi trover p tfi© trial date has not as yot

Set*

boos usrar

For tli® author* this country is divided into
tfero© c&t©s©i*ios—"fchito &soriea#** "jJ«;9eo A»??ica," a«$
"foX&csfe America.** Ko points cut the diJTfcsance b«t«octt
Kcsro amorica and sialic Asoriea is tisat if yeu'va bXaofe,

sreva do oTOrytMag you «aa to fij&t the filter and i2 you
aro Slosro Arabic?* » yoa do anything you eaa to appoaso tiica*

Th® tlareat to s?:iit© America ccj^a from Mask iincrAca a^,
t&oroforo, bJaols Atssrlea ^LXl fee t&o vassunrd of tfes ia~
etritablo rcvoXtttioa* Ho e-?ca violoaeo aa a se&o&&ary part
of ssy revolutionary fjtrt»?sXo find co2r.i<3cva tJiiuelf so& so.

j^isssfs violent aai ^filling to rs&ot to violeacso. n© ©into©
that whoa a rado of pseple ^itfeia a synton is oppressed
witfeie a systea that fostors tfco idea of eos^petitivo i»-
dividtialisa, t&a politicaX poXarisafcion ax*ot&4 istdividuaX
interests prevents groep istaroata.

Sfe points ©at fco joined SKCC is X9SS and over
©iras® t&at tlno a© feas always carried a gaa aad «ot$Xd asTs-er

feositato to us© it. mil© Iso ^as Cbalraan of S1?CC, ho did

G/xmwns* ~ o?es

i

i

;

I



% 1
H^aaommtus <£• Ce Wmm to Mr* W» £• SuUivtui

Hi book B£?m •

«dbs mmm em*

eossidor fciisssalf & leader of Miosis pceplo tefc teeeaas©

of Ms position of Chains*, fa® fed a platfem sad wi»t m
e&i* mm board by many Siseo 4diaia& S8CC. Jam
traveled timmghotat the country naltisg spasefcos aaa alleging

tfeat tfe© Cfovorasioiit is &tt<ss^*is*g to destroy t&a negroes.

tferoisgtioiit the feaole, t&e a«t&©# seleas sa s^rosi
©esasioas to thm Director assd Spsoial £g©ats of the FBI*

As Kislit to© expeated, b» i@ highly critical and ia- s stanaor

typieaX of his Batur®, h® eoavcaUy peaces tea Memoes
with o&acoae Rd4ectivG3. Ills* otoeftratira? wt oU
mt^re asd it ^ml<3 m*r¥# as> $ssrpca© to mm dignify MS
pgms&os® with »@y form of protest*



Mr. W. C. Sullivan

G. C. Moore

Mrl, 'C, % iDeLoacK ^HvP 4

Mr* [Sullivan
Mr. 'fi^.'g,, Moore

7/16/5U
Mr, T. J« Peakin
Mr,

be
b7C

BOOK.REVIEW

—

^»S~AMMY YOUNGE, OR., THE FIRST
BLACK COLLEGE STUDENT TO DIE IN
THE BLACK LIBERATION MOVEMENT"
BY JAMES EORMAN

This is to review captioned book, published in 1968

\
by Grovo Press, Inc., New York, which is being placed in the

I
Bureau library.

The author is the subject of Bureau file 100-443566.

Ho is Director of International Affairs of the Student Hon-

violent Coordinating Committee {SNCC} and an advocate of racial

violence. He is currently active with the National Black Economic

Development Conference (EBEDC) which is demanding three billion

dollars as reparations to blacks from white churches and synagogues.

This book is the story of the life and violent death

by shooting of a 21-year-old Negro born a"Vaised^?L™itv
middle-class circumstances in Tuskegee, Alabama. This community .

and its educational institutions were thought to be models for H
trnncmil race relations, however, Younge's death in January, ««»*»,

aHbe hands of a white man who was acquitted of the murder charge^

is seen by Eorman as the end of the nonviolent aspects of the \
civil rights movement and the advent of Negroes' realisation that

,

other roads i.e., confrontation and countorviolence must be under-
,

taken. t

Younge's story and his activities in the South on

behalf of SNCC commencing in March, 1065, a*? told through the >.

personalities of those who knew and worked with him. He *e >
depicted as a diligent worker for Negro rights and as a martyr

for their cause. However, he comes off as a somewhat confused,

often rebellious and frequently troublesome personality to

himself and those around him. His death, although tragic and

racially inspired, was not the result of the black student

movement as indicated by the book's title but was in fact the

result of a personal altercation. ^ , ij(

The IBI is mentioned on pages 128, 186, 208 and 224

in routine regard to its investigative respons^imiee-^ There

are no adverse references or comments directed RECt8fe«»uroau or

its personnel. 165 JUL SO 1969

1C ~ 100-443566

B 7
7
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c
Memorandum
UNITED STATES GO^^NMENT i

to
j

DIBFCTOR, FBI (62-46855)

from : SAC, CHICAGO (100-45566)

date: 7/17/69

subject: PUI CHASE OF BOOK
0B9OK REVIEWS

He Bureau letter, dated 7/3/69

Attempts at Chicago to discreetly obtain book
requested in referenced letter, "ThtTjCoyal and the Disloyal/"
by MOETON GBODZIN, printed by the University of Chicago, have
been unsuccessful to date*

It has been determined that the book has been
published in a hardback cover at $7*50 per copy (rather than
the §4*00 price indicated in referenced letter) and in a paperback
cover at §2,25 per copy. A paperback copy of the book has been
ordered through a discreet procedure, but will not be available
for delivery for five or six weeks.

If a hardback cover of this book is desired rather
than the paperback issue, the Bureau is requested to immediately
advise so that the order may b& appropriately changed.

When the book is made available, it will be
immediately forwarded to the Bureau.

{
, .

A

. to-
i * ft .•

2'- Bureau (EM)
Chicago

GGP/vel
(3)

A

7 -Xt if

KEC3J

b6
b7C

7^

li

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
5010-108-02
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

subject;

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date:
(ATTN: RESEARCH SATELLITE SECTION)

7/23/69

SAC, NEW YORK (100-87235)

PURCHASE OF BOOKS
<OB00K REVIEWS

ReBulet dated 4/29/69.

Enclosed for the Bureau is one copy of "The
est on Trial; My Fight For Guyana's Freedom" by ""—

"

Cheddl" 3agan. '
" ~ ~~ *""' "

1

^

V

Q) - Bureau (Encls. 1)
"1 - New York

MMM:lh
(3)

6>

BAUG 5 m
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

REC 12 ,,..y^.XT^=.
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1 «~ Mr* C* D«
1 Sullivan
1

X ~ I5|% A. w*

1
I - Mp # H 4 22* Harris

be
b7C

Jlr. W« C. Sullivan

G* C, Koore

DOOIC HEVXEW
"BEYOND HACISM"
BY VOTITNEY H. YOIEIG, JR.
RACIAL MATTERS

This memorandum presents a review of captioned
booh, published ia 10GD by MoCrau'-Uill Book Cot?)any, which
is being placed in the Bureau library,

SYNOPSIS:

Author Yfliitney M, Younc, Jr., hao been Executive
Mreetor of the national Urban Leacne since 10G1. He "was

horn in Lincoln Eidge, Kentucky, on July 01, 1021, and now
resides in Hew Yorl; State. He received a degree from
Kentucky Ctatc College in 1941 and later attended various
other institutions oi higher learning. Young has been a
foremost civil rights leader. In 1D5G and 1034-GG, applicant-
type invcatioations v/ero conducted on hiu. His name v/cie- on a
"contact list" of Acerican Youth for JDesaoeracy in 1940 and
investigation revealed an associate had consunict related
affiliations. The Director has described Young as one stripe
above Oartin Luther King. Young: has shoisn a cooperative
attitude toward the bureau. In T,Ceyond &acisa9

n Young endeavors
to sot out the racial ills of this country today, their causes,
and his remedies for these ills. Tae author usee numerous
interesting statistics in tsalcinc his point, not all
substantiated by documentation. Ihero is little new in the
author's remedies for improved racial relations and the betterment
of tho Nocro in American society. One cttccestion he taahes
ie tho reallocation of unequal resources. Other cucccstions
include better co»:mraications between the races, study o£
blacl: contributions to culture, special aid for blades in
netting jobs, boycott, and the economic pressure point "buy
bind;." This boo!: is not a reference w>rJ; or textbook but
would be useful ior studying the current racial, situation in
this country.

a-

NOT BECOLMOD
165 AUG 1 3 1969

ACTIOH
>7or information.

1 - 1G1~31C0

5 bliw^mf>

oofe Review JFllo)
Jr.)

DETAILS E&GB WO



Homo to ifcr. W» 0. Sullivah
be; book review

"beyond xiacisix"
by mamm iu yobng, an*

Whitney IU Ifouns, JTde* , has been Executive Bircctor of
the national tfrban League since ISKft* Ho ^as born on July 31,
1021 in Lincoln Eldge, Kcntuc&y, and now resides in New Rochello,
How Yor&# Yotms entered Ecntuc&y State College, Frau&fort,
Kentucky, in September, 103?, and received a BS degree in
<J«ne, 1041 # As a member of the £r&y Specialised Gaining
Brograta, he attested Massachusetts Institute of technology
frem October 1023, through Deee&ber, 1043, Juator, ho attended
the Ifoivers&ty of Ehode Island, the University of Minnesota
and Harvard University* Young has been & loader in the civil
rights movement and hm been described as one ^ho is confident
that the &egre*s problem© can be solved within tho framework
of the democratic processes of the United States*

iipplie&nt*.type investigations wre conducted on Young
in 19GG ana in 190<3Ues# Hi& name was on a "contact list" of
the American Youth for Democracy, in 1040 in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, andinve&tigation revealed an associate of Young *0
had eoimnnist related affiliations.

In October 1067, the Director described Young ag being
one stripe above Martin Luther King, but a very expedient
person* Bureau files indicate Hr* Young has had a cooperative
attitude toward the Bureau. By letter dated August 0, 1C04,
the Director e^pree^ed appreciation to Mr# Young for Mb
laudatory remarks about the Bureau in connection with the
investigation of the deaths of three civil rights workers
slain near Philadelphia, JSiss&ssippi*

Frets his vantage point in the forefront of the civil
rights movement, the anther endeavors to set oat in this hools
v/hat is wong v:ith this country froti a racial standpoint, tho
causes of tho current situation, and what ho feels should and
can bo done to change racial ills.

Young begins by saying that Anerlca is on tho brinl: of
disaster, that tho eicfcnesa of racism is about to destroy the
very essence of all v/o hold dear* Ho i& cpoa&ing of t/hito
racism Ho diemioscs blae& racisn apparently as being of little
or no consequence for his purposes in this book* Ho ct£»Xoy& tho
often u&cd phrase that nitaerica relentlessly persecuted blacl:
people for three -hundred fifty ycara" to help isafco his point,

DERAILS - OVER
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Mono to J.Jr. V, C. Sullivan
BE: BOOK ttEVm?

"BEYOND RACISM"
BY WHITNEY YOUNG, Jit.

An Interesting facet of this boolc is tho author *£s use of
numerous statistics which do stimulate thought and which are not
always documented to show where ho sets his figures. The
statistics arc nonetheless thought~provol:i»g. Socio of the
statistics he uses arc as follows:

livery day twenty-five trillion blacks pro reminded in
dozens of ways that they constitute an inferior caste within
the Katioa,

nacsivo tolerations froDi tho South continue at the rate
of eighty thousand persons a year.

Between 1340 and 1000 tho blacfc population of
iaotropolitan areas more than doubled. If tho current trend
continues, tho blaefc metropolitan population will double again
by 1035,

Cetweon 19C0 and 1065 New York City lost I ,300,000
white people, mostly to tho suburbs.

Fifteen years ago black income was 57 percent that of
whites; in 1007, it had crept up only 2 percent to 50 percent.

Siseritaination hecpss black families segregated in
overcrowded ghettos? although there are housing vacancies
elsewhere.

There are nore rats than people in Black America,

Urban renewal has built 100,000 housing units but has
destroyed 400,009 housing units.

Although a considerable portion of "Beyond racism" deals
with the author *» ideas on what type society we sLould have,
there is very little new in the my of fresh thinking. He favors
the building of "open societyj" one that is not necessarily
totally integrated but one that allows freedom and creativity.
The importance of the family is emphasized and the author points
out that while Europeans coming to this country found strength
in close fatally ties, Negro slaves for hundreds of years had no
close-knit family units for the taost part and are only now
beginning to build such units.

DZtAlhS ~ OVER



Memo to Mr. W. C. Sullivan
pjg; book wmim

"BEYOND RACISM"
BIT WHITNEY M. YOCNG, JR.

Changes recommended by Youse include the reallocation
of unequal resources to enable all Americans to cosapote on an
equal basis (communism?) » cooperation between blacks and
"concerned" unites, community control and decentralisation,
and a replacement of the present welfare system. He points
out that money and managerial skills are two important
resources thai; must be put to better social use,

IToung suggests the following things can be done by
readers of bis book to combat racism:

Communicate with black people} truly listen to what
tbey have to nay.

Learn about contributions of black people to society.

Help black people get Jobs.

Boycott.

Buy Black.

¥olunteer to fight racism.

Invest in Integrated institutions.

Educate other white people.

Bring open housing to your neighborhood.

Besegrat© your iob, school, club, and professional
organization.

Bsc your power.

Besr>ite the fact that this book may be lacking somewhat
in objectivity, it is timely and worthwhile reading to those
who are studying; the current racial upheaval. The book should bo
useful to Special Agents working in racial matters particularly
those in the field who are conducting interviews and who need
background information. On the other hand, thereis not
enough detail to Qualify it as a reference work or textbook,
even considering the use of numerous statistics a© cited above.

COHT1HKJEB - OVSE

wto ^
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tieno to M*1

.. W. C. Sullivan
RE J BOOK REVIEW

"BEYOND HfiCISM"
By WHITNEY IS, YOUNG, JR.

MENTION of i?bi

Noitfacr tho Director nor the FBI Is Hontionod in
this fcoolv.
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UNITED STATES GC^k.NMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date:
(ATTN: RESEARCH SATELLITE SECTION

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION)
SAC, NEW YORK (100-87235)

PURCHASE OF BOOKS
BOOK REVIEWS

8/12/69

ReBulet 4/29/69.

Enclosed for the Bureau is one copy of "Challenge
7 • of The Congo" by KWAME MRUMAH.

tjgEBBSRSBffl |S8SW6fe*wW )m^&BjggtB&

3. AUG 14 1969

MMM: Ih

AUG 2 01969
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the 'Payroll Savings Plan
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SAC, tfcw York (1O0-G7235)
Attention: Liaison Section

Director, FBI (G2-4G355)

-.P0RCH&SE OF B0OSS
^CQGII ljEgIBK&

- Mr. N.P. Callahan
- Mr. B.M. Suttler
- Mr. W.C. Sullivan

S/12/G9
- Mr. A.W. Gray.
- Mr. R^iL. Garner
- Miss

You are authorised to obtain discreetly, trhoa 'A

available, ono copy each of the following boobs for the \JJ
uco of the Bureau. Karl: the books to the attention of the
Research-Satellite Section, Domestic Intelligence Division.

ft/ ti-n-ki. *> "Uncertain Insurrection" fey Charlea Facer.

§fi*^jP&

'

William B. Eerdoanc, paperback, 02.45.

i L°i 2) "Secret File" fey Hank HecsleZ:. G. P. PutnanVs

jl^JjL Sons, 06 .95, scheduled for October, 1SG9 publication.

1 - Racial Intelligence Section (Route through, for review)
1 - Mr. M.F. Row, 6221, IB. \J<\^h

AMB: jls
(11)

NOTE:
i® AU@ IS 1969

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop _
Casper _
Callahan

Conrad —
Felt

Gale

Rosen

Sullivan .

Tavel

Trott

Tele

Holmes
Gandy

Book #1 requested by SA T.J. Deakin, RIS, DID, for
review—in-depth, eye-witness report which proposes their
reasons for ani understanding why for the dismal failure of
the "Poor People's Washington Campaign." Book #2 requested
by Assistant Director W.C. Sullivan, DID, for perusal by
R-SS, DID. Book concerns confidential files of Internal
Revenue Service's Intelligence Division—the Undercover
agency that succeeded "where the FBI failed" in putting
behind bars notorious underworld figures such as Al Capone,
Waxey Gordon, et cetera. Books will be filed in Bureau library
where not now available.

' MAILED 10

: AUG I % 1869

A

MAIL ROOM C2I TELETYPE UNIT LZH

Q i-' It
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MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 %
A/Memorandum
UNITED STATES G< RNMENT \

TO

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date: 8/18/69
ATTENTION: RESEARCH-SATELLITE SECTION,

• DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

SAC, KANSAS CITY (62-8726) -P-

^PURCHASE OF BOOK
£/B00K REVIEWS

Re Bureau letter to Kansas City, 5/23/69.

It is noted referenced Bureau letter authorized
the Kansas City Office to obtain discreetly, for the
Bureau, one copy of the book, "Bayonets In The Streets:
The Use of Troops in Civil Disturbances edited by ROBIN
HIGHAM, scheduled for publication August 8, 1969, by The
University of Kansas Press, Lawrence, Kansas.

On August 8, 19 69
,|

% j

University of Kansas Traffic and Security Offxce, Lawrence,
Kansas, an established reliable source, discreetly
ascertained the following information and furnished same
to SA BERTIE L. SAPP,

The above-mentioned book is being printed by The
University of* Kansas Press with material for the book being
furnished by several individuals. The main contributor and
main person editing the book is ROBIN HIGHAM, Professor of
History, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas. The
book is not yet complete and will not be out until sometime
in September

y
19 69, at which time it will be on sale in the

Kansas Union Book Store, University of Kansas, Lawrence,
Kansas

The Kansas City Office will follow this matter and
upon publication of the book, one copy will be discreetly rnA\
obtained and forwarded to the Bureau. J^^X^T-** fUi

(p - Bureau (RM)/£A&^ul^^ X~$$ f7'f-<dJ>

2 - Kansas
BLS :lw
CO

City #^/f<f ftwjQ*
n AUG 20 1969

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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G. C. Moor©

^IftOOK REVIEW '

"THK BLACK MESSIAH"
BY ALBERT B. CLBAGE, JR.
RACIAL MATTERS

This la a review of captioned book, published in
1968 by Shoed and Ward, Inc. The book is being placed In
the Bureau Library.

STOOPS!Si

The author in a clergyaan of the United Church of

Christ and the pastor of the Shrine of the Black Madonna in

Detroit, Michigan. Be is the leader of the militant City-W:

Citizens Actios Conalttee. "The Black Messiah.** through a

series of Cleage *s seraonn, gives the theology of the Black

Power Movement. Reverend Cleage contends that God is black

and Re is the founder of the Black Ration. During a seraon

when audience Bakes threatening remark, Cleage says "I want

to state, for the FBI tape, that that was not ay voice."

ACTION:

For information.

1 - Mr. C. D. BeLoach
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. O. C. Moore
1 - Mr. A,. W. Gray b6

b7C
(Mies

1 - Mr. T. J. USftkin
1 - Mr. G. T. Tunntall

87 APR 9 B70

1 „ 100-448517 (Albert Cleage, Jr.)
1 - 62*46855 (Boo* ueview file)

GTTtlttb

DETAILS - 2



Memorandum to Mr. W..C. Sullivan
mt eook immi

"Tm MESSIAH"
DY ALBBftl* B» CLEAGE, Jift.

DETAILS

t

Tiie author is a clergyman fa tho United Church of
Christ and pastor of the Shrine of the Black Madonna in
Detroit, Michigan* Ho has held black extremist meetings in
his church including the meeting sponsored by the iialcolm X
Society which founded the violence-prone black extremist, separatist
organization, the itepublic of Hew Africa in March, 196Q. Ho
is the leader of the militant City-Wide Citiaens Action Committee
and has wade numerous speeches throughout the V.S. calling upon
the black cosaaunity to aria Itself against the genocide which
he claims the whit© man is planning for the Negro. Cleage is
on both the Security and Agitator Index.

BOOK REVIEW ;

The author in a series of senmons points out that
for nearly eOO years the illusion that Jesus was white dominated
the world because white Buropeans dominated the world, Ifow

with the emergence of the nationalist wovoiaonts of the world*

s

colored majority tho truth is bv£isni&3 to cacr^e, that Jesus
was tho non-white icadur of a non-white people struggling
for national liberation against the white flowaaa. Tho author
elaiias that Negroes in the U.S. finally realize they have
foecosae a Black Nation. America is set on a disaster course
of conflict and violence and that the white xaan refuses to
saake tho changes necessary for the black man to live in
America with dignity and Justice. The author believes that the
white iaan is set upon a way of genocide of thu Negro just as
Hitler tried to eliminate tho Jews in Germany.

Cieago claitas that religion has been used by tho
white to enslave tho fclegro race. \<hite ioan gave the slave
Christian religion as a means of escape frost reality while
they were forced to live in slavery. Ho points out that
Jesus, tho Black Messiah, caao to a Black Nation of people
who were divided and confuted and was leading the» to
salvation when the white man eliminated hist. Cleave states
the hour is at hand and blacks must unite in revolution
even at the cost of individual sacrifice for the Nation,



iilfcuoranclua *. C. Sullivan
iiui look imtte* ,."

:l>ukk mkssiaitv

CXoa^o 3u&;c;3t$ that aii latiopuncUmt Coag^e^atio&aX Church
ordain workers in thu student Jtfo&violent Coordinating Coisuaittco,

hiacl; OKtre-iulst group* to protect them against Selective Uorvice*
Ka drav/s fron fcoth thu Old mid my TQ&tmmta a theoioiiy incor-
porate tho groat thumea o£ Christian boiioi ana acts it forth
as thu tfawoXosicai basis for tho black Poww liovemcat*

On pas<? 1G3 during one o£ Ci£&-jo*& 3criao&3 whc*& ho
ia tollies tlio audience to trust other black atopic u&til
"thoy ug$& \xp $

n IM audience uhoufrJ "fitess tht&i up t
" Clcag^

saya ft I want to statu, ior thu PBI tapa* that that -was not
my voice."

*> 3 **•



1

Yorl: C10C~G7235)
it- .ition: Liaison Sectizoss

director, OX (62-46855)

Mr 0 H 0Po Callahaa
I3r. B 6 Mo Suttler
Mr* AoWo Gray

8/2S/C0
Mr„ R.S. Garner
Miss

! :.?.c;r :m c~ book

You are authorised to obtain discreetly on© coay
of the following foooli for use of Bureau. Hark bools to
ctiontion of tho Research-Satellite Section, Domestic
Intelligence Division,

"The Super Spies" by Andrew Tally.
William Morrow & Co., JTew York, \

$5.95, scheduled for 9/29/69,
publication.

1 - Eacial Xatelligeace Section (Route through for review^
1 - JIT. IUF 0 Row, S221 IB

^

AISjJIs

NOTE: y

b6
xb7C

I

Q
UJ
-J

U-

—I
<

S3

o

To!son —
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop _
Casper _
Callahan

Conrad
Felt

Gale

Book requested for reviev; by SA ToJo Beakis^ BIS*
Domestic Intelligence Division* Book contains .material on
"Stoteoly Camiehael 0 s Travels 1'; it also reportedly describes
the S?BI 0 - Book will be placed 1b Bureau Library where it 5s

not saow available, ' ^

yTcvel
rotter

7olt». Room
Holmes
Gcndy MAIL ROOM

1969

J- ^uD teletype unit

NOT RECORDED
|

172 AUG 27 1969

6?' 9(»2.

\ * *



SIGNAL FOIM NO. 10

1*62 EDITION

TO

V 1UNITED sTATEMPby^NMENT W
Memorandum

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) datec 9/3/69
Attn: Research-Satellite Section

Domestic Intelligence Division
SAC, CHICAGO (62-6727)

PURCHASE OF BOOK
J* BOOK REVIEWS

ReCGlet to Bureau dated June 16, 1969,

Contact witlTXidine Publishing Company, Chicago,
revealed that ^Racial Violence in the United States" was
still not available as of this date.

Arrangements have been made to obtain a copy of
the book when it becomes available*



I • ar. C. U^JeLoach
1 - Hr. V. C« Sullivan

b .

I - Hr. A. W% Grjy_
: b 7 C

(Attn, 'dias I E

Mr. W. G. Sullivan a/28/69

1 - Mr. O. C. tfeort

G. C. HOOTO I - Hr. X. J. SMklJI
i - ttc, W, 0. Steueann

^aKvoLyxio^y souls'*
3Y "JULIUS UESliS
racial mrmas

This is a review of captioned book, published In
Raw York City, Kew York, in 1969 by aicherd ujq&nm. The /

teok ia feting placed in the Bureau library. 7

Juliua Barnard teeter ia tha subject of Bureau file
100*443166. Ha la included on tha Security Index and tha Agitator >\-

Index* < He la a coluenist with tha "Quardien" newspaper* \
20 £eat 39th Street, Maw Terk, Hew Tort. Ke has participated
in coanuniat front groups in the neat and ban traveled to both
Cuba and Worth Vietnam daring 1967, in violation of e United State*
State Oepartnent prohibition. Lester advocates revolution in the
United States to obtain fall rights for Negroes.

aMfr,,jt«flfw

Captioned boos; la a series of artlelee written by hia
which were previoualy published in the "Guardian!' Ha advocates
revolution aa tha only nana available to secure a "'Black America."
He conaldera such sen es Stokely Camicheel, Sldridge Cleaver and the
late Che Guevara aa the leaders and heroes of this revolution. z
am endorses such black extremist groupa as the alack * anther q
Party and tha Student Nonviolent Coordinating Coralttee. ^

_. c
The series of articles in this book concerns the reaeone

why there should be a black revolution but does not auggeet ways s

of implementing the revolution. o
E
o

1 - 100-443166 f" I ^ 202 SEP * 1968

(Book Review File) ^ 104 gSHUfflSPaOWm

blC



Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan
RE: BOOK REVIEW
"REVOLUTIONARY NOTES"
BY JULIUS LESTER

Mention of the FBI

The FBI is mentioned on pages 99 and 110 of this book.
Lester groups the FBI with the military service and the Central
Intelligence Agency as being part of the establishment. On page
110 Lester cites an alleged case of an "FBI infiltrator" of the
Communist Party who accused another member of being a Government
agent. He cites this as an example of how the FBI spreads rumors
to hurt the revolution.

ACTION :

None. For information.

- 2 -



TO

FROM

, SUBJECT:

%
30^.}

OPTIONAL FORM HO. 10

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GC^RNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. Bishop DATE: 9-5-69

Tolson —
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop —
Casper —
Callahan

Conrad —
Felt

Gale

TULIPS, TEARS,JTRAUMAS
AND TURMOIL IN THE KENNEDY ERA
BY ARNOLD EDWARE^.LLEES
INFORMATION CONCERNING .

O „ .

SYNOPSIS:

5

Rosen _
Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

2"

& £ v / £ &

Bufiles contain no information identifiable with Allees.
v Captioned book is primarily a critique of Kennedy family during 1960 T

s.

Kennedys depicted as opportunists, self-serving and successful through
wealth. Author claims John F. Kennedy made serious mistakes in Bay
of Pigs invasion, escalation of fighting in Vietnam and creating youth-
centered society. Robert F. Kennedy portrayed as critical of elder
statesmen, being outspoken on numerous topics, interfering with inter-,

national policy, and appealing to youths and minority groups solely for
self-serving political reasons. Edward M. Kennedy allegedly elected
through Kennedy name, wealth, and power. FBI and Director briefly

^mentioned, nothing critical.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information,

1-7//

*ST liar
4 SEP 11 i-a

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Sullivan

1 - M. A. Jones

. .
/^RE^W:aW (6)

DETAILS i CONTINUED OVER

i \



M. A. Jones to Bishop memo
RE: TULIPS, TEARS, TRAUMAS AND TURMOIL IN

THE KENNEDY ERA -y

DETAILS !

BACKGROUND CONCERNING AUTHOR:

The book jacket discloses no information concerning the background
of the author. Bufiles reflect no information identifiable with Allees.

SUMMARY OF BOOK :

Captioned book was published in 1969 by Theo. Gaus T Sons, Inc.

,

Brooklyn, New York. The purpose of this book, according to its author, is to

present a true critical review of the times characterizing the Kennedy era in

the 1960 T
s, as distinguished from reports by Kennedy idolizers and propagan-

dists. The historical occurrences during this period are set out; however, the

book primarily deals with a critique of the Kennedys whom the author depicts

as opportunists, self-serving, politically successful through wealth rather than
by ability. Mr. Allees records the actions of certain members of the Kennedy
family as follows

:

1) John F. Kennedy - His election to the Presidency was secured
by a Madison Avenue-type public relations, pouring millions of dollars into his

campaign and appealing to minority groups. He received most of the Catholic
and Negro vote. He appealed to the Negroes by advertising in their newspapers,
being critical of racism and poverty, and using underhanded methods such as
interceding in the closing days of his campaign for Reverend Martin Luther King
who had been jailed for violation of probation and telephoning Mrs. King to

express his sympathy.

President Kennedy Ts father, Joseph Kennedy, ably assisted his

son through the means of the Kennedy wealth and power. He is quoted as advising
his son, ,r

E will work out the plans to elect you President. It will not be any more
difficult for you to be elected President than it will be to win the Lodge fight,

(apparently applies to Kennedy's election over Henry Cabot Lodge in 1952.

)

While it will require a tremendous amount of work on your part, you will still

need to get about twenty key men in the country to get the nomination. For it is

these men who will control the Democratic Convention.

"
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M. A. Jones to Bishop memo
RE: TULIPS, TEARS, TRAUMAS AND TURMOIL IN

THE KENNEDY ERA

John F. Kennedy was also critized for not following the

original plan of the Bay of Pigs invasion and due to last minute changes the

invasion was a fiasco. After the failure of this invasion, President Kennedy
made the statement that Robert F. Kennedy should really be in charge of the

CIA, President Kennedy was responsible for the escalation of the fighting in

Vietnam which proved to be fruitless. In regard to Vietnam, it appears that

his brothers, Robert F. Kennedy and Edward M. Kennedy, were unaware that

their brother created this situation when they, Robert and Edward, were
critical of the fighting there.

Kennedy also created a youth- centered society by appealing to

the youth of the country, and by having a youthful appearance and demeanor.
President Kennedy was not a young man, but desired to create an opposite

impression. By President Kennedy's failure in the Bay of Pigs invasion, his

escalation of the war, his alleged support of the Negro movement and his accent

on youth, he created catastrophes such as the influx of a large number of

Cubans to the United States, the increase of Castro T

s prestige, criticism of

the fighting in Vietnam, racial tension, and student unrest.

2) Robert F. Kennedy - He is described as an opportunist,

self-serving and politically successful through wealth rather than ability. Through
his press agents, he was able to become a Senator from New York. He was
critical of elder statesmen, outspoken on numerous topics, interfered with

international policy and appealed to youths and minority groups solely for

political reasons. He constantly tried to upstage President Johnson by making
a speech shortly before President Johnson was to make a speech on the same
subject. He also endeavored to be more liberal than President Johnson.

He toured Latin America and Europe making speeches con-

cerning peace and poverty notSor the purposes of peace and poverty, but rather

for furtherance of his own political ambitions. His purpose in visiting Africa

was merely to obtain the Negro vote in the United States. One newspaper referred

to Robert Kennedy's jaunt to Latin America and Europe by stating simply,

"Foreign expert Bobby Kennedy got back fyom abroad after peddling anti-

American policychatter.

"
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M. A. Jones to Bishop memo
RE: TULIPS, TEARS, TRAUMAS AND TURMOIL IN

THE KENNEDY ERA

The author also criticized Robert Kennedy for fostering a youth-

oriented society. He attempted to portray himself as a young man by publicizing

his athletic accomplishments such as skiing and hiking and wearing long hair.

Many of the hippies in the United States modeled themselves after Robert
Kennedy and he became involved in hairline disputes in some schools when some
youngsters excused their appearance by citing the forelocks of Robert Kennedy.

3) Edward M. Kennedy - He allegedly was elected only through
the Kennedy name, wealth and power. He became Senator from Massachusetts
based on his claim that he could do more for Massachusetts; and soon after

his election, the National Aeronautics and Space Agency announced it would
construct a $50 million Electronics Center in the Boston, Massachusetts, area.

Shortly after Edward M. Kennedy obtained the Senate seat, he nominated
Francis X. Morrissey, a family tT crony, tr for a Federal judgeship, although

Morrissey had no qualifications for this position. Edward Kennedy withdrew
the nomination when he became aware that it would be denied.

REFERENCES TO THE DIRECTOR AND THE FBIV

There is no criticism in this book of the Director or the FBI,

however, the following references were made:

"In it he (Robert Kennedy) had urged a pact to curb nuclear

spread, which was then in progress anyway. He did the speech in time to make
a planned jaunt. Later he was to get into a controversy with J. Edgar Hoover,
F.B.I. Director over the eavesdropping activities when he was Attorney General,

saying that he was not aware of them. Commented James Reston (Dec. 14, 1966)
Tthds is inconceivable. T M

(p. 100)

tT Bobby is carrying polls around in his pocket again, as a result

of the adverse publicity over the Manchester book scandal; and from Bobby's

row with FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover over responsibility in the wiretapping

controversy. tT
(p. 136)

"The Federal Bureau of Investigation received a deserving accolade

for its long search and final capture of the alleged slayer of the Rev.

Martin Luther King on the same day of the funeral for Senator Robert F. Kennedy.

Director J. Edgar Hoover Ts agents were on a nine week man-hunt for a

James Earl Ray. .
. " (p. 189)

The book is being placed in the Bureau library.
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TO

UNITED STATES GO^RNMENT

Memorandum
s

Mdir

FROM

Mr. W. C. Sulliva^

W. A. Si*aiiigan

1 - Mr. CD. DeLoach
1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop

date: September 2, 1969

illdhan

Conrad _
Tolt

Gale

Rosen —
Sullivan

Tavcl _

subject .i»THE SUPER SPIES" BY ANDREW TULLY
BOOK REVIEWS

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Y/. C. Sullivan
D. J. Brennan
W. A, Branigan

Trotter

Tele. Room .

—

Holmes b6
Gandy ^ y q

For information, Tully's book, to be published 9/29/69,
is generally critical of U. S, intelligence agencies, and Tully
calls for a major Congressional examination of the intelligence
community (1) to reprganize its structure, and (2) to realign

1 its operations. He mentions the FBI only incidentally; most of
\ the book deals with the National Security Agency (NSA) , the
* Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the Bureau of Intelligence
land Research (INR) of the State Department, the Defense Intelligence^
jAgency (DIA), and intelligence-gathering branches of the Army, ^

a x Navy, and Air Force. References to the FBI and the Director are |g

|
[generally inaccurate and not flatterin

2

>k is, demoted to thoiAlthough most of the book is,~"ti&1toted to those agencies
which gather positive intelligence, Tully emphasizes the work of
NSA, devoting several chapters almost entirely to that Agency.
He stresses poor and conflicting intelligence estimates produced S
by the several intelligence agencies and uses the illustrating g
instances he has selected as evidence of the need for a Congressional
examination. Wm'^imm^ '

His references to the FBI are gdti&ggjllgi ijnaccurate. For
example* he writes that the FBI stations Agents "in** most of the
world's capitals and many other foreign c^t*es, f? a gmsrsly
exaggerated statement, as Tully should know. In the same place,

\ \ he writes of the story told by CIA and DIA officials of a "DIA
operative* 1 surveilling a subject for eleven days only to find
the man was an FBI Agent . This is a complete fabrication since
our Agents in liaison posts are openly known as Legal Attaches
and also since DIA does not direct "operatives " abroad.

Although he describes the DireQtor-.y4s^aK*man of
"tremendous efficiency" and as "one of the ^mfnant figures

inin American intelligence," he also,
criticizes him as "temperamental."

h^giame breath,

I
ACTION : For information. Since the book will undoubtedly be

j! discussed in the intelligence community, it"* shoaj.cf be brought to
the attention of all Special Agents assigned to maintain liaison

intelligence agencies of our Goyeminent . B@©K1BS Q

TNG:mkl (?) U)' ^u^>^W^ /jct+94L**~
*****
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MS. W. C. SULLIVAN September 5, 1969

mr.. c c* mom

"MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR."
BY tflLLlAM ROBERT MILLER
RACIAL MATTERS

This memorandum presents a review of captioned book
published 1968 by tfeybright and Talley, Hew York, which is being
placed in the Bureau Library*

SYNOPSIS

:

Uilliam Robert Miller, the author of this book, was
associated with the Fellowship of Reconciliation (FOR) . Our files
show that a man by the same name, also associated with FOR, stated
in 1956 in a letter to "The Daily Worker," communist newspaper,
that he was a former adherent of the Communist Party. The writer
of the letter has not been positively identified with the author
of captioned book by investigation or interview. Captioned book
i£ a resume of King's life, the major part of it describing his
activities from the Montgomery, Alabama, bus boycott in 1955 to
his death in 1968. The FBI is mentioned on six different occasions
only one of which in a derogatory sense. The author attacked the
Director for terming King a notorious liar.

ACTIC-H:

For information.

100-106670

^ - 62^46855 (Book Review File)

CEG:ekw (8)

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. U. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore
1 - Mr. A. W. Gray (Miss

"
J ;.l -Jp, T. J. Deakin

< <fc d M?. (
.Glass

^^^^-^ ^MM^lggA WHflltoHMW

NOTRESORDSJ
46 SEP 16 1969
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b7C
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Memorandum to Mr. W* C. Sullivan
RE: BOOK ••HflRTXH LUTHER KING, JR*"
100-106670

DETAILS

:

Review of Bureau Files

Tlilliam Kobert Miller was Managing Editor of
"Fellowship," the publication of the Fellowship of
Reconciliation (FOSi) * In 1956 "Fellowship* 1 published
King's first article* The l?01i is an interracial pacifist-type
organisation allegedly dominated by religious rather than
political isc&ibers* It has denounced coiaEiUnism although some
of its ideals parallel those of the Communist Party, USA
(Cj?0SA) * On 10/31/56, William Robert ililler of the FOR
(not otherwise identified), wrote to "The Daily TJorker,"

the East Coast communist newspaper, and described himself
as an individual comitted to and vitally concerned with
the pacifist and radical movements • In his letter he referred
to himself as a forner adherent of the Communist Party* This
information has not been definitely identified with the author
of captioned boolcs by either investigation or interview*

Also in October, 1956* Hiller f s name appeared on
a petition to the President for amnesty for the comunist
leaders convicted under the Smith Act* In February* 1962,
Uilliam Robert Ililler of Hyack, Kew York* llanaging Editor
of "Fellowship11 appeared on a petition to the President to
grant cleneney to Carl Braden and Frank Tlilkinson (former
Goimunist Party members) convicted of contempt of Congress*

Book .Review

This book is a resume of King's life* the laajor

part of it describes his activities fro& the Montgomery, Alabama,
bus boycott in 1955 to his death in 1968* The two times he
leaped from a second story window as a child because of guilt
feelings* are mentioned, as is his "curious!ty" about communism
which caused him to become a student of Karl Ilarx during his



Memorandum to Mr. XL C. Sullivan
SEt BOOK UM/©TIN LUTHEE KING, JR."
100-106670

second year at Grosser theological Seminary in 1948 • However,
he is pictured in the book as anticoratunist*

This book contains a nunber of quotes from King's
writings and sermons as it traces chronologically the activities
of his life. It is a history of his activities, all of which
are well-known with little insight into his personality and
personal feelings.

Mentions of FBI

The author mentions the FBI on pages 103, 124, 137,
200, 220, and 279. All of these references except that on
page 200, are not derogatory, describing the FBX 4 s arrests of
nine white men after an attack on Freedom Riders in /inniston,

Alabama; a phone call to lirs* King by President Kennedy telling
her the FBI had been to see King in Binaingham in iipril, 1963,
and telling her he was all right; the quick FBI apprehension of
four Klansmen after the murder of llrs. Viola Liujszo; and the
FBI's action in searching for James Earl Ray after King*s murder.
The only derogatory mention of the Bureau is on page 200 which
deals with the Director calling King "the aost notorious liar in
the country, 11 because King had been telling civil rights workers
in Albany, Georgia, not to report racial incidents to the FBI
because they were Southerners and would take no action. The author
termed this "patently absurd, " and he said the Director had never
been a champion of civil rights or liberties*

- 3 -



:c~' Yorlc (100-37235}
—Vocations Liaicoa Cactioat

Director, IOS

V'"*,-rv-r * -j'-i 'V^C*

. 1
1

Mr* NoPo Callahan
Mr* AoWo Gray

9/9/GD
Mr* RoSo Garner
Miss

b6
b7C

ton txro authorised to obtain diccrcotly and as
ca sol as possible one copy each of the following booko for
t>3 vtoo of the Earoaito Earli fecolrs to the attention of the
Z.j>ca£trcli*Sateliate Section* Boszo&tic Intelligence Division

"The Godfather" by £!arlo Pusoo G* P.

Sons, How Yox± $ 3/10/69* $6.95,
Patau's

nSko£t oS the Ratios; Tue Structures a&d
Procedures of Organised Crime in America" by
Donald B» Creecey* Harper & Bow, Hew York*
2/26/69,, 06*95*,

"The Grim Eeapcrs" by Ed Soldo- Begaery/
Boilly a Loe, Chicago , 4/69 5 §6*95*

1 - Mr* MoFo. Row, 6221, IB

AJJDB: jls
1/

Books are being obtained at request of Legat
London, for reference purposes relating to

organized crime — specifically La Cosa Nostra » Upon receipt
of books by Bureau, they will be forv/arded to

^

To Ison _
DeLocch
our

3;shop

C-spor

C t„

i

W SEP II wf
ivan

:vei
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SAC, ITew York (100-S7235)
Attention: Liaison Section

Director, WDX (62-4G85D)

Mr. N.P, Callahan
Mr. A.W. Gray

0/12/69

Mr. R.S. Garner
Miss

be
b7C

^PSmCMSE BOOSS
CYBOOK BE7IBWS

You aro authorised to obtain discreetly one copy
Jf

I #ach o£ the £ollov±ng hooks for the une of the Bureau*
1 Hark books to tlie attention o£ the Bescareh-Satellite

Section Domestic Intelligence Division

,

i.. "fftte, Algiers Motel Incident" by John Hershey. -

Bantan fls-v^n,
, Jfew York* 1008, paperfcack

v

$l-25

2. -j

f,?Bct©con the Bullet and the Lie: :r^orican
Volunteers in the Spanish Civil War" by

% Cecil Eby.V'nolt, Binehart and Winston,

4 'I
July, 1069, 50.05.

1 - Racial Intelligence Section, (Route through
1 - Internal Security (Information)
1 - Mr. M.F. Row, 6221; IB
1 - 100-7060 ((Abraham Lincoln Brigade)

review)

V
v
So

\>

\
Hi

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr
Bishop _
Casper __

Callahan

[Conrad _
elt

iale

sosen

jullivan

IrTavel _

(11) J

NOTE: 0

Book #1 requested by SA T.J, Deakin, RIS, Domestic
Intelligence Division, for review relating to black nationalism
and racial matters general. Book #2 brought to attention of
Director Hoover by letter 8/27/69, from the Honorable Edward A,
Tamm. Crime Records Division acknowledged letter 9/3/69,
and recommended book be purchased and reviewed for any information
of interest to Bureau. Book concerns recruitment and activities
of the "Abraham Lincoln, Brigade (or Battalion) " - organization
designated as "communist" by the-United States Attorney General

_

pursuant to Executive Order 10450* Bureau has conttgBttli ĴBB^̂ Pggt
in pending case on Abraham Lincoln Brigade, Books will be
placed in Bureau Library where they, are not now avai«a$B&J15 1989

"rotter

'ele. Roofc'

[ohnes

, 4/
MAIL ROOM I II TELETYPE UNIT I I



4 %
1 ~ Mr. C. D. BeLoach
1 - Mr. V. C. Sullivan
1 ~ Mr. 6. C. Moore

Mr* ». C. Sullivan 9/ll/*9

(Miss

0. C
1 ~ Mr. A . Qrav^

J - Mr.

'LOOKOUT tMlTJgjtl
8T JULXBB LSSfBI
SAC1AL MftYTSKS

BUCK POBWS OCR* OJSF YOBS MAMA

This mriHrtwi presents a review of captioned
t published In l#©fl toy the Dial Prose, Mew York City.

The book is sola* placed lot the Bureau Library.

The author, Julius Lester, is • Negro who is
included la the Security Index and Agitate* Index. In
addition to self eaployaent a* a photographer asd writer,
Lester is enpleyed an a part-tin* colunnist toy tao
radical aewwisjaat Tao Qnardiaa.*'

The book traces Blaek Power back to 1847 and
deals with civil rights activities la soittbera states,
particularly, the work of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Cowltteo whiob is now called the Student national
Coordinating Csaslttes. Lester states that Many of the
civil rights workers in the South toeease disillusioned with
the nonviolent approach to the Mogro arotolesst. As a result,
Black Poser has evolved into what Lester calls the
ideology for too confrontation," In dismissing this

confrontation, too author says that Waits Power will not
allow Black Power to evolve without first trying to mowers it.
Tao author states that this atteatpt will fall and taat
waits Power will have nocteice toot to atteapt to physically
crush Black power. As to tao present status of Black Power,
Lester states taat 'Black Power baa becoae the microscope ana
telescope through which blast pooplo look at that selves in
the world. It has enabled thos to foetus tn©ir energies on
soaetbing while they prepare for the day of reckoning." As rogar
a solution to tfto present race aroblsas in Aserioa, the author
states that it is clear that America as it now oxlsts anst b®
destroyed. l ,

100-443106

1 .<~ 82-46855

ft

46 SEP 17 1969
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i %
Memorandum to Mr. W. C, Sullivan
R5: BOOK REVIEW

"LOOKOUT WSITEY*. BLACK POWER' S GON ! GET YOUR MAMA"
BY JULIUS LESTER

100-443166

Loster mentions tho FBI in several places in his boofc.

On pajso three, Lester mentions that James Meredith, during

his march through Mississippi in 1060, v/as surrounded fey

state troopers and FBI men on the day he was shot. On
page cloven, in discussing segregation and the approach

of white people to the problem, Lester states that Negroes

"were in the pepsi generation," believing that the FBI
was God's personal emissary to uphold good and punish evil.

On page eleven, in referring to civil rights demonstrations
in the Gouth, Lester noted that the FBI took notes standing
next to "cracker cops while they wiped nigger felood off

their billy clubs."

ACTION: For information.
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Mi\ W# C. Sullivan

C m D. Breiman

Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Sullivan
Mr, C« D# Brennan

September 11 , 1969
Miss
Mr. SEacEpIxord
Miss

BOOK REVIEW
"AJH3SSAY ON LIBERATION"
BY HERBERT MARCUSE
INTERNAL SECURITY - NEW LEFT MATTER

be
b7C

This memorandum presents a review of captioned book,
which is being retained in the Communist Infiltrated and New
lieft Groups Unit, Internal Security Section, Domestic Intelligence
Division. /%;//

SYNOPSIS : Marcus e, a professor in the Philosophy Department of
tne university of California at San Diego, has been described
as the philosopher of the New Left. Captiorad book reiterates
Karcuse's oft repeated advocacy ol the need for a revolution in
the United States. Recognizing that the workers in America have
done so well under the free enterprise system that they want no
part of any Marxian revolution, Marcuse turns to active minorities,
"mainly among the young, middle-class intelligentsia and the
ghetto population," to carry the revolution, guided, of course,
by the intellectuals, The goal of Marcuse's revolution is the
creation of a "society in which the abolition of poverty and toil
terminates in a universe where the sensuous, the playful, the
calm and the beautiful become forms of existence." He advocates
eliminating poverty and work but offers no formula for achieving
this goal except to say this will involve the elimination of
private property and the institution of economic central planning.
He states that a precondition of his revolution is a weakening of
the moral fiber and undermining faith in accepted values. Marcuse
is a powerful force in the New Left movement today. It is doubtful
that the majority of the young radicals really understand his
philosophy, but so long as he advocates overthrow of the present
system by, in their terminology, simply "doing their thing," they
remain oblivious to the fact that he is using them as tools in an
attempt to gaia.&n intellectual dictatorship. The FBI is not
mentioned in the book. _ nP.

None .s vf For^feformation.ACTION:

.s not

v
LM/lm
(S)
100-445771
1 - 62-46855 (Book Review file)

NOT RECORDED

47 ^EP 17 «369

DETAILS - Page Two
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Memorandum for Mr. W. C. Sullivan
RE: BOOK REVIEW

"AN ESSAY ON LIBERATION"
BY HERBERT MARCUSE

100-445771

DETAILS ;

The Author

Herbert Marcuse (pronounced Markooza) has been
described as the foremost literary symbol and philosopher of
the New Left, as well as "the idol of the student rebels."
He was born in 1898 in Berlin, Germany, immigrated to this
country in 1934, and was naturalized in 1940. He was in the
State Department from 1945 to 1950. Subsequently, he was
affiliated with Harvard and Columbia Universities, and served
as Professor of Politics and Philosophy at Brandeis University
from 1954 to 1965. He is presently a professor in the Philosophy
Department at the University of California at San Diego. Marcuse
has been influenced by the writings of philosopher George Hegel,
psychoanalyst Sigmund Breud, and by Karl Marx. He admits he
is a Marxist but feels Marxism must be updated.

FBI Not Mentioned

There are no references to the FBI in captioned book.

Book Review

Captioned book, dedicated by Marcuse to "^oung
militants," was published in 1969 and reiterates Marcuse *s oft
repeated advocacy of the need for a revolution in the United
States,

Marcuse expresses a hatred of all liberal democracies
and their economic systems based on free enterprise, which, by
their success in improving the standard of living of the masses,
have made one of Marcuse *s heroes, Karl Marx, appear ridiculous.
Marx predicted that the capitalist system would produce increasing
misery for the workers and that this would eventually cause its
collapse. Marcuse finds himself in the position of being forced
to reject Marx's cherished working class as the instrument of
revolutionary change because he recognizes that the workers have
done so well under the free enterprise system that they want no
part of any Mfcruian revolution. He says this would be "against

2 CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum for Mr. W. C. Sullivan
RE: BOOK REVIEW

"AN ESSAY ON LIBERATION"
BY HERBERT MARCUSE

100-445771

the will and against the interest of the majority of people."

1¥ho, then, will be the carriers of the revolution?
It can be done, according to Marcuse, only by "a new type of man
••••a type of nan with a different sensitivity as well as
consciousness; men who would speak a different language, have
different gestures, follow different impulses; men who have
developed an instinctual barrier against cruelty, brutality,
and ugliness." Marcuse finds his last hope for a truly free
society in active minorities, "mainly among the young, middle-
class intelligentsia and the ghetto population." These minorities
will be guided by the intellectuals, who, Marcuse is convinced,
know what is best for mankind. It is difficult to fit the young
militants of the New Left into the roles of supermen envisioned
by Marcuse, although when he says they must be a group of people
who will reject conventional morality, who will "break with the
familiar, the routine ways of seeing, hearing, feeling, under-
standing things," it is clear he looks hopefully toward the young
dissidents who have demonstrated their break with conventional
values by experimenting with drugs, sex, and riots.

The goal of Marcuse *s planned revolution is the creation
of a "society in which the abolition of poverty and toil terminates
in a universe where the sensuous, the playful, the calm and the
beautiful become forms of existence." He advocates eliminating
poverty and work but offers no formula for achieving this goal
except to say this will involve the elimination of private
property and the institution of economic central planning. He
states that a precondition of his revolution is a weakening of
the moral fiber and undermining faith in accepted values.

Marcuse, who has been publicly described as the "god-
father of the student revolt" and the "idol of the student
rebels," is a powerful force in the New Left movement today.
It is doubtful that the majority of the young radicals really
understand his philosophy, but so long as he advocates overthrow
of the present system by, in their terminology, simply "doing
their thing," they remain oblivious to the fact that he is
using them as tools in an attempt to gain an intellectual
dictatorship.

-3



TO

FROM

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA*Gti^EG7NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

BY Lj

: Mr. Bis

' M

V

subject: ''mUXOJLXJHE.CRADLE INTO-CRIME:!
.BfemAWFORD^BOOK REVIEWS"

DATE: 9-10-69

OA7

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop*—
Casper _

illahan

)nrad

veil

A/-

* Rosen ...

& Sumvan*^

/iVoUer
Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

SYNOPSIS:

This book, sent in by Flo^d S. "Lake" Rood, was acknowledged by an
in-absence letter from Miss Gandy on 8-29-69, ^detailed review is attached.
Author gives biographical data on Lake Rood, his boyhood, his golfing success
and his "fight against the conspiracy to debauch an entire generation of Ameri-

| can youth. tf Numerous references to Director and FBI reflect deep respect
Lake Rood has for Director and FBI. Nothing derogatory. Rood disappeared
into juvenile underworld for a few years' to get first-hand data on juvenile crim-
inals, their homelife, environment, reform schools and brutal treatment they
(received. Rood feels government is withholding, suppressing and distorting the

facts about juvenile crime, pg. 88. "Organized Crime" is discussed in some
detail. Author states uncounted billions of dollars worth of property owned in

New York, California and elsewhere purchased by revenue from narcotics, hi-

jacking, pornography, etc. FBI report of $27 billion crime bill per year is far

below actual figures, pg. 108. FBI under J. Edgar Hoover pressure made head-\ 1
way in counteracting communist spying until execution of Julius and Ethel Rosen-
berg which unleashed storm of protest from Moscow. Administration stepped in

and planted spies in FBI and a long campaign to "downgrade Hoover personally, "

pg. 122. Kremlin set 1973 as deadline for accomplishing domination of U. S.

Mileposts so far have been reached on time with deadly accuracy, pg. 124. Author
cites Document 67564 Government Printing Office as Director Hoover *s report on
Communist designs to have youth participate in Communist objectives—toward
Jconquest of world, pg. 125. Author relates on pg. 126 how CIA funds turned Sixth

Youth Festival into a fiasco in Vienna. Lake Rood was badly beaten up by group
of Negroes in a meeting in Chicago, pg. 153. On pg/ 192 Walter Winchell is re-

ported as quoting a citizen Ts letter comparing youthful attitudes of today. On pg.
215 author says FBI has evidence that Communist China has put a million dollars

in Philadelphia alone for use by RAM (Revolutionary Action Movement).

RECOMMENDATION:

For information. /"

1 - Mr. DeLoach qi/* T
1 - Mr.. Bishop^ 1
1 - Miss Gandf)9$E

ft

BMS:£prf (8)***£*
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M. A, Jones to Bishop memo
RE: T,OUT OF THE CRADLE INTO CRIME"

On 8-29-69 an in-absence letter for Miss Gandy's
signature was sent to Mr. Floyd S^fRood, 59M_GifforcLAYemie

,

Huntington Park, California, thanking him for the book en-
titled "Out of the Cradle Into Crime" by Lin Crawford. The book
is a story of the life of Floyd S. "Lake" Rood, his early life as a
caddy, then as a golf pro, and, after his success in professional
golf, the author records his efforts to rehabilitate or assist youth-
ful delinquents in various ways.

to the FBI throughout the book. Nothing d^ogator^. These refer-
ences, as well as other items of ^sHble'IEEerest to the Director,
are as follows:

First page after the Table of Contents contains
John F. Kennedy; U. S. Supreme Court; Floyd S. "Lake"
Rood, and the Director. The author's quote at this

point on the Director says: "The Communist target in

America is its youth—J. Edgar Hoover.

Pg. 36: "It is not the purpose of this document
to glorify Lake Rood's professional career, but rather

to show the road he traveled and what he learned along

the way about young people in trouble, which was to

become his life's work.

"

Pg, 39: In speaking of Lake Rood the author states

"A feeling of great urgency overwhelmed him when Presi-
dent Eisenhower and J. Edgar Hoover declared that the

youth of the country was being twisted and debauched by
Communism and organized crime and that the country must
take action now or everything we stood for would go down
the drain in the next generation.

"

Pg, 49: In a new chapter titled "LET'S VISIT A
REFORM SCHOOL" the author states: "Let*s see with our

own eyes what senators, congressmen and others in high

places have refused to look at: the real life, the real con-

ditions, in a reform school. Why do they refuse? Answer:
There's no money in it, no political gain, no compensation

for the distasteful sight of young kids being put to death.

There are numerous references to Mr. Hoover and

- 2 -

(DETAILS CONTINUED
NEXT PAGE)



M. A. JonesAB^lop memo w
RE: "OUT OPTHE CRADLE INTO CRIME"

But let the President put on a show of generosity, give

them a few million dollars, put each on the payroll at one
hundred'dollars a day or more (some names on request)
and these same political leeches will condescend to be
entertained with cocktails in the superintendents office,

interview the psychiatrist and hire a sociologist to write
up a report of their bindings! 1 This has happened a
hundred times and can be easily verified.

Pg. 50: 'Idleness, lack of proper supervision and
boredom all lead to the juvenile crimes that send most
boys to reform school in the first place* "

tfWhat about the Green Room? Thousands of young-
sters will carry Green Room scars on their bodies the
rest of their lives, to say nothing of mental scars. For
this is the dreaded place of physical punishment- -beatings
and whippings. There are sadistic and barbaric tortures
going on in the Green Room every day. You would have to
see the torture tools to get an idea- -the hypodermic needles
that are pushed under the fingernails, the old telephone
switch that, when cranked, generates electricity through
to a boy's body by attachment of one wire to a foot and
another to his groin, the paddles with rivets sticking out
all over the business end, leather straps four feet long,
four inches wide and a quarter inch thick. n

Pg. 52: TWe are rushing faster and faster toward
self-destruction. If we don ?

t change our ways soon, we are
going to lose our country and our entire civilization. J.

Edgar Hoover says so; Barry Goldwater says so; John A.
McCone and a host of other American patriots all say the
same thing in those same words. "

Pg. 53: "Superintendents of reform schools are
political appointees, beholden to higher-up elected officials,

to their demands and will. Seldom do they have any qualifi-
cations for dealing with the problems of misguided youngsters
and their rehabilitation, nor do they care enough to learn. . .

"

.

tTTo them, a boy is there to pay for his crimes, to be punished.
Most of them soon regard human feelings as a weakness. . .

"

"The instructors at a reform school are hired for as little

money as possible- -former janitors, sharecroppers, day
laborers, dishwashers, garbage collectors. Seldom does
anyone come from a vocation that qualifies him as an 'in-

structor 1 at a reform school. Many cannot read or write. TT

- 3 - (DETAILS CONTINUED
NEXT PAGE)



M. A. Jones
RE: "OUT O'

t

op memo
CRADLE INTO CRIME"

Pg. 86: In a chapter titled "IN THE JUVENILE
JUNGLE" the author quotes Lake as stating that; "In

twenty years of search, study and work I have never
learned one useful fact about the causes and abatement
of juvenile delinquency that didn^ come from the mouths
of the children themselves!" The author stated "This
was reason number one why Lake Rood chose to disappear
into the juvenile underworld for a few years—the convic-

tion that youngsters held the key to a solution. Reason
number two was the intent of adult authorities toward
youth in general, " Then he asked the question: tTWhy is

the government withholding, aippressing and distorting the

facts about juvenile crime? Why is it altering or erasing

crime statistics reported by police departments, minimi-
zing the size and intensity of crime in the face of a growth
that is six times as fast as our expanding population?"

There is no further reference made by the author or Rood
on the crime statistics subject.

Pg. 87: The author takes off on Dr. Shane McCarthy
on this page when he states that the report and plan which
had been submitted to the Council on Youth Fitness by Lake
Rood was not even considered by the chairman, Dr. Shane
McCarthy, who stated he did not believe that conditions were
so bad in the nation's reform schools, and refused to see for

himself. "Instead, he rode up and down cities* streets on a

bicycle, followed by TV cameras and reporters, to show
young people what they should be doing to keep themselves fit.

"

Pg. 88: "Juveniles between the ages of ten and seven-
teen commit 60 per cent of the total crime reported to the FBI
by the police. .

. " "California has been the most successful in

concealing the facts about its crime. The FBI and the National

Crime Commission state that over two-rthirds of the crimes
committed never reach police blotters and hence are unreported.

Lake wanted to know why.

Pg. 108: "Organized Crime owns large stock-brokerage
businesses, discount houses and banks in Wall Street. It owns
most of Miami Beach, fori^y-five hotels, twenty-five cocktail-

or night-club showplaces and uncounted billions of dollars 1

worth of properties from New York to California. . .It derives

enormous revenues from the multibillion-dollar business in

narcotics, loan sharking, vice, fencing, labor racketeering,

stolen cars, hijacking and pornography. . . The known take, as

- 4 -
(DETAILS CONTINUED

NEXT PAGE)
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-M. A. Jonesjfc top memo
RE: TtOUT OFTHE CRADLE INTO CRIME"

reported by the FBI, from crime alone is admittedly far
below the actual figures. It likely is several times the

$27 billion a year cited in FBI reports. Revenues from
legalized gambling run $8 to $8 billion a year, aside from
the skims ioff the top.

"

Pg. 114: "Many publishers and peddlers have been
identified by the FBI as Communists, with Organized Crime
connections, and many have sons who go to college equipped
with material to print underground magazines devoted to

eroticism and narcotics propaganda. These sons have been
seen in closest association with the sons and daughters of

knownCommunists who go to college, nor for the prime pur-
pose of getting an education but to cause trouble. M

Pg. 122: In his chapter titled "THE UNITED STATES-
COMMUNIST BY 1973, '

" the author states on pg. 122: "In

the United States the FBI, under the pressure of J. Edgar
Hoover, was making considerable headway in counteracting

Communist spying and subversion until the execution of Julius

and Ethel Rosenberg. This unleashed such a storm of criticism

and such threats of political reprisal, fueled and fired by Moscow
that the administration stepped in and planted spies in the FBI,

I
and a long campaign to downgrade Hoover personally and the

work of the FBI ensued* Hoover's report on the infiltration of

Communists and the doubtful loyalty of 833 employees of the

State Department alone was suppressed.

"

Pg. 124: "In 1946 the Kremlin set the year 1973 as the

deadline for accomplishing domination of the United States.

Mileposts in the plan for conquest so far have been reached on
time and with deadly accuracy. . .In 1957, Dr. F. C. Schwarz
interpreted the mind of informed observers when he said:

v "Communist victory in the United States is inevitable because
we are the product of our own environment which has made us
so intellectually dishonest, so unwilling to face the evidence,

so selfish, so greedy, and so intoxicated with entertainment,

that we will never have the honesty, the intelligence, the courage;

or the dedication necessary to do what must be done if we are to

survive."

Pg. 125: The author states that "The Communist objective

was to promise the intellectual student that by associating with

Communism, he could participate in conquest of the world, then,

after conquest, he could participate in a program to change

- 5 -
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-M., A. Jones top memo
RE: "OUT OF THE CRADLE INTO CRIME"

human nature. .
.
" He quoted Douglas Wachter and Betty

Aptheker as having told their classmates at the University
of Califorala—'"We will do this with science. Tt The author
goes on to relate other goals set by the Communists and
stated: "Details of J. Edgar Hoover's report on the above,
together with a description of the Communist mechanics of

riot and disorder, will be found in Document 67564, Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

Also on pages 125 and 126 the author states that the
Soviet Union apparently was confident that the U. S. State

Department would not provide financial backing or sponsor-
ship of the National Students Association, whose "disruptive
influence" was not wanted at the Sixth Youth Festival, which
was to be held at Vienna. The first five festivals would be
used as sounding boards for Communist propaganda, but a
few loyal Americans found a way to finance delegations to

this festival through funds from the Central Intelligence

Agency, and the Vienna Festival proved disastrous to the

Communists, thanks to the American NSA (National Students
Association).

Pg. 126: "Smarting under the Vienna fiasco, Moscow
immediately issued the order to attack and expose the CIA as
a trainer of youthful spies, and to discredit loyal Americans
involved, in a campaign similar to that used against J. Edgar
Hoover and the FBI. The American government obliged, the

communications media obliged, and all proceeded to tear the

CIA apart, destroy its subsidies to combat Communism, and
shame and degrade it in the eyes of the public.

"

Pg. 135: "The report of the President's Commission
on Lstw Enforcement, THE CHALLENGE OF CRIME IN A
FREE SOCIETY, has very little to say about gangs of any kind,

juvenile or adult, and what it does say is mysteriously in de-
fense of the gangs. . . .No wonder such writer-editors as David
Lawrence, James J. Kilpatrick and Joseph Alsop assailed the
report as a pitiful, inadequate effort and a waste of money!"

Pg. 153: The reference to the FBI on this page is "Are
you FBI?" This was a reference to a meeting where Lake Rood
was more or less on trial by a group of Negroes because of

remarks he had made in a speech the previous night. When one

of the Negroes cursed him, Lake hit the Negro, then a group of

Negroes jumped on Lake Rood, after which he was taken to the

hospital.

- 6 -
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«M. >A. Jones op memo
RE: "OUT OF THE CRADLE INTO CRIME Tt

Pg. 189: Creeping paralysis •
TtIn 1985 the McCone

Commission warned that the country would 'fall
1
if the present

trend continued and social conditions continued to be aggravated
and uncorrected. J. Edgar Hoover said the same thing in terms
of the spread of crime. These reports were highly criticized

by official Washington; and the rebuke was issued, TAs your
President, I will take whatever steps are necessary. *

"

Pg. 192: "My God, how can it be ?" Walter Winchell
reported a letter from Joseph R. Holmes of San Gabriel, Cal-
ifornia, that echoed the moans of millions of American citizens.

The letter allegedly contained, among other paragraphs, this

particular one: "My* God, how can it be ! That one boy lies rotting

from torture and malnutrition in a jungle prison camp in North
Vietnam—and another boy spits and tramples on the Flag of our
country on the steps of a university of learning. . . "My God, how
can it be that one boy lies sightless in a U. S. Naval Hospital
from Communist-inflicted wounds--and another boy uses a Com-
munist flag to drape himsMf in defiance of this country!" There
are several other similar paragraphs of the letter reported by
Winchell on page 193.

Pg. 194: "The most evil and insidious propaganda ever
perpetrated upon the American people is aimed at convincing them
that sentiment and concern are hopeless, old-fashioned, expensive
and unsophisticated. Furthermore, this is continuously fed by
subsidized sociologists who merely rehash the statistics compiled
by expensive government researchers and from the files of the

Children's Bureau and the FBI.

Pg. 215: Now that our leaders have permitted the Organized
Crime-Communism alliance to perfect its leverage of "ethnic-

coalition" ppwer, whipping up the Negores into a white-hot killing

hate, in steps China to show how to kill off their "ISfrhite oppressors 1"

. . . "The FBI has 'solid evidence* that Communist China has put a
million dollars into Philadelphia alone for use by the Revolutionary

Action Movement $RAM), and is studying evidence tending to show
that a like amount has been made available to the CCAC of Detroit. .

.

1 "
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SAC, New York (100-87235)
Attention: Liaison Section

Director, FBI (62-46855)

1 - Mr. N.P. Callahan
1 - Mr, B.M. Suttler
1 - Mr. A.W. Gray

9/22/69

1 - Mr. R.S. Garner
1 - Missl

_PURCHASE OF BOOK
CjBOOK REVIEWS

You are authorized to obtain discreetly, when
available, one copy of the following book for the Bureau.
Mark Jjookuto the attention of the Research-Satellite
Section, Domestic Intelligence Division.

lack Awakening in Capitalist America"
hy_-Bobert iT>411en. Doubleday,
New York* $5.95, scheduled for publication
November 14, 1969

1 - Racial Intelligence Section (Route through for review)
1 - Mr. M.F. Row, 6221 IB

amb: jis
(10)

NOTE:

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop _
Casper _
Callahan

Conrad _
Felt

Gale

Rosen _
Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room'.

Holmes
Gandy _

Book requested by SA T«J. Deakin, RIS, Domestic
Intelligence Division, for review relating to black
nationalism and racial matters general. Book will be
placed in Bureau Library where not now available.

ISEP22W9

Dm' f \T

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT

S&6
'

SEP 22
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAT 19*2 EDITION
GSA FPMR Ml CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GgRrNMENT

Memorandum
TO

/4
FROM

nir.ECTOR, mi (G2-4G35S)
jC ATTN: RESEARCH-SATELLITE SECTION

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION'
SAC, CHICAGO (100-45!J6G)

DATE: 9/1S/G3

subject:

V

^PURCHASE OF fiOOK

C/BGOK REVIEWS

RoBulet 7/3/69, and mylet 7/17/69,

Enclosed for the Bureau Ji& one copy' of "The
Loyal and the Disloyal" by JIOJ^O^/GRODZI^S, paperback
edition The purchase waa liado pursuant to
Bureau instructions in re.Bu33vfc.

'2'-Pureau (Enc, 1)(HM) *U^U^>r~jz£ •

1 - Chicago
(JGf: uiob

(3)

/ ^* w / . /

,/

- 7/7

EJ.J. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
5010-108-02 J



OPTIONAL FORM NO. tO
MAY 1962 EPITION
GSA FPMR U1 CFR) 101-U.6*

UNITED STATES

Memor
TO

FROM

Director, FBI (62-46855) ,
DATE: 9/19/69

Attention Research-Satellite Section
egat, London (62-506) (RUC)

! :

subject: PURCHASE OP BOOK
^BOOK REVIEWS

ReBulet 6/6/69,

Enclosed is the July, 1969, edition of
Information Moscow, as requested by the Bureau.

3 - Bureau (Encls.l);
1 - Liaison
1 - London
ACM: cm
(S)

v

&' fiSafP D IQc0 B»y U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
5010-108-02



Mr, W. C, Sullivan

G, C, Moore

BOOK REVIEW
"THE URBAN GUERRILLA"
B7 MARTIN OPPENUEXMER

1 -

Mr, C. Dt BeLoach
Mr. W. C. Sullivan
Mr* G. C. Moore

9/15/60
Mr. A

y
W. Gray

(Miss I n
Mr. ,T> #T. Tteafrln

Mr.

This memorandum presents a review of captioned book,
published in 1069, by Quadrangle Books Incorporated, Chicago,
Illinois, which is being placed in the Bureau library.

SYNOPSIS

The author is on the Security Index. He described
himself as a "revolutionary socialist ." In earlier years he
was affiliated with the Independent Socialist League (ISL)
and the Young Socialist League (YSL) from 1950-1958 when these
groups disbanded. The ISL was previously cited by the Attorney
General under Executive Order 10450

•

"The Urban Guerrilla" was conceived several days
after the assassination of Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.
The "establishment," in handling future racial questions, can
employ a police state, continue present stagnant policies or
support a black colony within white society. The author
suggests that none of these actions will be successful. He
then offers the alternative, "revolutions-violent, non-violent,
or both-involving a radical movement of both black and white.
..." the book evolves as a clinical study of revolution rather
than a manual of insurrection. The FBI is mentioned only one
time in the book in passing and not in a derogatory maxmor.

ACTION;

6- / / 5 ^

180 SEP 22 ms

SEE DETAILS PAGE TWO

j?or Information.

105-20547
/" 0m- 62-46855 (Book ReviOTSFile)

GESjsof/fnh

58SEP 301969



Measraada* to Mr. v. c. fuHtivr.^
mt mm mmmt

ar mmm ommnnm

mmm w wmmt vims

I I105-2054? . b 6

*» ma * professor of sociology at f4scoli» University, b7c

<3»*or<i, fesfBytamAa, Be previously adsitt#d mwbert&ip in tb*
Students for Wallace Socialist club «adt l<ib<ert£»ri&%t Socialist
%m$m orgssisatioss aaddsscribsd feisscif ss * 'revolutionary
soslsllst." He «ss affiliate*! with the Iaitej>c<ml£»t Socialist
t*®g8* fi@U «n£ ths Yomig Socialist fe*g»* tt&U, Sfeilodelssfeia
branches, fros to 1358 sbss those orjsantzstieMis dlsUsndeci.
The 1st. mm formerly designated by th© Attorn*? General of ta#
oaited Stats* persaant t© siccative <3r4^r HM30. Be is enrreotly
carried on the Security 1rides.

BOOK ,»WCT

This boss, Aeetxrdisf to the mthov, mm c&m^SmA
ssreral dsy* efter th* ussassisatties of %&nar*t& mrttn lather
Xtsff, <Xr. is April* 1088, it hegtss «»lth the preasise that race
relations is the &tlte4 States are «t crossroads vitb three
swan** of the "estshlleBMeitt str«tt«*i*s** emilshte for the future.
Oae *« *a« read of repression & police state) ; the seeemd in
istesr tiostist refcra (e costisxtetlon of present policies) ? aiui
the third is eetsbiieh«ae&t recognition end support for "black
seser" (btaefc eelosy vithts stilte seeiet$. The author sttmste
tbat repression will lean to race m*s, istegr tloeist refora will
lead to stxga&tioa, aad bluet; prmev export by the estsbiishfietit
-will not ieed to a sciatica of the race cmestlois.

The author offers a* a possible alternative to acceptance
of lbs status (gio, ^revoietioss-vtoiciftt , sst»~vieleat, or hets*>
itsvaivlsg * radical saveseat of bats biaeh Asa shite faB4*t&enti*ily
to reconstruct society." Se believes the fiotestiftl for » ir^vo-
lutlosery situation" ewrmtlf exists in tf»c !&>lt«£ States ssd
Rttsa^ts to ssssss the pckssibiUties of its aet*i»il%!ttiot> sad toe
f«aww it say tsse. la as «ff<8rt to fsctssiis^ this presis^ be
relies bssviiy on otb^r stitbors r&4 cstublisbM r^v^inti^ssry
cosccpts. Ss slso utiiisses |K»#tie Itecssc is tbc rospeet tbst He
bypstb«si^es tas tsse<nrsr of varioas cities is tbs Waited states
by ttKtrssist eroufis at so»e f&tsrc gate, on the oss baad be sceess



Memorandum to Mr* W. C. Sullivan
RE: BOOK EEVIEW

"THE URBAN GUERRILLA 11

BY MARTIN OPPENHEIMER

to say that a continuation of the current policies of this
country could make his hypothesis come true and then he
contradicts himself by acknowledging that " * . * it is
doubtful whether, even with the added impact of violent
or non-violent dislocation, sufficient cultural strains
can develop to neutralise or disaffeet enough of the
population so as to prevent society from functioning*"
In essence, he says the "establishment" refuges to provide
revolutionary conditions and he feels that "nowhere has
significant revolutionary warfare begun except v/here the
regime has already refused . . • to make reforms*" The
reader gains the impression that the author is disappointed
because the "establishment" has been uncooperative in this
regard.

"The Urban Guerrilla" appears to be a clinical
study of revolution rather than a manual of insurrection.
It is also an indictment of the establishment for being
oriented towards external defense and law enforcement
instead of attempting to alleviate the conditions of the
poor and the underprivileged. The author calls for planned
solutions of existing problems rather than the "muddling-
through . . with crisis after crisis."

MENTION OF THK FBI

The FBI is mentioned on page 126 in a paragraph
which seems to summarize the author's philosophy as expressed
in the novel: "The ultimate answer to urban insurrection, or
to the potential for it which lies in gradual subversion
beginning with terror, is not the House Committee or the
FBI or the 'Civil Disobedience* Squad. It is not Mace, foam
barbed wire, electronic eavesdropping, helicopters or informers.
It is solving problems."
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W* C. Sullivan

Jar, G, c, Moore

S&CX&L liftXTEBS
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Mr. C. 33. CelLoacii

Hr. W» C% eulliv&a
fir. G« C. fJoore

a*. 2L» s. Dcaliia

its?

b6
b7C

lids yegsorattOus* prese&t;* & review of captioaed
fceoi;* pubUsbcd ia 1055 by &ac$U&a Coatiaay, i?bleb is
being places in tho bureau Library. Tb© cuthor, floyd
?:!cia^^ic52s, is a He^ro isfci? is jtaoltuted ia tfeo Agitator Xcslc;:.

IlcKissicft; is ttto former Ttotiooal director of tbo Congress
Ox racial Lfjuality, a civil vi&bts gfovp.

title of the book of a «sww (tbo word
"aaa" rc&'esTi&g to Negroes) $ertol83 to Artlolo I, Scctios 2
of tbo original (fcratltutioa of the CFaitcd States* whioh
ttetexsaiaci tbo representation cc-raos of taxation for tbo
ctate. For purposes t>£ this ceatputatica, the r;fcovc Cectioa
ox' tbe Coostitutica r*r;3© nc&tica of ,ftbroe~£iftbs of all
OtbOS? xrcrsoao*** This three-fifths rule was eliminated by
amendments to the Constitution.

r£kv book c-oals *&tb racial problem existing in tbo
halted States* tbs uufcliear states tbsfc tb& stapvival of
sMfco A&cpisa cms tlto libcratioa of blaeE: /jrxrlca arc
tagothor. Jio said that if ms8ive* violent, tfo&trisotiire
bl&cfc*tfbite cottSroatatiozts Are Btill to be svoK&S, tbo gcalde
^ocuiicat of £b© esitc^ States Constitution audi tbo Dccloratioa
of ic-2epc-na<sftco »sf?& be* used to belv> blacbs witb not only
civil rifftts civil liberties but also hmmn sights* &ss5

Human libertiesu la this connection, the author outlines
b-eettons of civil rights cases its SugNwae Court history im€
prasccsa furtber rays iss «&leb the; costafcltutloa the
ijnalsratiea of 2&ft^c&rJeace my bo s^ca to boln blacto.

;.-c::ic«iclc attoefca tbo jotliclaX ^yston noting tb^,t

^031 jc^cs aad lawyers r-x.o j>ro5«ct^ of t&ito iaii3dio»*slarJS

oiidi ujinor-slaass America. Kc calls for rao^e blacl: acct to bo
iaw<«iv^di ia tb© iiUiaiato'toatXoa of jfusfelce lii cr^cr for black
people fco ^aia resrseot ios? fcbo^ /tetericast Jy^ioiary* fk®
autbo? calla for ne&sisr^is i&ereby tliti black coaraaaity v^ill

^ GC^CEGS revile mie> NOT RECORDER
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Memorandum to W. C* Sullivan
BE; BOOK REVIEW

"3/a of a imv1

m vuxt> m kissick
100-44G386

bo allowed to solve its am problems and provided vltb
resources to do so* He repeats the call of many present
day militants and extrcni&ts for black ownership and control
of land, busineooea and Government facilities in ghetto areas.

Tfairty^oight pages of the bool; arc utilised to
set forth the contents of the Declaration of Independence f

the United States Constitution and the Emancipation proclamation*

The IBI ia not mentioned in the boot*

ACTION

For information*
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This meitioxaTnrdniirTP^s^ni:s~a review of captioned

book, published in 1969 by the MacMillan Company, which is
being placed in the Bureau Library. The author, Floyd
McKissick, is a Negro who is included in the Agitator Index.
McKissick is the former National Director of the Congress
of Racial Equality, a civil rights group.

100-446386 - ZJLmm ^
1 - 62-46855/(600* ReviewN&l^CORDED

i9$m,kMWp I50^ 19
ISntinued

\

The title of the book "3/5 of a Man M (the word
"man" referring to Negroes) pertains to Article I, Section 2
of the original Constitution of the United States, which
determined the representation and means of taxation for the
states . For purposes of this computation, the above Section
of the Constitution made mention of "three-fifths of all
other persons . " This three-fifths rule was eliminated bv ^^ AAl
amendments to the Constitution. g-^ J) ^//^W

The book deals with racial problems existing in the
( g

United States, and the author states that the survival of qwhite America and the liberation of black America are linked * %
together. He said that if massive, violent, destructive
black-white confrontations are still to be avoided, the double
document of the United States Constitution and the Declaration
of Independence must be used to help blacks with not only
civil rights and civil liberties but also human rights and
human liberties. In this connection, the author outlines
sections of civil rights cases in Supreme Court history and
proposes further ways in which the Constitution and the
Declaration of Independence may be used to help blacks.

McKissick attacks the judicial system noting that
most judges and lawyers are products of <white middle-class
and upper-class America. He calls for more black men to be
involved in the administration of justice in order for black
people to gain respect for the American judiciary. The
author calls for measures whereby the black community will

x



Memorandum to W, C. Sullivan
RE: BOOK REVIEW

"3/5 OF A MAN"
BY FLOYD MC KISSICK

100-446386

be allowed to solve its own problems and provided with
resources to do so. He repeats the call of many present
day militants and extremists for black ownership and control
of land, businesses and Government facilities in ghetto areas.

Thirty-eight pages' of the book are utilized to
set forth the contents of the Declaration of Independence,
the United States Constitution and the Emancipation Proclamation.

The FBI is not mentioned in the book.

ACTION

. For information.
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DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION)
SAC, NEW YORK (100-8?235)
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^ BOOK REVIEWS

ReBulet 9/12/69*

Enclosed for the Bureau is one copy each of the
following books:

I
1 . -i^hefj^^f^aj^

' 2 v- TJie£GrimJ^e^
j 3* >4^JLl£'ejw3J;hJBartin„Luther.King ^ Jr
I
4 • tweejal the

^

Ballet an'djbhe Lie'.

i 5 The^d£ather
f

1

3r.

i7 SEP g4»

0

V

(2)- Bureau (EacllJ
.

l,1

1 - New York

MMM:lh
(3)

5KEP291&6

J5^j Z7.^. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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